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Diffraction stress analysis is a commonly used technique to evaluate the properties and
performance of different classes of materials from engineering materials, such as steels and
alloys, to electronic materials like Silicon chips. Often to better understand the performance
of these materials at operating conditions they are also commonly subjected to elevated
temperatures and different loading conditions. The validity of any measurement under these
conditions is only as good as the control of the conditions and the accuracy and precision of
the instrument being used to measure the properties. What is the accuracy and precision of
a typical diffraction system and what is the best way to evaluate these quantities? Is there
a way to remove systematic and random errors in the data that are due to problems with
the control system used? With the advent of device engineering employing internal stress
as a method for increasing performance the measurement of stress from microelectronic
structures has become of enhanced importance. X-ray diffraction provides an ideal method
for measuring these small areas without the need for modifying the sample and possibly
changing the strain state. Micro and nano diffraction experiments on Silicon-on-Insulator
samples revealed changes to the material under investigation and raised significant concerns
about the usefulness of these techniques. This damage process and the application of micro
and nano diffraction is discussed.
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X-ray diffraction is a powerful analytical tool for characterization of semiconductor materials
in a nondestructive fashion. The ability to peer into a device, without having to section or
otherwise prepare it, allows for in-situ device measurements, or post-failure analysis to be
performed while not modifying the structure prior to measurement. The power of X-ray
diffraction is not only in its nondestructive nature but also the size scale on which it probes,
the atomic scale. Diffraction “sees” the periodicity of a crystal and small shifts are often
visible. Changes in the diffraction spectrum, whether from strain or defects, are often
manifested as changes in peak shapes, peak positions, or in new peak formation.
X-ray stress analysis is a frequently used technique that, in more recent years, has been
applied to microelectronics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. One of the most
pressing problems in semiconductor manufacturing is the presence of leakage current from
devices resulting in extremely poor thermal characteristics. In order to combat this beguiling
problem advances such as strained Si and the application of Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) wafers
have been implemented. Power losses have been somewhat reigned in. However, an obvious
repercussion of the power loss is that transistors do not operate at room temperature. This
change in temperature can affect device performance and should be taken into account when
characterizing small scale structures.
A question arises then: what is the actual temperature of a device given the typical
1
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thermal conditions in a computer processor? If it is possible to measure the temperature and
understand the performance effects of the thermal fluctuations, modeling device performance
and understanding of the mechanisms occurring would become much simpler. This thesis is
concerned with primarily that goal: the measurement of temperature in small domains such
as those found in a single transistor on a semiconductor chip.
In order to achieve this goal we need to be able to accomplish two things: accurately
and precisely measure the thermal strain and a be able to measure it within a small domain
or region. Section 1.1 will introduce the fundamentals of strain measurement and section
1.2 will discuss small domains and X-ray diffraction instruments for this purpose.
1.1 Measurement of Strain





In X-ray diffraction the length of consequence is the lattice plane spacing also known as the





In X-ray diffraction, Bragg’s law is used to relate the wavelength of the incident X-rays, λ,
to the atomic plane spacing, d, and the angle at which the diffraction occurs, 2θ.






Generally most X-ray experiments use a fixed wavelength, and vary the diffraction angle,
2θ. In the case of a fixed source, such as for a powder diffraction experiment, a symmetric
diffraction peak is obtained by rotating the sample through an angle θ and simultaneously
rotating the detector through an angle 2θ. The angles θ and 2θ in this specific case are
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different by a factor of 2, however this is not always the case, and as a result, it is important
to differentiate between the two angles. Consequently Bragg’s law, which is a function of
the diffracted angle, will always be written as a function of 2θ. For the fixed wavelength





By substituting the value of d from eq (1.4) into eq (1.2) it is possible to obtain an equation





where 2θ0 is the Bragg angle of the reference, or unstrained lattice planes, and 2θ represents
the angle of the strained lattice plane spacing. This formulation is now only dependent on
the Bragg angles of a strained and an unstrained sample. It is possible to further refine the









This equation demonstrates all the information that is required from an experiment if trying
to measure the strain in a material using diffraction, the position of a Bragg peak in reciprocal
space.
There are several other modifications that can be made to these equations, Warren [16]
demonstrates that the relation between the d-spacing and a lattice constant can be derived
from the values from the general lattice parameters, a, b, c, and the lattice angles α, β, and
γ. The formula can be simplified if the material exhibits a high degree of symmetry such as
a cubic material does. The relation between the d-spacing and the lattice parameter for a
cubic crystal is given by:
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d =
a√
h2 + k2 + l2
(1.7)





where a0 is the reference lattice parameter of the material under investigation and ∆a is the
change in lattice parameter from the reference value.
Many factors will contribute to the peak position in a given sample, including instru-
ment alignment and sample positioning. In order to understand what we are measuring
in a diffraction measurement at elevated temperature it is instructive to break down any
measured strain into its components, assuming all other factors like instrument alignment
are not a factor,
Measured = Thermal + Interaction + Residual + Applied. (1.9)
There are then 3 parts that could cause a shift in the measured strain value, Measured:
thermal represents shifts in the strain due to the thermal expansion or contraction of the
material with temperature. Interaction in a solid materials system is the strain associated
with the interaction of multiple grains, domains or materials in a given system. Residual
can be thought of as an agglomeration of the strains produced during the processing steps.
In a thin film, for example, this strain is usually due to the measurement temperature not
being identical to the deposition temperature.
In many samples all of these terms will have a nonzero value, however there exists several
model systems, where some of the terms are zero and have a simpler formulation. A single
crystal Si wafer represents the simplest system for strain modeling. It is a homogeneous
medium with a cubic structure, and thus a uniform thermal expansion. The sample is a
single grain composed of a single material so there are no boundaries or interfaces to cause
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any interaction strains. Likewise the sample has no residual strains because there are no
thermal expansion mismatches from deposition processes. If the room temperature lattice
constant is being used as the reference value in the absence of an externally applied load,
then only a shift in temperature will cause a shift of the diffraction peak and eq. (1.9) simply
reduces to:
Measured = Thermal. (1.10)
This strain, strictly speaking, not a true strain, but an eigenstrain. A loosely packed powder
or a mixture of powders represents the simplest heterogeneous case possible. There are now
multiple grains present, however they are free to expand and are not interacting (assuming
the temperature is not sufficiently high to cause a reaction in the case of the powder mixture).
The expansion/contaction or “strain” measured in this case is again the same as for the
homogeneous solid (1.10).
A heteroepitaxial thin film such as SiGe on Si would be an ideal system where all of
these strains would be nonzero. This type of sample has been studied extensively at room
temperature [10, 12, 17, 18] and is widely available. These samples do enjoy geometric
symmetry which makes calculating theoretical strains more tractable. In order to resolve
thin film SiGe features using X-ray diffraction it is not possible to use macrobeam diffraction
techniques. The feature size necessitates the use an X-ray beam focused down to the micron
or sub-micron scale.
Solutions to a number of general thermoelastic problems can be found in Timoshenko and
Goodier [19], and also in Boley and Weiner [20]; the solution of a more advanced problem can
also be found in the paper by Huang and Rosakis [21], however, all of these solutions assume
that the thermal expansion of a material is a constant, and does not vary with temperature.
Experimental evidence and solid state theory illustrate that the thermal expansion of a
material is not constant with temperature, and that, in some cases such as that of Al or Cu
a temperature rise of several hundred degrees can cause an increase in the thermal expansion
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by greater than 10%. If this is not taken into account the resulting calculated strain would
be significantly different from the actual strain. In this section the method for correcting
the equations of thermoelasticity to account for temperature dependent thermal expansion
will be demonstrated. This modification can then be applied to the majority of the models
shown in other texts to improve their results. Finite element software, such as COMSOL,
also do not, by default, account for thermal expansion to be a function of temperature.
COMSOL does allow for the possibility to link the thermal expansion to be a function of
temperature although the possibility does exist.
1.1.1 Thermal Expansion of Cubic Materials
In examining real systems using X-ray diffraction we must first build up a framework and
a vocabulary in order to clarify how it is possible to take angular and temperature data
measured in an experiment and convert it into information that can be used in the thermoe-
lastic equations. The review by James, et. al. [22] provides the best place to define thermal







The length of interest in a diffraction experiment is either the d -spacing of a given lattice
plane or the lattice constant. Replacing the variable L from eq. (1.11), rearranging and
integrating results in a solution for the lattice constant, a, at a prescribed temperature, T
from a reference lattice constant, a0:





James, et. al. also notes that often times the thermal expansion is defined in terms of the
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where the star has been used conventionally to agree with James et. al.. Rearranging and
solving as before we obtain the lattice constant as a function of temperature, a(T ):




Eqs (1.12) and (1.14), as noted in [22], will result in slightly different values of the thermal
expansion if using the change in length to calculate the thermal expansion. It is possible to













+ . . .
Eq. (1.14) is nothing more than a truncated Taylor series, and the resulting differences
between the two formulas are related to the series truncation after the first two terms.
The errors will of course grow larger as the change in temperature is increased, however
as they are the higher order terms related to the thermal expansion which is generally on
the order of 10−6 they will be relatively small for smaller temperature ranges. To simplify
the mathematical representation of the thermal expansion and lattice constant data the
definition for a(T ) in eq. (1.14) will be adopted.
In order to understand thermoelasticity we must first define the thermal expansion of a
material. Because much of this work relates to X-ray diffraction we will adopt a convention of
defining the thermal expansion as a change in the lattice spacing or of the d-spacing of a given
plane. The material is assumed to be cubic in nature, and as a result the thermal expansion
of the material is isotropic. Non-cubic or anisotropic thermally expanding materials are not
considered in the following discussion.
A material at a temperature T0 has a lattice constant a0; after heating the material to
some temperature T1, where T1 > T0 the lattice constant has grown to a1. Assuming there
is nothing else affecting the change in lattice constant besides the temperature increase we
can write the thermal eigenstrain of the material as:





However, as we have assumed that nothing other than the change in temperature could be
affecting the lattice constant we can also conclude that the thermal strain can be written
as a function of the thermal expansion of the material. If we assume a constant thermal
expansion coefficient:
Thermal = α (T1 − T0) (1.16)
This is the classic definition of thermal strain seen in many texts. To account for the true




α (Θ) dΘ (1.17)
where Θ is used to denote temperature. The thermal strain in a material is now simply the
integral of the thermal expansion as a function of the temperature, Θ, from the reference
temperature, T0, to the new temperature, T . This simple difference will be exploited when
working with the thermoelastic relations to modify them to account for thermal expansion
as a function of temperature.
1.1.2 General Equations of Thermoelastic Theory
The general equations for thermoelasticity are similar to those of normal elasticity, however,
an additional strain component is added due to the thermal expansion of the material.
The present discussion assumes that the material is behaves as an elastic isotropic solid;
as a consequence of the isotropy of the material there is no change in the shear strain due
to thermal expansion, and the thermal strain is entirely dilatometric. We can also use the
Young’s modulus, E, and the shear modulus, G, in place of the stiffness tensor. In Cartesian
coordinates we can write that the total strain is the sum of the thermal strain and the strain
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from all other forces:
xx = α∆T +
1
E
(σxx + ν (σyy + σzz))
yy = α∆T +
1
E
(σyy + ν (σxx + σzz))
zz = α∆T +
1
E















2 (1 + ν)
(1.20)
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where u, v, and w are the displacements of an element along xˆ, yˆ, and zˆ, respectively.
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This is thermoelasticity as presented in Timoshenko and Goodier [19]. Given that the
thermal expansion is not as simple function as is presented in these equations it is necessary
to modify eq (1.18) to take into account the thermal expansion as a function of temperature.




α (Θ) dΘ +
1
E




α (Θ) dΘ +
1
E




α (Θ) dΘ +
1
E
(σzz + ν (σxx + σyy)) (1.23)
The thermoelastic equations are now ready to be solved taking into account the more accu-
rate picture of thermal expansion for specific cases. It is now possible to modify the solutions
to several examples presented in Timoshenko and Goodier, and Boley and Weiner.
1.1.3 Thermoelasticity of Powders and Single Crystals
Loosely packed powders and single crystals have the easiest formulation for the thermoelastic
equations. As was stated in section 1.1 a change in temperature will only affect them by
changing the thermal eigenstrain on these materials. Assuming no external applied loads,
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1.1.4 Thin Solid Disc
A slightly more complex problem than simply a powder is that of a thin disc. For this
problem it is useful to recast the general thermoelastic relations in cylindrical coordinates.




α (Θ) dΘ +
1
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α (Θ) dΘ +
1
E
(σzz + ν (σrr + σθθ))
A thin solid disc with a temperature that does not vary as a function of thickness can be
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Inserting these values in the equilibrium equation, eq. (1.26), the equilibrium condition
becomes:





































Integrating the equation it is possible to solve for u(r),











The boundary conditions are used to determine the values of c1 and c2. For a solid
disk the limit of the integration, a, becomes 0. The boundary conditions dictate that the
displacement must be zero at the center, and at the edge of the disk, r = R, σrr = 0.
Utilizing these boundary conditions it is obvious that c2 must be zero for u to be zero at








α (Θ) r dΘ dr. (1.35)
Putting the value of the constant in eq. (1.35) back into eq. (1.34), and the corresponding
stress strain equations, eqs. (1.27) – (1.30) the solution for a thin disc with temperature
function that is only radially dependent and a thermal expansion that is a function of
temperature:






































α (Θ) dΘ , (1.37)
rr = (1 + ν)
[∫ T (r)
T0






























α (Θ) r dΘ dr, (1.39)






α (Θ) r dΘ dr + (1 + ν)
∫ T (r)
T0
α (Θ) dΘ. (1.40)
1.1.5 Thin Disc with Hole
A similar problem arises from a thin disc with a hole. The only difference between this
problem and that of section previous section is a change in the boundary conditions: the
radial stress, σrr at r = a, and r = R, where a is the inner radius and R is the outer radius,
must be 0. For brevity the solutions with a constant thermal expansion will be omitted; if
desired, they can be obtained by simply replacing α as a constant. Simply solving for the
constants in eq. (1.34) by applying the boundary conditions yields values for c1 and c2 of:








α (Θ) dΘ r dr , (1.41)
c2 =






α (Θ) dΘ r dr . (1.42)
Inserting eqs. (1.41) and (1.42) into eqs. (??) and subsequently the stress-strain relations
the thermoelastic equations for a thin solid disc with a hole in it of inner radius a, outer
radius R, and temperature function T (r):
rr = (1 + ν)
(∫ T (r)
T0




























α (Θ) dΘ r dr
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α (Θ) dΘ r dr , (1.44)






α (Θ) dΘ r dr + (1 + ν)
∫ T (r)
T0
















α (Θ) dΘ r dr
]
, (1.46)





















α (Θ) dΘ . (1.47)
1.1.6 Thin Solid Disc with Thin Film
The previous sections dealt with a system with a single material present and were derived in
the most general terms possible. These are the simplest types of problems, however, more
complex multimaterial systems would be of significantly greater interest. Huang and Rosakis
[21] extended the solution of a thin disc with radial temperature gradient to a substrate and
thin film system with a radial temperature gradient. This can also be seen as an extension
of Stoney’s Equation from his 1909 paper [23] to discs. These equations can also be modified
in the same manner as other solutions from Timoshenko and Goodier [19] and Boley and
Weiner [20].
In order to use the earlier disc equations it is necessary to make certain assumptions.
First, the materials in the system are all assumed to behave in a linearly elastic manner and
are homogeneous and isotropic. The thickenss of the film, tf , is significantly smaller than
that of the substrate, ts, such that tf  ts, and both of these are significantly smaller than
the radius of the disc,R, tf  ts  R. The notation used will use subscript or superscripts
to define whether a term is related to the substrate or the film. In order to make the
equations more readable several notational substitutions will also be used. The thermal
expansion integrals will be replaced with the new variables Af and As,
Af ≡ Af (r) =
∫ T (r)
T0




To start we separate equations governing the substrate and the film. For the film the
displacement and stress strain relations can be written as:






























− (1 + νf )Af
]
. (1.51)
In order to maintain continuity between the substrate and the film there must be a shear
force between them which is a function of the radius, τ (r). Because the system is static










− τ = 0.. (1.52)

















The substrate, being significantly thicker than the film, has a more complex formulation.
It is modeled as a plate, and as a result, it is necessary to consider the possibility of dis-
placement along the thickness (zˆ) direction as well. The neutral axis is taken as the z = 0



























































− (1 + νs)As
]
. (1.57)
The equilibrium equation for the in-plane forces is simplified by the selection of the neutral









= (1 + νs)
d
dr


























In order to maintain the condition at the interface a continuity equation for the displace-
ment at the interface results in:




By combining the equilibrium equations (eqs. 1.53, 1.58, and 1.59) with the continuity
equation (eq. 1.60) we can calculate a value of the interfacial shear stress and derive 3


















(1 + νs)As − 4 (1− ν2s )
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(1 + νs)As − (1− ν2s )
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where B1 and B2 and constants determined by the boundary conditions. In the case of most
systems the substrate thickness is going to be substantially larger than the film thickness,



































[(1 + νs)As − (1 + νf )Af ] rdr + B12 r. (1.67)
The boundary conditions require that at the edge, r = R, the forces and the moments vanish













(1 + νf )
1− νs
1 + νs
(As −Af )− (νs − νf )As
]
rdr, (1.68)









Having determined the integration constants it is possible to insert them back into the
displacement relations and calculate the strains and stresses in the film,





















































































Because of the displacement possible in zˆ, the substrate results are more complicated:
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(1 + νs) ((1 + νs)As − (1 + νf )Af )







(1− νs) (1 + νf )
∫ R
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There are certainly other systems which will lend themselves to analytical solutions,
and these are not meant to be exhaustive. Some authors [24], have attempted to apply
the technique to real systems. Extreme caution should be taken when trying to apply any
thermoelastic formulations precisely for the concerns demonstrated with the use of constant
thermal expansion. Also as will be demonstrated in chapter 3, the instrument resolution
does not always offer sufficiently high performance to be able to yield reliable results for an
analytical model.
1.2 Measurement of Small Domains
X-rays, like most other electromagnetic waves can be focused using different types of optics
[25]. In contrast to visible light, however, they have an index of refraction smaller than 1.
Optical components such as mirrors, lenses, zone plates, or gratings can be used to focus
X-rays to very small spots on the order of 30 - 50 nm currently [26, 27]. These focused X-ray
beams enable the measurement of small domains like those of single grains, nanoparticles,
or small structures found in transistors.
There are several methods that apply focused X-ray beams to explore small domains.
A main feature of these methods is that they allow for spatially resolved information to
be obtained. Microbeam end stations in sector 2 of the Advanced Photon Source (APS)
at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) utilize several of these techniques, including X-ray
diffraction and X-ray fluorescence. Microdiffraction, the term generally applied when using
a micron sized beam for diffraction purposes, offers spatially resolved diffraction information
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from a sample.
X-ray fluorescence measures the resultant spectrum of X-ray wavelengths that are emit-
ted from a sample after it is illuminated by an incident X-ray beam, and because the atomic
structure of each atom differs it is possible, if using an incident X-ray energy that is high
enough, to excite the different electronic transitions for each element in the beam path. By
then raster scanning the sample and recording the emitted spectrum it is possible to obtain
a topographical map with elemental distributions on it. This sort of technique is extremely
useful for applications with biological samples and can be used for mapping cells to track
where specific elements are sequestered. In addition, if the sample is well designed, it is
possible to use X-ray fluorescence as a tool with microdiffraction, which will be discussed in
section 1.2.1.
All of the major synchrotron facilities in the United States have microbeam facilities. The
major microdiffraction beamlines are X13B and X20A at the National Synchrotron Light
Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), 2 ID-D, 34 ID-E, and 26 ID at the
APS, and 12.3.2 (formerly 7.3.3) of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBL). All of these beamlines have a configuration, which employs a
series of focusing optics, and translational stages that allow the sample to be moved around.
X20A, 2 ID-D, and some configurations of 26 ID and X13B utilize a more conventional series
of rotation stages and monochromatic X-rays or light to illuminate the sample and record
the diffracted signal. 12.3.2, 34 ID-E and X13B all have the ability to focus polychromatic,
or white, light on a sample and then record the diffracted intensity using a CCD detector
over a large angular range. This method requires significant post processing of data in
order to obtain strain information in comparison with the more traditional approaches. It
should be noted that 26 ID uses a CCD and due to the nature of the optics also requires
significant post processing of data in order to fully understand these results. Many of the
aspects of the instruments at 2 ID-D and 26 ID will be discussed in section 1.2.1 and chapter
4. The microbeam endstation at X20A is a well documented instrument [2, 3, 5, 4, 28, 6,
29, 7, 30] but was not a primary source for this research. As such it will not be discussed
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further. The following sections will be devoted to beamlines 2 ID-D, X13B, 7.3.3 and relevant
techniques for their use. Beamline 34 ID-E was utilized for some SiGe studies, however there
is no discussion of the beamline due to its almost identical implementation of hardware and
software with ALS 7.3.3.
1.2.1 X-ray Fluorescence as a Method for Correcting Sphere of Confusion
Error in Post Processing of Data and the APS beamline 2 ID-D
The availability of third generation synchrotron sources, such as the Advanced Photon Source
at Argonne National Laboratory, has dramatically changed the way science is conducted in
the X-ray community. The increase in brightness has allowed for significant improvements
in beam size that was not possible at earlier light sources; the third generation sources
in conjunction with better optics fabrication have enabled smaller beam sizes while cor-
respondingly allowing for increased flux. Using a focusing Fresnel zone plate or a pair of
Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors it is possible to obtain beam sizes well into the sub-100nm regime.
When working with small beams to measure features like an interconnect or a gate on an
integrated circuit, it is imperative to know the exact position of the beam. Without knowl-
edge of the exact position of the beam it is impossible to discern what is being measured.
The use of X-ray fluorescence to determine the location of specific materials is a well known
technique and is easily accessible while performing microbeam diffraction. We describe a
technique using X-ray fluorescence to locate and verify the position of a microbeam on a
sample based on the fluorescence from thin film features. This provides fidelity of position
when performing a microdiffaction experiment.
The sample contains a series of heteroepitaxial SiGe features grown on a single crystal
Si substrate. The features are lithographically define and of varying sizes from submicron
to macroscopic. This discussion utilized a large macroscopic SiGe pad. The feature edges
are well defined. The method described, of scanning the Cartesian coordinate direction
first and the angular directions second, is advantageous because the absolute position based
data obtained from the Ge fluorescence is in the primary scan direction. The position of
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the step edge must always be in the same position along the Cartesian direction regardless
of sample angle assuming the feature is rectilinear. The position data can then be used
to verify the location of the step edge over time in the scan and also to correct it if there
are any anomalous occurrences due to stage instability or computer error. In addition to
correcting anomalous errors over time it could also be used to correct systematic errors that
could have occurred from misalignment.
If the system was aligned and functioning correctly, the resultant data should show that
the plot of Ge fluorescence vs. θ as a step function for the entire scan. The edge position
would be identical in every scan. However, if the system were to experience some sort of
unknown problem, the Ge fluorescence edge would not be at the same position and the
problem would be correctable afterwards via a simple translation. The correction process is
also insensitive to the positional direction of the shift. The fluorescence data can be utilized
to correct positional errors absolutely.
The microdiffraction experiments were performed on the 2-ID-D beamline at the Ad-
vanced Photon Source. The beamline utilizes a Fresnel zone plate to focus the X-rays from
an undulator source [31, 32, 33]. The sample is positioned using a Newport κ Diffractometer,
and has 2 detector circles and 4 circles to move the sample [34]. The system was configured
to use a Bicron detector mounted on the 2θ arm as well as either an Amptek XR-100CR
Si-PIN or a SII NanoTechnology Vortex Si drift detector mounted 90 ◦ to the sample surface
to measure the X-ray fluorescence signal. In addition it is also possible to use the Bicron
detector with an analyzer crystal to provide higher angular resolution. For our experiment
the diffractometer is moved such that movements are more like those found in a standard
Eulerian geometry. This arrangement results in a θ, and 2θ motion from the κφ and κδ
motions, respectively. While this geometry is more familiar, organizing the κ diffractometer
as such reduces the flexibility: there is no true Eulerian φ or χ rotations. This was not a
major limitation with the sample used during this experiment, however it can be limiting
when samples have slight variations in tilt that are not in the diffraction plane as may be
the case of thin film features deposited on SOI substrates. In addition to these rotations the
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sample can also be manipulated in Cartesian space via crossed x-y-z translation stages. The
stages are oriented such than when the sample is mounted at θ = 0 ◦ the surface normal is
parallel to yˆ direction; the sample surface is in the xˆzˆ plane with the xˆ direction moving the
sample perpendicular to the X-ray beam propagation direction. It is possible, by moving
a feature on the sample across the beam in the xˆ or zˆ direction, to perform a fluorescence
knife edge scan.
The sample being used during the experiment featured a Si 001 substrate with epi-
taxially grown SiGe features which were patterned into a variety of test structures using
photolithography. The features shape and height was determined by using a cross-sectional
TEM (XTEM) image (figure 1.1), which was nominally 250 nm. The lateral feature dimen-
sions vary greatly from submicron to several millimeters across. It can also be seen from
the XTEM image that the width of the feature edge is extremely small, on the order of 10
nm. The zone plate used during the experiment has a theoretical focus of 150 nm, which is
significantly larger than our feature size. As a result the feature edge has been approximated
as a step function.
Figure 1.1: Cross-sectional TEM image of a SiGe feature. The film thickness is ∼ 80 nm
and the pad edge is significantly sharper than the beamsize. Image courtesy of C.E. Murray.
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The Kα1 and Kβ1 fluorescence energies for Ge are 9.886 and 10.982 keV respectively
[35]. To obtain the largest fluorescence signal the working energy was set to 11.32 keV.
To provide accurate measurements by the detectors the undulator was detuned slightly to
reduce the incident flux; in addition aluminum foil was placed in front of the Bicron detector
as an attenuator to further reduce the flux incident on it. This allows for the maximization
of the fluorescence signal while not overwhelming the detector. For the diffraction data the
sample was rotated such that the Bragg condition for the Si 004 reflection was being met;
for 11.3 keV on this sample this corresponded to θ = 31.671 ◦ and 2θ = 63.342 ◦.
The sample provided an opportunity to measure the beam size by use of a fluorescence
knife edge. This type of measurement scans a known sample across the beam and measures
the fluorescence signal. As the beam starts to illuminate the sample the intensity will
increase producing a 1D profile of the beam convoluted with the sample profile. In the case
of a simple edge this produces an error function (the convolution of a Gaussian beam profile
and a step function, the edge). Based on the cross-sectional TEM image, it is possible to
assume that the edge width is significantly smaller than the beam size. The fluorescence knife
edge was then fit to an error function solution, and differentiated, resulting in a Gaussian.
The half width of the Gaussian was found to be ∼ .6 µm in the horizontal plane
To understand the beam shape we first need to consider the effects of moving the sample
about the focal point of the optics. When the sample is oriented at some angle such that
θ 6= 90 ◦ the beam becomes elongated in the zˆ direction. As a result the beam size in the
zˆ direction is greater than that of the xˆ direction. The resulting beam profile as seen by
the sample, is elliptical which becomes more eccentric as θ gets farther away from 90 ◦, with
a maximum at 0 ◦. In addition to the ellipticity of the beam, tilting of the sample can
cause features which are present to shadow adjacent areas and attenuate the X-ray beam
producing small shifts in the diffraction data. Because of the defocusing and the shadowing
effect in the zˆ direction the primary means of data collection was done by moving the sample
along xˆ.
To obtain the spatial resolved diffraction data for a typical two axis scan it was necessary
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to move the sample in a Cartesian direction, xˆ, followed by rotating θ and 2θ. The triple
axis measurements that were done were performed scanning x, θ/2θ, and θ. The triple
axis measurement allowed data to be gathered not only on the lattice spacing, but also on
tilt of the lattice places. An important consideration, in the ability to correct the data
via post processing, is the selection of the primary axis scanned. Because the errors that
occur are assumed to be a function only of a Cartesian direction and not of a rotation, the
fluorescence data must be collected to show the position of the step edge during each line of
the scan. As a result the sample was moved by first along the x direction, then by rotating
θ/2θ. By doing the motion in this order, each line of the scan will yield the same result as a
fluorescence knife edge scan while still collecting the necessary Si diffraction data. In a triple
axis measurement the third axis, θ, is then incremented after the two dimensional scan is
finished. Ordinarily when this type of scan is performed each θ/2θ is performed, then θ is
rotated. Once this has proceeded over the required range the position in x is changed.
Fluorescense Correction Procedure
In order to allow for a quick correction and visualization of the data Mathematica was chosen
as a basic framework. The plot in figure 1.2(a) shows a two-dimensional scan that was
performed at the Advanced Photon Source using the 2-ID-D beamline without fluorescence
correction. The step sizes were 0.5 µm and 0.002 ◦ in x and θ, respectively. It can be
seen that there is some error that has been incurred because the step edge is not always at
the same position, however the XTEM image shows sharp well defined feature edges. This
represents a large deviation in the position of the edge; it varies over approximately 6 µm,
and that is approximately 10 times the width of the beam over the duration of the scan.
This represents a major difficulty in analyzing the data. The Ge fluorescence data shows
a shift of the edge, however in stress determination, the major interest is in the diffraction
profile and the shift is not obvious from this data. Examining the diffraction profile in
figure 1.3 there is a small shift visible in the diffracted signal which is not symmetric with
respect to the beam profile. The presence of the beam stop in the zone plate causes the
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characteristic double peak beam profile. The typical symmetric of the diffraction signal is
marred by the anomalous movement of the sample resulting in an asymmetric shape near
the feature edge. As egregious as this problem is, it can be corrected in post-processing via
the Ge fluorescence.
(a) Scan 83 Uncorrected Ge Fluorescence (b) Scan 83 Corrected Ge Fluorescence
(c) Scan 85 Uncorrected Ge Fluorescence (d) Scan 85 Corrected Ge Fluorescence
Figure 1.2: Scan 83 and Scan 85 before and after
In order to correctly line up the edge position in each line, it is necessary to find the
center position of the edge in each individual line scan. The experimental fluorescence data
was fit using an interpolation routine. The fits of the fluorescence data results in a spline
function which is piecewise smooth, and has a continuous derivative. Each spline function is
then differentiated; the local maximum corresponds to the center of the feature edge. Since
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Figure 1.3: Single diffraction line scans from the edge of the SiGe pad before and after
fluorescence correction.
the diffraction signal is nothing more than a convolution of the diffracted beam profile and
the sample profile it is also possible to fit the data to an error function (the convolution of a
Gaussian beam profile and a step function sample profile) and obtain the same result. It is a
more computationally intensive task to carry-out the nonlinear fitting, when compared with
the interpolation scheme, but offers no tangible advantage. Having determined the center of
each line of the scans they are “padded” such that the center of each line occurs at the same
position. This is done for each line, and then any position which has a padding element at
any point, is removed leaving only the positions with experimental data. The resulting data
set is smaller in positional space, and thus the final scan size is only 14 µm long rather than
the original 20 µm.
The method for correcting a two dimensional scan can be adapted to correct three
dimensional scans as well. A three dimensional type of scan would be representative of
making a reciprocal space map at different points traversing across a feature edge. Correcting
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a three dimensional scan is essentially correcting a set of two dimensional scans, and thus a
uniform edge position throughout all the scans is required. To achieve this, the dimensions
of the data are first stored in an array. The data is then compressed so that it is essentially
an extremely long two dimensional scan and as a result the scan can be corrected via the
same process as the two dimensional scan discussed above. Once this correction has been
performed, it is necessary to reconstruct the original form, and this is accomplished by
simply chopping the corrected data at intervals specified by the dimensions that were stored
earlier. The result is a uniform edge position throughout the length of the three dimensional
scan.
Initially two dimensional scans where an error was experienced were corrected; each of
the two scans presented experienced variations in edge position, however, the direction of
error in each scan was the same throughout. The corrected images are shown in figures
1.2(b) and 1.2(d). By comparison with the uncorrected images, figures 1.2(a) and 1.2(c), it
is noticeable that the movement of the step edge was ∼ 6 µm in the first scan, but varied
little, or about 1.5 µm, in the second scan.
Figure 1.4 shows before and after correction Si diffraction intensity maps. The two peaks
of the diffraction profile are clearly visible in each line of the profile, however before the cor-
rection procedure is applied there is a small shift in the positions of maximum intensity
between the two peaks. This is due to the sample shifting during the scan. After the correc-
tion procedure is applied the maximum intensity from both peaks of the of the diffraction
profile occur at the same x position illustrating the power of the correction procedure, and
enabling the data to be correctly analyzed to understand the edge mechanics.
Correction of these scans is of paramount importance. With the correction of these scans
it is possible to determine very precisely where the sample experiences strain, as well as how
the strain manifests itself, as a change in the d -spacing of the atoms or a change in the tilt
of the lattice planes.
One of the major causes of this sample drift, and the requirement for the fluorescence
correction was the poor performance of the original Newport x-y-z stages used. These stages
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(a) Scan 83 Uncorrected Si Diffraction (b) Scan 83 Corrected Si Diffraction
Figure 1.4:
on the κ diffractometer were replaced a new set of high precision PI stages. The new stages,
show a much greater stability during scanning in contrast to the original stages and help
remove some of the need for applying the correction algorithm to the data. The old stages
experienced large drifts of several microns over a relatively short period of time (less than 1
hr), while the new stages still experience some drift it was only between 1 − 1.5 µm over
the course of 12 hours. After the stages were replaced it also became apparent that changes
in temperature could affect the position of the system. Even small shifts in temperature
were noticeable, as demonstrated by a scan performed after the hutch door was opened
and closed. There is a shift in the position of the feature as seen in figure 1.5, but this is
correctable using the two dimensional algorithm.
1.2.2 White Beam Laue Micro Diffraction
One of the newest scattering techniques that has been developed in the field of X-ray diffrac-
tion is the use of white beam Laue micro-diffraction. This technique uses a much more sim-
plified goniometer and beamline operation. There is only 1 rotation, or often no rotations
used; a monochromator is not present, and the detector is not mounted on a tradition 2θ
arm but mounted on a vertical translation stage at 90 ◦ to the incident beam. One of the
main advantages to a configuration such as this is the elimination of the sphere of confusion
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Figure 1.5: The Ge fluorescence signal from a rectangular feature measured just after opening
and closing the hutch. As the diffractometer and hutch thermally equilibrate, the sample
moves slightly.
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with no rotational axes [28]. Two of these types of beamlines are currently in operation in
the United States, one at the APS, 34 ID-E, and one at the ALS, 12.3.2.
34 ID-E has a standard APS Undulator A source providing extremely high brightness for
energies between 8 and 25 keV (∼ 1.55 Å – ∼ 0.50 Å). The beamline has recently undergone
an optics replacement and uses differentially polished Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors [36, 27]
to focus the beam. These mirrors are designed to operate near the limit of mirror optic
performance in the range of ∼ 50 nm. Earlier versions used differentially deposited KB
mirrors yielding a spot size on the order of 0.5µm to 1µm. The sample is mounted on a
set of encoded Newport x-y-z stages with a fixed 45 ◦ mounting bracket. The stage stack
sits underneath a 45 ◦ angle bracket, which has one unfortunate consequence: the sample
cannot simply be moved in the surface of the sample plane, it requires the coordinated
movement of both the y and z motors. For modern computer controlled diffractometers this
is usually not a problem, however any error in the calibration of either motor will lead to
erroneous spatial movements on the sample. The detector used is a Princeton Instruments
SCX:4300 fiber coupled CCD. This type of detector uses a scintillator crystal coupled via
a fiber optic bundle to a CCD chip. The CCD has a nominal pixel size of ∼ 50 µm and
is an array of 2084 × 2084 pixels. The fiber taper is 1:1 so there is very little distortion,
however there is some rotation of the image from the scintillator to the CCD chip which
can be corrected post data collection. Research scientists have painstakingly mapped the
distortion field, and demonstrated that it is most severe in the corners of the chip, and
still only 4-5 pixels at maximum [37]. Several methods for this type of correction have
been developed [38, 39, 40, 41, 42] as well as for correcting the other nonlinearities and
characteristics of a CCD detector. The detector is also mounted on a translation stage
which allows the sample to detector distance, dd, to be varied, controlling the solid angle
subtended by the detector as well as the angular resolution of each pixel. A typical sample
to detector distance on this beamline is ∼ 35 mm. The beamline is also equipped with a
small offset monochromator which allows for monochromatic X-rays to be used to study a
single peak [43].
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Several years ago the microdiffraction endstation at the ALS moved from beamline 7.3.3
to beamline 12.3.2. This change was advantageous because of the upgraded source in sector
12, a superconducting bending magnet as compared with the standard bending magnet in
column 7. In addition to providing higher photon flux it also has a harder spectrum pro-
ducing usable intensity in the range from 6-22 keV compared with 5-14 keV on a standard
bending magnet. The new beamline employs a coarse x-y-z stack to move a high precision
mount with χ and φ rotations with a fine x-y-z mounted on top of the rotations for sample
manipulation. The 7.3.3 incarnation utilized a Huber κ diffractometer for sample manip-
ulation with a translational stage mounted on the 2θ arm. Despite being extremely large,
the diffractometer was not really used except to provide a large mass making it good at
absorbing vibrations. None of the rotation stages were utilized except for sample mount-
ing during experiments. The CCD detector was a MAR 165. The MAR detector has a
significant advantage over the Princeton Instruments detector, the software used to control
the MAR detector automatically applies all image corrections necessary after an image is
taken. It is calibrated at the factory to account for fiber optic taper distortion, dark field
correction, and any non-uniformity in the response of the detector. As will be discussed in
section 1.2.4, this is a huge time saving advantage, and should be a crucial component in
evaluating detector systems such as these CCDs. The new setup in sector 12 disposes of the
large κ diffractometer in favor of an x-y-z stage stack with a 45 ◦ mounting bracket similar to
that on 34 ID-E. The one major difference between the beamlines, however is that the ALS
beamline use a 4-bounce double channel-cut monochromator. The setup has the advantage
of allowing either white beam or monochromatic light to pass through at a constant height.
As a consequence, the position of the beam on the KB mirrors after the monochromator is
identical to the white beam spot. This results in the same focal spot size and position, and
represents a technical improvement over a small offset monochromator.
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1.2.3 Software for White Beam Laue Diffraction
White beam diffraction experiments produce an enormous amount of CCD data, which
must be arduously processed in order to extract any useful information. This has lead to
the development of software packages for the task. Both 34 ID-E and 12.3.2 have their
own distinct software packages, however they both stem from the same original code and
consequently look and feel very similar in their methods. The software for 12.3.2 is called
X-ray Microdiffraction Analysis Software or XMAS and was primarily written by Nobumichi
Tamura, the beamline scientist in charge of 7.3.3 and now 12.3.2. The software is based on
an algorithm developed by Jin-Seok Chung and Gene Ice of Oak Ridge National Lab [44].
An example image taken from a Si substrate can be seen in fig. 1.6.
For the software to identify diffraction peaks that are present a search of the image is
required. There is a routine written for this allowing basic control of the maximum and
minimum size of peaks to be considered, as well as an intensity threshold. By limiting the
minimum size of the peaks it is possible to exclude “zingers”. These are essentially an error
on a single pixel with an extremely high count rate. Peaks can also be added manually,
however, especially at beam lines with a large energy range it would take a long time to
add each one individually. As a result, it is simpler to use the search algorithm to find the
majority of the peaks and then add any weak peaks to the list. If the search does accidentally
find zingers they are easy to identify and remove.
Once the peak search is complete the algorithm developed by Chung and Ice is applied.
In order for this algorithm to correctly identify peaks the crystal structure must first be
defined. There are a number of predefined crystals in the software. Since a CCD image
is nothing more than a planar cut through the diffraction space the distance between the
detector and the sample will define how close together the diffraction peaks are. To index
a diffraction pattern, the sample to detector distance, as well as what the software calls the
x-center and y-center, must be calibrated. The x-center and y-center represent the path
that the incident X-ray beam would take if it was reflected at exactly twice the incident
angle. In practice these parameters can be calculated by the program using a standard
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Figure 1.6: CCD image taken from a 1 second exposure for a Si 001 wafer, orientated at
θ ∼ 45 ◦, taken at ALS 7.3.3.
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reference crystal pattern. For most experiments relevant to this work the calibration was
performed in an unstrained region using the substrate diffraction from a standard Si wafer.
Once all of the parameters have been either inputed or calibrated the software can begin
indexing the diffraction pattern. The algorithm takes the brightest peaks and calculates the
angular distance between them, and matches these distances to calculated values based on
the camera and user inputted crystal parameters. After several peaks have been identified
the software is generally able to index the rest of the peaks (fig. 1.7). Having indexed all
the peaks, the software is able to calculate the difference between the experimental pattern
and a theoretical pattern, resulting in stress and strain information.
Indexing single images is useful, but 34 ID-E and 12.3.2 were designed to be used in a
scanning mode where the sample is moved around with CCD images taken at each point.
Depending on the length of scan this can produce a data set with a large number of images.
Indexing each one by hand would be tedious and time consuming. XMAS, to simplify
things, has batch processing routines built in to allow for faster automated data analysis.
This processing also collects the important parameters derived from fitting each image into
a single file allowing easy analysis of the results. Data from a 10 µm wide heteroepitaxial
SiGe line was taken every micron over a 50 µm range. The results from the XMAS data
analysis can be seen in figure 1.8. The anti-symmetric rotation of the substrate is clearly
visible as a change in the out-of-plane orientation. In addition to this type of analysis it
is possible to track a single peak over a series of images, analyze monochromatic data, and
create movies and mosaic images from image series to help visualize and explore the data.
A complete explanation of the features can be found in the XMAS Users Guide by Polvino,
et. al. [45]. These tools seem to offer an extremely powerful method of strain analysis:
images can be collected in seconds while being able to record enough information from each
data point to calculate the full strain tensor, cutting down the experimental time required
drastically. How reliable are these results though? What is expected from a sample, such
as a SiGe line, measured at different temperatures?
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Figure 1.7: CCD image indexed using the XMAS software package showing the positions of
indexed peaks (yellow squares) and missing peaks (yellow circles).
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Figure 1.8: Results of batch data processing using XMAS for the out-of-plane orientation
of the substrate normal.
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1.2.4 The Design and Construction of a Multipurpose Microdiffraction
End Station at X13B of the NSLS
White beam Laue diffraction combined with the power of XMAS offers tantalizing possibil-
ities for new experiments. In 2003 funding from the Department of Energy to redesign the
X13B end station to be a state of the art microprobe user facility was obtained. To this
end a research collaboration between scientists from the NSLS, Columbia and IBM Research
was tasked with the upgrade of the NSLS’s major microdiffraction beamline, X13B.
The goal was to create a microbeam end station that could be used for both monochro-
matic and polychromatic diffraction with a wide variety of detectors. The redesign was
inspired by new work and techniques that were being developed at the APS and ALS in
the area of white beam Laue microdiffraction. These techniques utilized Kirkpatrick-Baez
mirrors, which are achromatic optics, to focus X-rays on the sample and use a CCD detec-
tor to capture the diffracted signal. By using white beam the detector could simultaneously
capture information from many lattice planes being illuminated by the X-ray beam; the
small beam size coupled with high precision electromechanical stages allowed for data to be
obtained about multiple planes in a spatially resolved manner. By collecting multiple peaks
it is possible to determine, if the crystal structure and some basic parameters are known,
the strain state of the material by measuring the orientations of the peaks relative to one
another. Collection of multiple peaks in this manner would result in significantly faster data
acquisition in comparison to standard monochromatic X-ray microdiffraction, reducing data
collection to minutes or hours instead of days or weeks.
A microdiffraction beamline must be designed from the ground up taking into account all
beamline components if the optimal performance is to be achieved. Designing a beamline at
NSLS is somewhat different from APS because of the huge difference in flux and source size.
At the APS it is much easier, almost trivial, to achieve a 1µm focal spot size, while at the
NSLS this requires a great deal of effort to achieve with a usable photon flux. Tailoring the
design to the ring and specific source is important at the NSLS. The NSLS is a 2nd generation
source designed and built in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, and upgraded during the late
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1990’s to operate at a higher energy (2.8 GeV instead of the original 2.584 GeV, shifting
the energy spectrum higher). The ring uses a double bend achromat lattice in 8 super
periods, also known as the Green-Chasman lattice [46]. This structure provides for the
majority of beamlines to be built using bending magnets (dipoles), however it also provides
straight sections for use with insertion devices. The NSLS has 8 straight sections, some
of which are used for RF cavities, but several of which contain insertion devices providing
significantly higher flux and brilliance than the bending magnets. Insertion devices, wigglers
or undulators, have a series of alternating magnets causing the electron beam to “wiggle”
causing a more collimated and brighter beam of X-rays to be produced; this is typical of a
wiggler, which tends to produce more flux at all energies when compared with a bending
magnet but still has a relatively smooth spectrum. As the magnetic period is shortened, the
X-ray beam can become partially coherent, reinforcing certain energies causing very intense
bright peaks to occur and fixed intervals. This type of insertion device is an undulator, which
is characterized by a very irregular spectrum with harmonics occurring at fixed intervals. It
is possible to tune the position of the harmonics by adjusting either the magnetic strength
or the magnetic gap. In practice since magnets are of a fixed strength the gap is changed
to maximize the flux at a desired energy.
The X13B beamline is situated on of the one straight sections at the NSLS. The straight
section contains 2 insertion devices, an elliptically polarized wiggler (EPW), and a Mini-Gap
Undulator (MGU). The EPW is mainly used by the adjoining end station at X13A for X-
ray magnetic circular dichroism experiments. It provides less flux at harder X-ray energies
desirable for diffraction, but a smoother spectrum in comparison to an undulator. The MGU
is used for microdiffraction and other hard X-ray work at X13B [47]. The organization of
the beamline has the X13B end station directly down stream from the undulator with
no optics other than the monochromator and beam defining apertures between the source
and end station. No mirror is used to refocus the source, resulting in fewer ways for the
beam to move before it enters the hutch. This also implies that any movement of the
beam is uncontrolled and is from the ring itself; thus, any ring instability will manifest
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itself in the performance of the instrument. Previous to the X13B upgrade a 2-bounce
channel cut Si 111 monochromator with gaseous He cooling was used on the beamline
[48] as well as a pair of differentially deposited KB mirrors [49]. The He cooling of the
monochromator is required due to the large heat load from the undulator, approximately
300W. This is significantly smaller than at 3rd generation sources like the APS, however, it is
still sufficiently large to damage uncooled monochromator crystals. It is possible, however to
move the monochromator crystals at X13B out of the way to allow the unfiltered radiation
into the end station. Technically, because the source is an undulator, the spectrum is peaked
and has a lower cut off, which is sometimes referred to as “pink beam”. The distinction
between the two is irrelevant for the work that is being undertaken and will be referred to as
a white beam. The spectrum from the undulator, however, prevents peak to peak intensity
comparison since each wavelength has a different intensity, each diffraction peak will have
the undulator spectrum convoluted into the intensity.
One of the major design goals for the X13B upgrade was to reproduce and expand upon
the abilities of the other facilities. White beam and monochromatic radiation experiments
would be possible using the CCD, but it would also be possible to switch to a point detector
mounted on a 2θ arm which would allow for direct comparison between CCD measurements
and point detector measurements. With a white spectrum impinging on the sample it is also
possible to get diffraction from multiple orders if the energy range is large enough, i.e. it is
possible to excite the Si (0 0 4), (0 0 8) and (0 0 12) reflections. Because the incident angle
has been fixed the position of the diffracted wave in space for all these reflections will be the
same. In the example shown in 1.7 the (0 0 4) diffraction spot is shown, which however also
overlaps with the (0 0 8), but due to the program it is possible for the indexation to return
this as the (0 0 8) peak as well, since they are indistinguishable from an indexation point of
view. In fact, from an indexation point of view, any permutation of a peak in a cubic crystal
system could adequately be used as a basis; however, due to a particular optimization which
relates to the deviation of the peak from the ideal a single peak will be selected; that is that
initially the peak could be (0 0 4), (4 0 0), (0 4 0), (0 0 4¯), (0 4¯ 0), or (4¯ 0 0), but only one
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will be selected in order to minimize the deviation from sample normal for all the angles.
A problem in any further analysis is that the peak shape of this spot will be a convolution
of all of the diffraction spots and the incident beam shape at each energy. There has never
been a study of what results this might yield, and a detailed analysis of a given peak would
never be able to yield 100% reliable results without this information.
One of the hallmarks of the designs used at the APS and ALS was the reduction of
motions possible for the sample and the detector. Traditional detector arms were replaced
with linear translations of the CCD and sample rotations were removed entirely. These
changes greatly simplify the alignment of the sample, but they greatly reduce the flexibility
of the instrument. While no sample rotations reduced the sphere of confusion to effectively
zero, working in a monochromatic mode is greatly limited, if the diffraction peak does not
occur during the solid angle selected by the CCD and at an energy appropriate for the
spectrum the diffraction peak cannot be examined. This design choice was clearly made
as a conscious decision to forgo the use of monochromatic illumination except in unusual
circumstances for the whitebeam technique.
1.2.5 A High Performance Monochromator for a White-beam Laue X-ray
Microdiffraction Beamline
The design of a monochromator for a microdiffraction beamline begins with the selection
of the energy range desirable for the instrument. In most cases the energy range will also
be related to the type of optics that are used on the beamline. Zone plates are designed
for peak efficiency at a specific energy and fall off in performance from that peak. A zone
plate designed for 8 keV would not be well mated to monochromator designed to run at
24 keV. For a white beam Laue microdiffraction setup utilizing KB mirrors, the material
used to coat the mirrors ultimately limits the high end of the energy range. In designing
the monochromator for the X13B upgrade a maximum energy of 24 keV and a minimum
energy of 3.7 keV was chosen. The minimum energy is the fundamental 1st harmonic of the
undulator. This energy range allows fluorescence lines for every element to be accessible.
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These energy limits impose two very specific design requirements; at the maximum energy,
the crystals must be large enough for the beam to diffraction off of all the crystals and
pass through the monochromator. At the minimum energy, the monochromator must be in
vacuum since low energies are strongly scattered by air. The vacuum requirement can be
met by housing the monochromator in a vacuum chamber. This is extremely common for
most synchrotron beamlines, however it imposes a restriction on the total size of the crystal
assembly in order to fit in the allocated space on the beamline.
The size of the monochromator crystals is influenced by the crystal orientation and the
reflection used. The best design for a white beam Laue microdiffraction monochromator will
result in a beam position that is the same regardless of whether monochromatic or white
radiation is passing through the chamber. This requires a minimum of 4 crystals organized
in 2 pairs of channel cuts [50]. A channel cut crystal is a pair of crystals that is cut and
etched from a single monolithic block of material resulting in identical orientations for both
the first and the second crystal. A channel cut, in addition to monchromating an X-ray
beam, also acts as a displacing element. In the typical orientation it will displace the beam
vertically with the exact displacement dependent on the angle of the crystals and the size
of the gap between the 1st and the 2nd crystals. By adding in a second set of channel cut
crystals after the first set they can return the beam to the original height of the incident
X-ray beam, figure 1.9. The only requirement to achieve this is that channel gap is identical
for both sets of crystals. In practice this is achieved by using a single block of Si, fashioning
the gap, then dicing the crystals in half to produce the two pairs of channel cuts. The Si 111
orientation is commonly used for monochromator crystals because it has a sharp peak, while
still being broad enough to provide a large amount of flux in the monochromated beam. In
comparison to other orientations for monochromator crystals the Si 111 has a relatively low
energy resolution. When a high energy resolution is desired a higher order peak or a different
reflection should be employed. In the case of the X13B design a Si 311 cut was designed to
have a higher energy resolution.
The center of rotation for the channel cut crystals in the monochromator is located at the
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(a) X13B Monochromtator High Angle Schematic
(b) X13B Monochromator Low Angle Schematic
Figure 1.9: The path of the X-ray beam at (a) high crystal angles or low energy, and at (b)
low crystal angles for high energy. The second crystal length is defined by the energy range
desired.
center of the surface of the first crystal. The position of the center of rotation is placed such
that the incident X-ray beam always falls symmetrically on the center of the first crystal,
and simplifies the monochromator optical design. In order to calculate the required length
of the crystals an incident beam size and channel gap width are needed. The beam incident
on the monochromator will be defined by a series of white beam capable slits upstream of
the monochromator chamber and will be at most 1 mm × 1 mm. The channel gap was
chosen to be 50 mm. These parameters match the specifications for maximum size of the
monochromator and the acceptance of the KB mirrors. It is possible to calculate the angle
of a monochromator crystal of a given orientation to produce a specific energy using Bragg’s





where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and E is the energy, the angle of the
monochromator crystal required to produce a desired energy is given by:









By thinking about the crystals simply as mirrors it is possible to calculate the beam footprint,
as well as the size of the crystals simply from geometry. For a Si 111 crystal to diffract at 24
keV the beam footprint would be 12.1 mm, and with a gap size of 50 mm the beam on the
second crystal falls 60.5 mm away from the center of rotation. This results in the second
crystal needing to be at least 72.6 mm in length, and as a result it was specified as 75 mm
in length. The Si 111 monochromator was intended as the primary set of crystals to be used
because most experiments are flux limited. The second set of crystals, the Si 311 crystals
were included so that in an experiment that was not flux limited a higher energy resolution
was obtainable. The design of the Si 111 monochromator channel cut imposes an important
restriction on the Si 311 operation: in order for the monochromator to be reasonable in size
the length of the crystals imposes an angular limit on how far the crystals can be rotated
inside the vacuum chamber. This limit, ∼ 37 ◦, limits the lowest energy obtainable from
the Si 311 monochromator to about 6.3 keV. The monochromator crystal parameters are
summarized in table 1.1.
Si 111 Si 311
Crystal d-spacing 3.13501 Å 1.63721 Å
First Crystal Size 20 mm 20 mm
Second Crystal Size 75 mm 40 mm
Crystal Gap 50 mm 50mm
Energy Range 3.7 keV - 24 keV 6.3 keV - 24 keV
Table 1.1: Crystal parameters for X13B upgrade new monochromator design.
The NSLS, because it is an older synchrotron, actually has an advantage in optics design:
because the intensity is significantly less, the total power in the incident beam is much
lower and there is a corresponding reduction in the amount of cooling needed on any optical
component. Monochromators at the APS often must be cooled using liquid nitrogen. Figure
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Figure 1.10: The monchromator at 2 ID-D manufactured by Kohzu. It is cooled using liquid
N2 in order to extract sufficient heat from the crystals. Two air dusting cans are visible at
the bottom of the image and provide an idea of the size of the monochomator.
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(1.10) shows a picture of the monochromator designed by Kohzu installed in sector 2 and
used for the 2 ID-D microdiffraction setup; The monochromator is enormous and largely
due to the cooling assembly. The Kohzu is a fixed exit monochromator: two single crystals
of Si can be rotated and the second crystal translates laterally to maintain a constant exit
height for beam regardless of the energy selected.
The size constrains of the 4-bounce monochromator proposed for X13B prohibit the use
of liquid nitrogen cooling and another method for cooling the monochromator crystals is
needed. Water cooling or Peltier cooling systems are significantly smaller and more appro-
priate given the heat load on the monochromator. The proposed monochromator design
for X13B can be seen in figure 1.11. Over all the monochromator chamber is significantly
smaller than the Kohzu, despite the more complex internal design. Additionally, the Kohzu
is situated far upstream of the microdiffraction end station in a separate hutch from the
diffractometer, while the design for X13B calls for the monochromator to sit adjacent to
the KB mirrors. A liquid nitrogen cooling system or a water system would cause vibra-
tions when placed next to the focusing optic which would degrade the performance of the
beamline. Peltier cooling suffers none of these drawbacks and was implemented only on the
1st crystal (figure 1.11(c)) and should not affect the optical performance of the KB mirror
system. The channel cuts are also equipped with piezo-electric motors on the 2nd and 3rd
crystals to allow for detuning and the removal of higher order harmonic reflections from the
monochromated beam.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis will be devoted to exploring the measurement of strain and the mea-
surement of small domains in much greater depth. In chapter 2 some of the theoretical
models discussed in section 1.1.3 will be experimentally applied. The models for powder
diffraction will be used to calculate the temperature of a material in a diffraction exper-
iment. This method for temperature calculation will also be extended to illustrate the
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(a) X13B Monochromtator Design Overview
(b) X13B Monochromator Design Side view (c) X13B Monochromator Design Rear view
Figure 1.11: The design of the new monochromator at X13B utilizes 4 channel cut crystals,
2 pairs of 111 and 311 crystals allowing for high flux or high energy resolution to be used.
Translating the crystals also allows white radiation to pass though the monochromator.
Design drawings were produced by J. Skarita of BNL.
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measurement of thermal expansion of materials in powder mixtures. The tools developed
in chapter 2 will be employed to measure the strain accuracy, precision, and resolution of
a number of diffraction systems at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and also at the IBM
Microelectronics division in chapter 3. Also, the effects of full pattern fitting by the Rietveld
method will be compared with single peak analysis and other multi-peak analysis techniques
to show the necessity of using multiple peaks to achieve the highest accuracy in X-ray strain
measurements will be discussed.
Chapter 4 will explore the measurements of small domains by examining radiation dam-
age to SOI samples using the 2 ID-D beamline and the implications for nondestructive X-ray
stress measurements at high brightness micro- and nano- diffraction instruments. Chapter
5 will aggregate all the knowledge learned and discussed and demonstrate the implications
for future measurements of strains using X-ray and neutron diffraction.
Chapter 2
Temperature Based Analysis Methods
for Thermal X-ray Diffraction Data
Thermal properties studied by X-ray diffraction provide a direct observation of structural
changes in a material due to changes in temperature. For materials, such as randomly ori-
ented powders or single crystals, it is possible to measure the thermal expansion of a material
or mixture of materials by X-ray diffraction. Because of the nature of X-ray diffraction it
is also possible to measure any anisotropy in the thermal expansion. For cubic materials
the thermal expansion is isotropic, and all of the diffraction peaks should yield identical
measures of the thermal expansion; for a hexagonal close-pack material different diffraction
peaks will show thermal expansion differences along the a and c axes. The subsequent chap-
ter explains the method for using X-ray diffraction to measure the thermal expansion of a
material, and also how to use the thermal expansion of a known material to calculate the
temperature error from a thermal stage used on a diffractometer. This temperature error is
present because of the inherent nature of thermal stages for diffractometers, and can never
be avoided except by post-processing data correction.
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2.1 Application of Displacement Correction to X-ray Diffrac-
tion
Obtaining accurate data from an X-ray diffraction experiment requires a minimization of
the sources of error that contribute to the measurement. Simple alignment procedures, such
correct sample positioning and knowledge of any angular offsets, are vital to obtaining mean-
ingful data. In some cases, such as an offset in the 2θ zero position or sample displacement
the error can be corrected via post-processing of the data.
Nelson and Riley [51], in 1949, comprehensively discussed the procedure and possible
functions used to correct for errors in the sample displacement. They selected a function
that weights the higher values of 2θ more importantly in order to calculate a lattice constant
that is not affected by sample displacement. A geometric explanation can be found in Noyan
and Cohen [52], and is reproduced below in order to highlight some important details.
Figure 2.1: The geometry of sample displacement
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the geometry of a diffractometer where the sample is displaced from
the center of rotation by an amount ∆x. The incident X-ray beam is at an angle θ to the
sample surface and the angle between the transmitted ray and the diffracted ray is 2θ; the
goniometer radius is denoted by RGC . When the sample is displaced by ∆x the diffracted
ray would hit the detector at an angle different from 2θ by an amount ∆2θSD (specimen









By using the law of sines we can determine the angle ∆2θSD as,
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sin (2θ −∆2θSD) =
∆x
sin (θ) sin (∆2θSD)
,
sin (2θ −∆2θSD) ≈ sin (2θ) = 2 sin (θ) cos (θ) ,
sin (∆2θSD) ≈ ∆2θSD = 2∆θSD,
RGC








cos (θ) . (2.1)
Taking Bragg’s law and differentiating, and substituting in for ∆θ we obtain:
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∂ (nλ) = ∂ (2d sin (θ)) ,
0 = 2∂d sin (θ) + 2d cos (θ) ∂θ.
Assuming that the differentials are slowly varying over the range of interest, we replace them
with the change, ∆:
0 = 2∆d sin (θ) + 2d cos (θ) ∆θ,
∆d
d
= − cot (θ) ∆θ. (2.2)
We substitute for for ∆θ from equation (2.1), and assuming the material is cubic we can





















Taking equation (2.3) and rearranging for ahkl, the lattice spacing of a given reflection, we
obtain:





In order to extract the value for a0, and ∆x the data is fit to a linear function. Graphically
this can be visualized by plotting ahkl vs. cos2 (θ) / sin (θ) and fitting the data to a straight
line. The slope of the line or the coefficient from the linear term in the fit is equal to
a0∆x/RGC , while the intercept is a0.
Data from IBM Microelectronics was collected for a Cu-Si powder mixture experiment.
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Figure 2.2: ahkl vs extrapolation parameter, cos2 (θ) / sin (θ) data for Si powder.
The sample was approximately 50% Si by volume. The powder mixture was mounted in
a Rigaku X-ray diffractometer equipped with a high temperature thermal strip heater and
a Kevex energy dispersive detector in a θ − θ geometry. The powder was loosely packed
to allow for unhindered particle expansion and was not spatially confined on the top. The
diffractometer is equipped with an Fe tube source, with the Kevex detector window set to
only accept the Fe-Kα lines, Kα1 = 6403.84 eV and Kα2 = 6390.84 eV. Data was collected
in steps of 0.01 ◦ over a 2θ range from 20 ◦ − 130 ◦. The data was processed by peak fitting
to extract peak center positions using code written in Mathematica. The peak centers were
then used to calculate the lattice spacing for each peak. For each peak it is also possible to
calculate the value of the displacement parameter, cos2 (θ) / sin (θ); using the displacement
parameter as the x-coordinate and ahkl as the y-coordinate we obtain figure 2.2. A linear
fit of this data results in a best fit line with equation:
5.42924 + 0.002578x± (0.000011 + 0.00001x) .
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From this fit equation we can see that the extrapolated lattice constant (fig. 2.3) for the
Si is 5.42924 ± 0.000011 Å. The sample displacement calculated from the the slope and
a standard goniometer radius of 230mm is 109µm. This method for accounting for sample
displacement will be used extensively in the following sections. Unless otherwise noted, all
data will be processed in this manner.
An unexplained feature of the data is the splitting between the Kα1 and Kα2 peaks.
These peaks should yield the same result, however, in figure 2.2 all the peaks with resolvable
Kα1 and Kα2 doublets show the peaks having roughly the same value for cos2 (θ) / sin (θ)
but large differences in lattice constants. It is unclear at this time what is causing the shift.
An energy equivalent shift would be a difference of 1.5 eV in the energy spacing.
Figure 2.3: Linear fit to the displacement extrapolation data.
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2.2 Application of Thermal Expansion in XRD Data Analysis
2.2.1 Method for Correcting Temperature Error in X-ray Diffraction
Measurements by Coefficient of Thermal Expansion in Powder Mix-
tures
In section 1.1.3 it was demonstrated that when a loosely packed powder is heated there are
no residual stresses that affect the lattice constant, and consequently thermal expansion is
the only cause of changes to the lattice parameter. This property can now be exploited
as a method for extracting the temperature of a sample from the diffraction data and the
thermal expansion. Furthermore, a mixture of 2 powders will be mechanically independent
assuming that the temperature is kept below the melting point of either material, and below
the point where either material has significant solid solubility in the other.
Three materials of great importance to the semiconductor industry are Si, Cu and Al;
Si is the basis of much of the semiconductor industry, while Cu and Al are commonly
used metals for the creation of interconnects on chips. These three materials will be the
components of powder mixtures that will comprise the samples under investigation. For a
powder mixture of Si and Al, the phase diagram [53] shows virtually no solid solubility of
Al in Si at any temperature, and extremely low solid solubility for Si in Al below 600 K.
For experiments remaining below 573 K it is valid to expect that the two materials will
behave as pure independent materials. In addition the materials in this mixture will exhibit
drastically different thermal behavior because of the large discrepancy in thermal expansion
of Si and Al; Si has a thermal expansion at room temperature of about 2.6 ppm, while the
thermal expansion of Al is nearly 24ppm, almost an order of magnitude larger!
A mixture of Cu and Al [54] will behave very differently. These materials do have
appreciable solid solubility at lower temperatures and numerous intermetallic phases are
also possible. This mixture is also historically relevant as the doping of Al interconnects
with Cu has been a common practice in the semiconductor industry for many years.
The last combination of the three materials combining Cu and Si has similar benefits
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to one of Al and Si; there is no solid solubility of either Si in Cu or Cu in Si, however it
is possible to form high temeprature intermetallics if the sample is heated too high [55]. A
mixture of Cu and Si has several advantages to the Al-Si mixture: the thermal expansion
of both Cu and Si are extremely well known and studied. NIST SRM 736 [56, 57]is a
thermal expansion sample based on highly annealed polycrystalline Cu specifying, to a high
degree of accuracy, the thermal expansion of Cu (figure 2.4(a)); because of its prominence
in the semiconductor industry the thermal expansion of Si is widely studied. The paper by
Watanabe, Yamada and Okaji [58] gives the thermal expansion data and statistical accuracy
for each measurement, figure 2.4(b), from room temperature to 1000K; the low temperature
Si thermal expansion, figure 2.4(c), also illustrates that the CTE is zero and even negative
at low temperatures [59].
(a) Thermal Expansion of Cu (b) High Temperature Thermal Expansion of Si
(c) Low Temperature Thermal Expansion of Si
Figure 2.4: The thermal expansion of (a) Cu, (b) Si above room temperature calculated
based on external data sources. (c) Low temperatures thermal expansion results for Si. The
thermal expansion is negative below ∼ 120K.
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These two sources mainly have thermal expansion data from the materials for above
room temperature; in the case of Si it is also possible to obtain low temperature thermal
expansion data (figure 2.4(c)). Si, which is one of a few materials available as large perfect
single crystals, is often use as an optics material at X-ray synchrotrons. The large power
density from 2nd and 3rd generation X-ray sources required cooling of the optics components
[48]. Monochromators are often made from single crystals of Si, Ge or diamond which are
cooled to low temperature to minimize thermal effects from the source. In the case of Si it
was found that the thermal expansion of Si is actually zero at ∼ 123.5 K, making this an
ideal temperature to operate X-ray optics at as there is no concern of thermal shifts effecting
the performance of the optics.
Powder mixtures with large disparities in thermal expansion are ideal samples for mea-
suring temperature error and thermal expansion [22, 60, 61, 62], and, as will be discussed in
chapter 3, for quantifying the accuracy, precision, and resolution of diffraction instrument
for strain measurements. Before it is possible to investigate the accuracy, precision and
resolution of a diffractometer it is necessary to put together a comprehensive understanding
of how to use thermal lattice constant data to understand what is the true temperature of
a material on a thermal stage.
It is important to consider exactly what is being measured during a thermal diffraction
experiment. A typical diffraction experiment will result in a spectrum containing the many
diffraction peaks from a given sample. This data contains a wealth of information about the
sample and the conditions it is in, however, for our purposes we are really only interested in
the lattice constant of the material, as it is the benchmark of the thermal properties of the
material. To this end we are primarily concerned with the location in the spectrum of the
peaks, and to a lesser extent the shape of the peaks. The peak shape is only a factor if the
peak is not a well defined shape. In section 3.3.3 the peak shape function will be considered
and the effects of this selection on the resulting strain resolution will be examined.
The procedure that follows is the basic analysis method as applied to a known powder
sample, and in the case of the example data used, a mixture of Cu and Si powders. The
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measurements were performed using the same instrument in section 2.1. In addition to the
basic setup, data was acquired at multiple temperatures from room temperature (∼ 294 K)
in 20 K steps (e.g. at 313 K, 333 K, 353 K . . . ) up to 573 K. Data was collected twice at each
temperature, first up to 573 K, then the sample was returned to room temperature and the
process was repeated again. For uniformity with measurements performed at synchrotron






where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light. In units typical for an X-ray diffraction
measurement, E in keV and λ in Å, the constant hc has a value of 12.398 keV Å.
Si has a diamond cubic crystal structure and Cu a face centered cubic structure; at
room temperature the lattice constants of the materials are ∼ 5.43 Å [63] and 3.61 Å[64],
respectively. Taking into account the experimental parameters and the crystal structure
information we can say that for the angular range of interest, and counting both the Kα1
and Kα2 lines as a single peak, we will see 6 peaks attributable to the Si and 4 peaks
attributable to the Cu. The application of the error correction methods described in section
2.1 will be used to reduce any effects from diffractometer misalignment.
A framework was written using Mathematica to analyze the data. An add-on package,
Experimental Data Analyst (EDA) [65] was used in the analysis method which supplemented
the standard Mathematica package with fitting routines using typical least squares and other
traditional methods. Many of the methods are simply recoded from the text Numerical
Methods in C++ [66], as is illustrated in the comments of the EDA package files.
An example of a typical diffraction spectrum is shown in figure 2.5. The peak positions
were extracted from this data by fitting the peaks and obtaining the best fit parameters for
background, peak center, peak width and peak amplitude. The peak centers (and associated
fitting error) were then used to calculate the lattice parameter by application of a modified
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Figure 2.5: Example of Cu-Si powder diffraction data taken at IBM
Bragg equation which allowed the error from fitting to be propagated to yield an error in the
measured lattice spacing. This was achieved by differentiating the Bragg equation assuming



















































































Following the method in section 2.1 for sample displacement correction we then plot ahkl as











Similarly we can obtain a value for the error in the extrapolation parameter as a function



















































where δ (2θ/2) is the error in peak fit center position.
The method for displacement correction from section 2.1 was applied to the peak centers
extracted from figure 2.5, with the only addition that we are including the errors propagated
according to eqs. (2.5) - (2.8). In the case of a powder mixture this process is carried on for
both components of the powder mixture independently. It is important to note that, given
the nature of intimately mixed powders, the diffracting volume from both materials should
be the same, and as a result the sample displacement should be the same for both materials.
This procedure is then repeated for each scan and averaged with each measurement at a
given temperature to produce a plot of lattice constant vs temperature (figure 2.6).
If the restriction that the sample temperature is equal to the thermocouple temperature,
then there is a possibility that a temperature error [67, 68] has been incorporated into
the results accounting for any differences between the lattice constant measured and one
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(a) aSi0 vs T (b) aCu0 vs T
Figure 2.6: Lattice constant data for Si (a), and Cu (b)
calculated using equation (1.14).It is now possible to calculate the temperature error during
the experiment. Let us assume that the temperature of the sample can be defined as:
TTrue = TMeasured + ∆T, (2.9)
where TMeasured is the temperature reported by the thermocouple, and ∆T is the difference
between the measured temperature and the true temperature of the sample at the point of
measurement, the error in temperature, and TTrue is the true sample temperature. Often
times TMeasured will be the setpoint for the thermal controller, however this is not an imposed
restriction. We now substitute this new definition for the true sample temperature into the
equation for lattice constant (eq (1.14)) resulting in:





α (T ) dT
]
. (2.10)
From the experimental data and the information we have about the thermal expansion of
the material from references [56, 58, 69] we have values for all the terms (a (T ), a0, T0,
and TMeasured from the experiment and α (T ) from the references) in equation (2.10) except
for ∆T . Thermal expansion usually described as a 3rd order polynomial, and it is possible
to describe the potential values for ∆T as the roots of a polynomial equation. By using
Mathematica we can forgo the need to explicitly write the equation and simply invert the
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equation to solve for ∆T directly. Generally 2 of the roots will be imaginary, and since we
are solving for a temperature we can exclude these as possible solutions. The two other roots
will generally yield a smaller, and a larger root, the larger of which will be an unphysical
temperature. The unphysical nature manifests itself as an enormous error in temperature
(often times greater than 1200K), which would in general mean the sample was no longer
solid. The result is only a single root which could be the correct value for ∆T .
Differentiating eq (2.10) and inverting to solve for δ∆T allows us to calculate the error
in the measure of ∆T :
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For the powder mixtures, if the procedure is applied to each of the material data sets it
is possible to compare the results. This provides an internal way of verifying that the
method is working correctly; because the material is an intimately mixed powder it is at a
uniform temperature, and the diffraction data illustrates as much (figure 2.7). By fitting
a polynomial function to the error in temperature and plugging this solution back into eq.
(2.9) it is possible to calculate the true temperature of the diffracting volume.
2.2.2 Measurement of Temperature in a Blind Test Study
In order to demonstrate the power of the temperature correction method a blind study was
conducted using the facilities at IBM East Fishkill. A Cu-Si powder sample was placed
in the diffractometer described earlier, and run at a series of temperatures recording the
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Figure 2.7: Temperature Error from Cu and Si
diffraction data at each temperature. The diffraction data sans temperature data was then
provided for analysis. Using only the diffraction data the temperature was calculated. Once
the temperature was calculated the set point temperature (in this case the set point tem-
perature also corresponds to the measured temperature) data was provided as a method
of comparison. The results are shown in figure 2.8. There is good agreement across all of
the data points except in the final measurement at room temperature. If the scans that
are occurring at room temperature are compared (scans 1, 17 and 33), there is a significant
peak that is present in the data for scan 33. This peak occurs near 75 ◦; a comparison
between these 3 scans from ∼ 70 ◦ to 78 ◦ 2θ is shown in figure 2.9. This peak is most likely
caused by a reaction between the Cu and the Si to form an intermetallic, which also causes
the increasing disagreement between the Si results and the Cu results and the measured
temperature. Because none of the data is averaged individual fluctuations can affect the
accuracy of the temperature calculation. Additionally, it should be noted that set point is
never truly descriptive of the sample temperature as is mistakenly assumed by many people.
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Figure 2.8: Results of calculated temperature, for a sample Cu-Si mixture, from the Si
and Cu diffraction data, TSiC alculated and T
Cu
C alculated, respectively and the measured
temperature using a thermocouple, TMeasured.
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Figure 2.9: An anomalous peak in the Cu-Si data appears in data at the last scan for the
unknown temperature experiment. Data from the other room temperature scans does not
show the presence of this peak; a reaction between the Cu and Si most likely occurred
causing an intermetallic to form.
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Overall, however, the method described above is an efficient means to calculate the temper-
ature of a sample using only the diffraction data. It also yields good agreement between the
temperatures calculated from the Cu and Si powders in the mixture.
2.3 Measurement of Thermal Expansion from X-ray Diffrac-
tion of Powder Mixtures
2.3.1 Full Pattern Thermal Expansion Determination
The powder mixtures are a valuable tool in determining thermal properties of an unknown
powder. Using the temperature correction technique developed in section 2.2.1 and applying
it to the Cu-Si powder data from IBM we can conduct a pseudo-experiment to determine
the thermal expansion of one of the powders based on the other powder.
Figure 2.10: Temperature Error calculated from Si showing 95% confident intervals (dashed
lines) over the temperature setpoint range.
The process begins as in section 2.2.1 by calculating the error in temperature using
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one of the powder data sets. For the following discussion it will be assumed that we do
not know the thermal expansion of Cu. The Si data will be used to correct for any error in
temperature. Combining the temperature data after correction from the Si thermal expanion
with the Cu lattice constant data we will then calculate the Cu thermal expansion. Once the
temperature error has been calculated (fig. 2.10) it can be fit using a polynomial function
representing the deviation of the thermal controller as a function of temperature. The
resulting temperature function can calculate the true temperature of the sample at the
diffraction spot, and combining these new temperatures with the diffraction data from the
Cu we obtain a plot of the Cu lattice constant as a function of temperature (fig. 2.11). As
earlier, by fitting this data to a polynomial function and taking its derivative we arrive at
the thermal expansion of the material.
Figure 2.11: aCu0 data after temperature correction.
When this calculated value of the thermal expansion is compared with the NIST reference
value for the Cu thermal expansion there is excellent agreement (fig. 2.12). If the process is
reversed and we use the Cu data to calculate the temperature error and calculate the thermal
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expansion of the Si the results also show excellent agreement with the reference value of Si
CTE (fig. 2.13). In both figures, 2.12 and 2.13, the thermal expansion for each material
without the temperature correction is displayed, and shows significantly worse agreement
with the reference values.
Figure 2.12: αCuCalc compared with α
Cu
NIST reference value. The results with and without
temperature correction are shown in blue and red, respectively. The temperature corrected
results show better agreement with the reference value.
2.3.2 Thermal Expansion from Individual Diffraction Peaks
In the preceding section 2.3.1 at each temperature the entire diffraction pattern was fit and
using Nelson-Riley extrapolation a single lattice constant was extracted, which was then
used to correct temperature and calculate the thermal expansion for the powder mixture.
Collecting an entire diffraction pattern takes significantly more time than collecting a small
angular range that may contain only one or two peaks, and time constraints may force
a reduction in the data collection. This section will explore the effect of using a single
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Figure 2.13: αSiCalc compared with α
Si
reference reference value. The results with and without
temperature correction are shown in blue and red, respectively.
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individual peak to calculate the thermal expansion and its relation to the angle at which
it’s collected. Nelson-Riley extrapolation also allows for the error in peak position to be
calculated. This error can be used to calculate the true lattice constant that would result
from a sample with zero displacement and good alignment. The results from this correction
as well as the uncorrected results will be compared with the reference thermal expansions to
provide a complete context for the determination of thermal expansion by X-ray diffraction.
Analyzing the entire pattern and refining the results in figures 2.12 and 2.13 for the Cu
and Si. This is the baseline comparison for the dataset: the data predicts the relationship
with relatively good accuracy and precision. The question arises, is an individual peak in
the pattern greater than the sum of all the peaks?
Depending on the angular range collected for a single peak experiment, it may not be
possible to correct for temperature errors, or sample displacement as has been described in
previous sections. In order to better simulate the effect of an aligned instrument and the
correct temperature, the same data that was used for the full pattern analysis will be used for
the single peak analysis. The temperature error will be calculated from the entire Cu pattern,
and the sample displacement will be obtained using the corrected data after Nelson-Riley
extrapolation. Figure 2.14(a) displays the results for each individual peak after the data has
been corrected for temperature error but without accounting displacement error. This only
illustrates good agreement with the reference thermal expansion for Si at the highest angle
peak. The highest angle peak is also the peak where the displacement correction function,
cos2 (θ) /sin (θ), is minimized and thus causes the smallest angular shift. The lower angle
peak data shows a vastly different behavior from the reference thermal expansion (CTE), and
cannot be said to agree with the reference value at all. The displacement error here is having
a significant impact on the measurement of CTE. If, using the Nelson-Riley extrapolation
to correct the peak position, the data is displacement corrected all of the peaks show good
agreement with the reference value [58] (fig. 2.14(b)). The displacement error dominates in
the ability to accurately measure the CTE from diffraction. It also illustrates the necessity
to collect peaks over a large range in order to remove any misalignment effects from the
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(a) αSiCalc after only correcting for temperature error
on individual peaks
(b) αSiCalc after temperature and displacement cor-
rection for individual peaks
Figure 2.14: Coefficient of thermal expansion calculated from 6 different Si peaks across the
spectrum (a) after only applying the correction for error in temperature, and (b) after apply
corrections for error in temperature and sample displacement.
experimental setup. The results from the single peak diffraction analysis can be as good as
those from the multi-peak analysis, however extreme care must be taken in the alignment
of the instrument in order to ensure the quality of the data obtained. It is also necessary, if
applying the temperature method described earlier in this chapter, to measure at least 1 Cu
peak and 1 Si peak to be able to obtain the necessary peak data to calculate the temperature
error. The errors in the measurement will always be smaller whenh using the multi-peak
method because of the redundant nature of the dataset.
2.4 Summary and Conclusions
The methods described in the this chapter for extracting the sample temperature from X-ray
powder data are a much more accurate method for measuring the sample temperature than
the thermocouple being used to control the heating stage. In the case of a powder mixture
this temperature measurement method can be used to calculate the true temperature of the
powder mixture and still allowing accurate determination of the thermal expansion of the
other powder mixture component. The results from section 2.3.2 also illustrate the danger
in using a single peak to measure the properties of powders. There are numerous alignment
issues that are uncorrectable if only one peak is measured. This leads to extremely inaccurate
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results if the sample is not well aligned.
Chapter 3
Statistical Nature of X-ray Diffraction
The preceding chapter developed a suite of tools to analyze the temperature from X-ray
data as well as introduced the primary sample for this chapter: a Cu-Si powder mixture.
This sample has several important properties related to the thermal expansion of the Cu and
the Si. This chapter will develop a method for evaluating a diffractometer setup in terms of
the accuracy, precision, and resolution of a strain measurement. The formalism developed
will then be applied to 3 experimental setups: one at the High Temperature Materials
Research Laboratory at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the IBM diffraction instrument in
East Fishkill, and a Neutron Diffraction beamline at the High Flux Isotope Reactor facility
at ORNL. In addition to investigating the strain resolution, accuracy and precision of these
diffraction setups the effects of sample removal and peak shape will also be discussed in the
final section of this chapter.
3.1 Accuracy, Precision, and Resolution
Before it is possible to examine the accuracy, precision and resolution of diffraction instru-
ments, it is necessary to define each of these terms to remove any ambiguity between what
is the true performance of an instrument and what is simply marketing hype. Accuracy, as
defined by Mathworld [70], is “the degree to which a given quantity is true and free from
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error.” In terms of an experimental quantity it is the ability to measure a number and obtain
the true value.
Mathworld defines precision as “The number of digits used to perform a given computa-
tion.” Precision is an often misused phrase in experimental physics. Precision is really the
ability to measure a given quantity and obtain the same result over and over again. Many
researchers confuse the precision of a fit of data with the actual precision of data or also
with the numerical precision of the calculation. These two quantities are not necessarily the
same thing. The fit precision is simply a computed quantity for the minimization of a given
math problem. It does not speak to the actual precision of a measurement. It is related
to the computational precision of the procedure used in data analysis and to the numerical
precision of the data recorded. The true precision of a measurement is a combination of the
two, which allows for the accounting of all possible error sources in measuring the precision,
this will be calculated as the root mean square of the precision from the two different sources
of precisional error: statistical and fit.
The hardest of the three terms to define is resolution. There are no mathematical def-
initions that are available for what resolution is like there are for accuracy and precision.
Resolution is a term defined uniquely in every field. For the purpose of this thesis resolution
is defined as the ability to discriminate between two different quantities or measurement
populations. Two measured values are resolvable if, while accounting for the accuracy and
precision of each quantity, it is possible to uniquely take a single measurement and unam-
biguously quantify it as part of one group or the other.
The terms accuracy, precision, and resolution are often used interchangeably by re-
searchers even though they are fundamentally different. It is possible for something to be
precise without being accurate, and it is to an extent possible for something to be accurate
without being precise. For example, if while trying to measure the temperature of a typical
office the results obtained were 413.2 K, 413.5 K, 412.7 K, 413.1 K, 412.9 K, these results
would be viewed as precise. They all fall within a .8 K range, the standard deviation of the
measurements is 0.303 K, and the mean temperature measured is 413.08 K. These measure-
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ments, however are not at all accurate as the standard temperature in most offices is in the
range 293 K− 298 K.
Suppose the goal in another experiment is to measure the density of a piece of copper.
The experimenter performs the measurement 5 times again in order to reduce experimental
error that may be incurred. The results for the density show that the researcher obtained
8.93g/cm3, 10.35g/cm3, 7.97g/cm3, 9.54g/cm3, and 7.81g/cm3. Accounting for all of the
measurements and averaging the density would be 8.92g/cm3, the standard deviation of
the measurements is relatively large though, 1.07g/cm3. The density of Cu is 8.92g/cm3
indicating that the average of the measurements measurements were very accurate but the
large standard deviation of the measurements makes it very imprecise. Now suppose a third
experiment is carried out to measure the boiling point of pure water. The results show that
the boiling points are 373.1 K, 373.0 K, 372.9 K, 373.1 K, and 372.9 K. The boiling point
of water according to this experiment is 373.0± 0.1 K and the experiment is both accurate
and precise.
Resolution needs to be understood in the context of multiple measurements of several
different quantities. For the purposes of illustration, let us consider 3 different populations.
Each population has a well defined central value, and then a random error is added in
to shift the value away from the mean. The random error is calculated using a pseudo
random number generator which creates errors which are Gaussianly distributed about 0
with a defined width. Because of the method employed to generate the random error, if
there are sufficient members of the population and the error is sufficiently small compared
to the starting value, it is possible to recover exactly the Gaussian distribution of error and
the starting value. Each population contains 500 measurements, and a histogram showing
the values is displayed in figure 3.1. Calculating the mean and standard deviation for the
measurement populations results in values of 5.43100 ± 0.000475, 5.43502 ± 0.000495, and
5.43114 ± 0.000505 for sets 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Sets 1 and 3 are not resolvable: the
difference in their mean values is 1.44 × 10−4, while both populations have a standard
deviation of roughly 5× 10−4. Looking at the distributions graphically it is clear that these
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are not easily resolvable. There is clearly a difference between the two Gaussian fits, but a
single measurement could be part of either set. However, either of these sets are resolvable
from set 2. The difference in the means between set 1 and 2 or set 2 and 3 is 4 × 10−3,
almost an order of magnitude larger than the standard deviation of any of the sets.
Figure 3.1: Sample data from 3 sets of experimental measurements. Sample set 1 and 3 are
not resolvable, while sample set 2 is resolvable from either sample set 1 or 3.
It is extremely clear in figure 3.1 what resolvable quantities look like, but it is also useful
to define a mathematical quantity for resolution. In measuring a strain interval it is possible
to compare the measured value with the theoretical value to arrive at an accuracy parameter,
which shall be defined as φ. The precision of a statistical quantity is given by the standard
deviation and shall be represented in the standard notation as σ. The strain resolution of a
diffraction instrument, ∆/, can be defined as:
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∆

≡ φ+ 3σ. (3.1)
Having defined accuracy, precision and resolution, it is possible to apply these definitions to
real systems to measure their performance.
3.2 Thermal expansion as a method for accuracy and precision
of diffractometers
Chapter 2 showed that using a thermal stage it is possible to move in prescribed temperature
steps on a consistent and accurate basis. By changing the value of the temperature steps
we are able to induce a predictable amount of change in the lattice constant of a material,
and thus, by comparing the lattice constant of a material at two temperatures describe a
pseudo-thermal strain. Comparison with values calculated from the thermal expansion for
this pseudo-thermal strain allows a direct measure of the strain accuracy of a diffraction
system. In order to obtain the precision of a measurement, however, the experiment must
be repeated multiple times for a given temperature data point. These repeat measurements
will be distributed, and the distribution size is directly proportional to the precision of the
measurement.
To calculate the theoretical pseudo-thermal strain we first examine what results are
expected from a diffraction experiment, namely the lattice constant at a given temperature.
Thus it is possible to write:





α (T ) dT
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, (3.2)





α (T ) dT
]
, (3.3)
where T1 and T2 represent the two temperatures at which measurements are taken, and a1
and a2 are the lattice constants at those temperature, respectively. The pseudo-thermal
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This equation indicates that, with only the measurement temperatures and the thermal
expansion, it is possible to calculate the predicted pseudo-thermal strain, Theorypts . Based on
values for copper in a low temperature regime like the one employed during the following
experiments, the correction for small errors in the thermal expansion would be about 6×10−7
strain. Using similar error analysis techniques to the ones earlier we can define the error
in the pts in terms of the thermal expansion and error in the thermal expansion; the error
in thermal expansion is smaller than the thermal expansion by a significant margin thus
producing an extremely small error in pts. This is more than an order of magnitude smaller
strain than is currently possible to measure in a diffraction system; for silicon the values are
correspondingly smaller because of the smaller thermal expansion. Therefore, we ignore all
errors in the theoretical pseudo-thermal strain due to errors in the thermal expansion and
only include errors based on errors in the measurement temperatures.
An important component for the success of this technique is also the choice of the ma-
terials. In previous sections the materials system of choice was a Cu-Si powder mixture, as
it is in this case. The simplicity of the materials used, in addition to their unique thermal
properties, make an ideal sample. The two powders, in the case of strain accuracy and pre-
cision serve two distinct purposes: the Cu powder is a highly sensitive thermometer because
of its high thermal expansion coefficient, while the Si is an extremely responsive strain gauge
due to is very small thermal expansion. The copper can be used to deconvolute out any
errors due to temperature fluctuations or offsets, while the Si powder reveals the resulting
strain performance of the diffraction system. In the following sections the distinction will
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become obvious with the examples that are presented.
3.3 Accuracy, Precision and Resolution of Diffraction systems
at the High Temperature Materials Laboratory at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory
The High Temperature Materials Laboratory (HTML) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) is an vehicle technology focused materials laboratory with dedicated user facilities
including X-ray and neutron diffractometers for the purpose of measuring residual stress
in materials. The X-ray facilities consist of several laboratory source based diffractometers
and a synchrotron beamline at the NSLS, while the neutron facility utilizes beamline HB-2B
at the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR). As the value of the facilities are in their ability
to accurately determine stress and strain in real engineering materials it is of the utmost
importance that the accuracy and precision of the instruments is quantified. To this end,
several experiments were undertaken to study the strain performance of both the X-ray and
neutron based diffraction systems.
3.3.1 X-ray Diffractometer Strain Accuracy, Precision and Resolution at
the HTML
The instrument used for the X-ray studies was a PANalytical X’Pert Pro equipped with
an Anton-Paar XRK900 environmental furnace and an X’celerator linear strip detector for
faster data collection. The XRK900 allows for inert or reducing atmospheres to be used
during diffraction studies by flowing gas through the chamber. It is an oven type furnace
equipped with dual thermocouples, one to measure the heating element temperature and
a second placed near (< 20mm) the sample to measure the sample temperature. The
entire system is controlled by a computer which allows for synchronized data collection and
temperature adjustment. The material used during the studies was a Cu-Si powder mixture
with approximately equal volume fractions of each material. The powders used to make the
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mixture were Alfa Aesar Si powder stock #38745, with a 1−20µm particle size and specified
as 99.9985% pure Si, while the Cu powder is Fisher Scientific C-431, purified electrolytic
dust. The particle size and purity of the Cu powder are not specified, and in order to remove
any oxide that had formed on the Cu surface it was heated in forming gas for 1 hour prior
to mixture with the Si. In order to prevent oxidation at elevated temperature all materials
were measured in a N2 and forming gas atmosphere. Data from a temperature correction
study utilizing the same instrument was used to measure the temperature error over the
possible range of interest (fig 3.2). The temperature range ∼ 413K − 433K was selected
for being well below any reaction temperatures of the Cu-Si powder mixture and for having
an appoximately linear temperature error. This linearity should produce consistent results
with only a small and easily correctable error throughout the measurements.
Figure 3.2: Temperature error calculated for Cu and Si from Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
Application of eq. (3.5) for a Cu-Si powder can also calculate the temperature shift
required to see a given strain level. For a strain on the order of 10−5 a temperature shift
of ∼ 3 K for Si or ∼ 0.5 K for Cu is required. Previous studies on the temperature error
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Si Cu
∆T = 5 K (413 K− 418 K) 16µ 88µ
∆T = 5 K (418 K− 423 K) 16µ 88µ
∆T = 10 K (413 K− 423 K) 33µ 176µ
Table 3.1: Expected values of pts for temperature intervals in Si and Cu.
illustrated that a temperature shift of a half degree would generally be difficult to control; as
a result temperature steps of 5 K were used. This increment corresponds to an eigenstrain
of ∼ 16 × 10−6, or 16µ, in Si and 88µ in Cu (table 3.1). In order to better bound the
measurement and provide redundant verifiable data 3 setpoints, rather than just two, were
used resulting in experiments being performed at setpoints 413 K, 418 K and 423 K. In the
rest of this section, these temperatures will be referred to as T1, T2, and T3.
The entire 2θ range was collected from 20 ◦ − 150 ◦ (fig. 3.3) with a 20 second per point
equivalent scan time. A room temperature (298 K) scan was performed prior to starting the
elevated temperature measurements which consist of 30 scans at T1, followed by 30 more
scans at T2 and then 30 scans at T3; the sample was cooled down to room temperature
and another room temperature scan was performed. The room temperature data provides a
reference point to compare with references values, as well as to calculate temperature errors.
The data was analyzed according to the procedure described in previous sections.
Histograms from the data can be seen in figure 3.4. Statistical results for the distributions
mean and standard deviation were calculated for each temperature and material (table 3.2),
and compared to theoretical calculations. The theoretical values were calculated by inserting
the reference values for the material in question, either Si or Cu [58, 63, 57, 64], into equation
(2.10). Based on the definitions in section 3.1 for accuracy, precision, and resolution it is now
possible to calculate the performance of the instrument. The 3 Cu distributions, fig. 3.4(a),
can all be clearly resolved from one another. In contrast, the Si data, fig. 3.4(b), shows
significant overlap between the different temperatures, demonstrating that the resolution of
the instrument is lower than the strain interval selected.
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Figure 3.3: Example of data taken at Oak Ridge National Laboratory using the PANalytical
X’Pert Pro diffractometer from a Cu-Si powder mixture at 413 K. The source is a Cu tube
with the Kα1 and Kα2 radiations being visible at high angles.
(a) aCu0 Frequency (b) aSi0 Frequency
Figure 3.4: Lattice constant frequency for (b) aCu0 , and (a) aSi0 from initial studies of accu-
racy, precision and resolution using the facilities at the High Temperature Materials Labo-
ratory at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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(a) Theoretically calculated values for a
Si Cu
aTheory(T1) 5.43295 Å 3.62224 Å
aTheory(T2) 5.43304 Å 3.62256 Å
aTheory(T3) 5.43313 Å 3.62288 Å
(b) Experimentally determined values for a
Si Cu
aExperimental(T1) 5.42605± 6.067× 10−5 Å 3.61925± 6.561× 10−5 Å
aExperimental(T2) 5.42612± 7.155× 10−5 Å 3.61960± 5.686× 10−5 Å
aExperimental(T3) 5.42622± 7.920× 10−5 Å 3.61995± 6.117× 10−5 Å
Table 3.2: (a) Values calculated based on the reference lattice constants and thermal expan-
sion for Si and Cu at T1, T2, and T3; (b) Average and standard deviations for a0 statistical
data of 30 scans per temperature.
The data, however, also shows several unusual characteristics: the measured lattice
constants are very different from the reference lattice constant values. This is extremely
unexpected given the accuracy and precision of the thermal expansion values, and indicates
extremely poor accuracy of the diffraction measurement (table 3.2). Another notable feature
of the data is the nature of the distributions, none of which appear to be Gaussian. In
observing the data collected as a function of time there is no discernible pattern in the
distribution indicating a stable temperature profile and a random distribution. With 30
measurements, however, there may not be enough data to show a distribution that looks
truly Gaussian.
These first measurements produced a glimpse into what should be expected for the
precision and resolution of the instrument, however they also indicated that there were
some unanswered questions. Is the distribution of the data Gaussian, or does the lack of
a Gaussian distribution indicate that there is another process at work that was originally
unforeseen? Why is the absolute accuracy of the lattice constants measured so far from
the reference and calculated values of the lattice constants? What is the room temperature
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stability of the instrument and how does it relate to the fundamental accuracy, precision
and resolution of the instrument?
To resolve these issues a second set of experiments was performed. This second set of
experiments had 2 parts: one at room temperature and one at the same 3 setpoints from
the earlier measurement, 413 K, 418 K, and 423 K (T1, T1, and T3). Each part also had 240
measurements instead of the earlier 90 to allow for a better statistical distribution of the data
to be populated. In addition to the increased number of scans, the counting time for each
scan was tripled to 60s equivalent time per point to enhance weak peaks in the diffraction
spectrum. These modifications to the experimental procedure would have required a month
of data collection. To shorten the data collection length the scan range in 2θ was shortened
to only 65 ◦ (85 ◦ − 150 ◦, fig. 3.5) for the room temperature part and 50 ◦ (100 ◦ − 150 ◦, fig
3.9) for the elevated temperature portion. This reduced the required data collection time
to around 2 weeks; while still an extremely large amount of time, and significantly longer
than would be typical in most experiments, it was the minimum amount of time required to
provide adequate data.
The ultimate accuracy and precision of the instrument were determined from room tem-
perature measurements. In these measurements, temperature can only play a very minor
role as the thermal stage is not activated, and only variations in the ambient temperature
can affect the measurement. To quantify any statistical randomness that would affect the
measurement, the measurement was also repeated 240 times. This represents an extreme
number of repeated scans that is not generally possible for most experiments, but a require-
ment for qualification of an instrument’s performance. Once the data was collected, it was
analyzed in the same manner as that of section 3.2 in order to yield a value for the lattice
constant during each run. The average lattice constant of Si from the 240 experiments was
calculated to be 5.42471 Å ± 3.0× 10−5 Å. The error in this number was calculated as the
root mean square of the standard deviation of the lattice constants and the average of the
error in each lattice parameter measurement. The NIST reference X-ray lattice constant for
Si is given as 5.43102 Å. The measured lattice constant represents an absolute deviation of
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Figure 3.5: Sample of scan data taken at Oak Ridge National Laboratory using the PANalyt-
ical X’Pert Pro diffractometer from a Cu-Si powder mixture at room temperature. In order
to reduce the measurement time only the higher 2θ range was scanned from 85 ◦ − 150 ◦.
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∼ 6×10−3 Å, a value which is 200 times greater than the statistical error in the measurement
indicating a significant problem in the accuracy of the measurement.
The method for obtaining the lattice constants corrects for any error in the sample
displacement, however it does not correct for a potential error in the zero 2θ position, the
specified position where 2θ has a value of zero. A shift in this value will uniformly shift every
peak in 2θ, resulting in erroneously calculated values for the lattice constant. The typical
methods used to remove this error require assumptions about the nature of the experiment
to be made, however since the goal is to determine the absolute accuracy and precision of
the instrument this is an unacceptable way of obtaining this value.
The cause for why the error was present was also disturbing. Most laboratory diffrac-
tometers, when well aligned, will have an error in 2θZS of 0.01 ◦ or less. In order to cause
a discrepancy of the magnitude observed the error would have to be nearly 0.5 ◦, too large
to generally occur. Following the discovery of the large error in accuracy, verification of
the diffractometer alignment was checked using NIST SRM 660 LaB6 X-ray reference pow-
der to determine the 2θZS from Rietveld refinement. This resulted in a calculated 2θZS of
∼ 0.47 ◦. The origin of the error was determined by staff scientists at ORNL to be caused
by a software setting error and was exactly 0.46 ◦ [71]. Because a 2θZS error affects all the
data identically simply subtracting the error results in corrected data; since it is uniform
for all values of 2θ the peak centers are simply shifted. In order to verify the supposition
that shifting the data had no effect, the analysis of the accuracy and precision was carried
out both with and without the correction of the 2θZS error. The precision for the room
temperature measurement was taken to be the full width of the lattice constant distribu-
tion, twice the error in lattice constant, divided by the the average value of the distribution,
the average lattice constant. The resulting values for the precision are identical before and
after the correction; the correction, however, changes the accuracy such that aRT0 of Si is
5.43077 Å, significantly closer to the reference value from NIST. The reference value for
Cu shows very good agreement after the correction as well. The full statistics for both the
Cu and the Si lattice constants before and after the correction can be seen in table (3.3).
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Si Cu
aRT0 before 2θZS correction 5.42471± 3.0× 10−5 Å 3.61211± 1.7× 10−5 Å
aRT0 after 2θZS correction 5.43077± 3.1× 10−5 Å 3.61515± 2.0× 10−5 Å
aRT0 after 2θZS and Tdrift correction 5.43077± 3.0× 10−5 Å 3.61516± 1.5× 10−5 Å
∆/ limit before 2θZS correction 34.2 µ 32.7 µ
∆/ limit after 2θZS correction 33.9 µ 32.7 µ
φ after 2θZS and Tdrift correction 0 µ 0 µ
σ after 2θZS and Tdrift correction 11.1 µ 8.3 µ
∆/ limit after 2θZS and Tdrift correction 33.3 µ 24.9 µ
Table 3.3: Values for Si and Cu at room temperature for the lattice constant and pts before
and after correcting for instrumental and thermal drift errors.
The room temperature in this study was shown to be between 298 K and 300 K according
to the recorded thermocouple data. A room temperature of 298 K is slightly elevated from
normal ambient temperature, 293 K. This 6 K shift is in good agreement with the calculated
temperature error based on the reference lattice constant at a temperature of 293 K.
The distribution of the data (fig. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b)) was also significantly revealing.
There should be sufficient measurements, 240, to reproduce a normal distribution. When
examining the Cu distribution, however, there is a large and significant tail on the lower
lattice constant side which isn’t mirrored in the Si data. In an effort to understand the
genesis of this tail the data was plotted as a function of run number, which is essentially
a function of time. The plot of the Cu lattice constant vs time (fig. 3.7(a)) illustrates a
startling result: there is a clear shift in the data and a non-random distribution of the data.
When the same type of plot is produced from the Si data (fig. 3.7(b)), the same general shape
is present, however due to the significantly smaller thermal expansion of Si it is much smaller
and less pronounced. This temperature variation can be removed by a techniques similar
to the ones developed earlier. If we assume that only a temperature variation affects the
distribution width, and calculate the total temperature “width” it is ∼ 1.5 K, which, while
small, still has a significant effect on the Cu lattice constant distribution. This temperature
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(a) aCu0 Histogram (b) aSi0 Histogram
(c) aCu0 Histogram Tdrift Corrected (d) aSi0 Histogram Tdrift Corrected
Figure 3.6: Histograms for lattice constant data from aCu0 (a) and aSi0 (b) before temperature
drift correction and after (c) and (d), respectively.
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error would correspond to smearing in a strain error of ∼ 3× 10−5. Once the data has been
corrected it is completely random (fig. 3.7(c)) and the distribution is much narrower and
more Gaussian. The Si distribution does not change much (fig. 3.7(d)). These results are
born out in the statistical data shown in table 3.3: the mean shifts slightly for the Cu data,
while the Si data exhibits almost no change. The distribution width decreases for the Cu
and very slightly for the Si.
(a) aCu0 vs. Time (b) aSi0 vs. Time
(c) aCu0 vs. Time after Correction (d) aSi0 vs. Time after Correction
Figure 3.7: Lattice Constant of Cu (a) and Si (b) before temperature drift correction and (c)
and (d) after drift correction as a function of time during the measurement, approximately
1 week.
Now that the data has been corrected for all errors it can be used to determine the strain
resolution of the instrument. Applying equation 3.1 and assuming that a value of φ of zero,
we can then calculate the ultimate strain resolution of the instrument from both the Cu
and the Si data (table 3.3). The values for both materials are in good agreement with one
another and show that it is unrealistic to expect a resolution on the order of 10−6.
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The second part of the experiment involved measurement of the same sample but at
elevated temperatures to determine the practical resolution limit of the instrument. 240
scans in total were collected at the three temperatures, T1, T2, and T3, resulting in 80 scans
per temperature. The scans were collected by cycling the temperature from T1, T2, T3, T1,
T2, T3,. . . to truly measure the accuracy, precision, and resolution of a thermal experiment
and randomize the error of the temperature controller. The data was analyzed according
to the same method in the first part of the experiment; the temperature drift errors in the
second part of the experiment show a much more linear behavior over time and are roughly
the same for all 3 temperatures (fig. 3.8). The data was corrected for sample displacement,
2θZS , and temperature drift before strain analysis.
An example of a typical scan at 413K can be seen in figure 3.9. The data was acquired
from 2θ = 100 ◦ to 2θ = 150 ◦. There are 3 Cu ((400), (331), and (420)) and 4 Si ((440),
(531), (620), and (533)) peaks in this range, a sufficient number to allow for displacement
correction. There are two possible sources of temperature error in these measurements: long
term temperature drift, as was seen in the room temperature measurements and is visible in
figures 3.8(a), 3.8(c) and 3.8(e), and temperature error where the thermal stage controller
temperature is not the true sample temperature. Having corrected for any temperature
drift that occurred over the course of the experiment, we can use the Cu data and the
thermal expansion to measure the true temperature of our sample; figure 3.10 shows the
temperatures from the Cu data, and table 3.4 shows the values calculated from the Cu data.
For the T1 measurements there is a roughly linear temperature drift of approximately 1 K
over the course of the measurements; the temperature error averages about 15.5 K. There
are similar pictures for the T2 and T3 measurements, where temperature drifts of around
1 K are seen in both, as well as temperature errors of 16 K and 16.5 K, respectively. This
also indicates that the difference between a measurement at T3 and T1 is not 10 K, but
consistently 11 K, and the differences that are supposed to be 5 K, from T1 to T2 and T2 to
T3, are really 5.5 K. These subtle changes will be important when comparing the calculated
values of Theorypts from eq. (3.5) and the experimentally determined values.
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(a) TCuDrift (T1) vs. Time Before Correction (b) T
Cu
Drift (T1) vs. Time After Correction
(c) TCuDrift (T2) vs. Time Before Correction (d) T
Cu
Drift (T2) vs. Time After Correction
(e) TCuDrift (T3) vs. Time Before Correction (f) T
Cu
Drift (T3) vs. Time After Correction
Figure 3.8: Small temperature drifts are visible at all setpoints from the Cu data. The plots
on the left show before the correction: (a), (c), and (e); and after correcting for the drift
effects: (b), (d), and (f)
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Figure 3.9: A scan from Oak Ridge National Laboratory for a Cu-Si sample at 413 K showing
the truncated range used and before all processing has occured.
Si Cu
TTrue (T1) 428.0± 3.7 K 428.5± 0.6 K
TTrue (T2) 433.9± 3.5 K 434.0± 0.6 K
TTrue (T3) 439.4± 3.6 K 439.5± 0.6 K
Table 3.4: True temperatures calculated from the cycled data for the 3 temperature set
points, which were specified as 413 K, 418 K, and 423 K, respectively.
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(a) ∆TCu (T1) vs. Time Before Correction (b) ∆TCu (T2) vs. Time Before Correction
(c) ∆TCu (T3) vs. Time Before Correction
Figure 3.10: There are notable offsets from the setpoints visible in the Cu data. The data
shows errors of (a) ∼ 15.5 K at setpoint T1, (b) ∼ 16 K at setpoint T2, and (c) ∼ 16.5 K at
setpoint T3.
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Si Cu
a (T1) 5.43288± 4.5× 10−5 Å 3.62323± 2.5× 10−5 Å
a (T2) 5.43299± 4.0× 10−5 Å 3.62358± 2.6× 10−5 Å
a (T3) 5.43309± 4.1× 10−5 Å 3.62394± 2.5× 10−5 Å
Table 3.5: Lattice constants from the cycled data for the 3 temperature set points.
The distributions appear to be normally distributed (fig. 3.11). When the Cu distribu-
tions are all viewed together they all appear to be quite separate. This is expected because of
the large thermal expansion. When the Si distributions are all viewed together there is some
overlap between the T1 and T2 distributions and between the T2 and T3 distributions. There
is almost no overlap between the T1 and T3 distributions. From this graphical approach it
is possible to say that the instrument resolution is better than the increment from T1 to
T3, 37µ. Statements about higher resolution from a graphical interpretation are difficult
to make, however, because there is some overlap in the smaller increments from T1 to T2
and T2 to T3. Statistical calculations will be required to determine if it is in fact possible to
discern these increments.
For each distribution the average lattice constant and error in lattice constant were
calculated. The error was computed, as earlier as the root-mean-square of the standard
deviation of the lattice constants and the mean of the error in lattice constant. In order to
calculate the expected values for Theorypts using eq. (3.5), it is necessary to account for the
error in temperature as well as the precision of that measurement. Originally, the expected
shift for the Cu 5 K increment was calculated to be ∼ 88 µ, but after correcting for the δT
error the increments T1 to T2 and T2 to T3 should really represent a strain of ∼ 98µ. The
values for the Si and the Cu Theorypts can be seen in table 3.6.
In section 3.1 the accuracy, φ, precision, σ, and resolution, ∆/, were defined. It is
important to understand how these values are calculated based on real data. The accuracy
we are interested in measuring here is the accuracy of measuring a given strain, not the
accuracy of measuring a specific lattice constant. The difference is subtle, but the strain
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Si Cu
Experimentalpts (∆TT1−T2) 19.8± 11.1 µ 97.8± 10.0 µ
Experimentalpts (∆TT2−T3) 18.6± 10.6 µ 98.6± 10.1 µ
Experimentalpts (∆TT1−T3) 38.4± 11.5 µ 196.4± 9.8 µ
Theorypts (∆TT1−T2) 18.5 µ 97.8 µ
Theorypts (∆TT2−T3) 18.7 µ 98.6 µ
Theorypts (∆TT1−T3) 37.2 µ 196.38 µ
φ 0.87 µ 0.0 µ
σ 11.0 µ 9.98 µ
∆/ 33.9 µ 29.9 µ
Table 3.6: Experimental and theoretical values of pts for cycled intervals in Si and Cu
at ORNL are tabulated and then used to calculate the strain resolution of the diffraction
instrument. 80 measurements were performed at each temperature set point, then averaged.
accuracy is a relative accuracy, while the lattice constant accuracy is an absolute accuracy. In
order to calculate the strain accuracy from our lattice constant data we much first compute
the strain we calculate for a given temperature step based on our lattice constant data.
This is straightforward and requires simply plugging in values for the lattice constant from
table 3.5 into eq. (3.4). The resulting values are the experimental values of pts found in
table 3.6. The accuracy we define for the measurement is the average difference between our
calculated value for the strain intervals, Theorypts , and the experimental values, 
Experimental
pts .
The precision of the measurement is calculated as the average precision of the strain intervals.
Having determined the values for the accuracy and the precision, φ and σ, respectively,
it is possible to calculate the resolution. The criterion for determining resolution was defined
in equation (3.1). For the Si data the average accuracy is 0.87 µ, and the average precision
is 11.2 µ, resulting in a strain resolution, ∆/, for this instrument of 34.3 µ. This value
agrees well with graphical analysis earlier, figure 3.11. The strain resolution is better than
the T1 to T3 interval, but not as good as the smaller intervals from T1 to T2 and T2 to T3.
The PANalytical X’Pert Pro equipped with an Anton-Paar XRK-900 has a practical strain
resolution of 34µ. This experimentally determined result, because of the high accuracy of
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the instrument, is in excellent agreement with the results obtained for Si at room temperature
and shown in table 3.3, and with the statement of performance in Schneibel, et. al. [72].
(a) aCu0 Histogram (b) aSi0 Histogram
(c) aCu0 Histogram Tdrift Corrected (d) aSi0 Histogram Tdrift Corrected
Figure 3.11: Histograms for lattice constant data from aCu0 (a) and aSi0 (b) before tempera-
ture drift correction and after (c) and (d), respectively.
3.3.2 Diffraction Strain Performance of a Neutron Diffraction Instrument
X-ray and neutron diffraction share many similarities, however there are several significant
differences which result in techniques for very different purposes. X-rays interact primarily
with the electrons from the atoms of a material, and have a short penetration depth when the
wavelength of the X-rays is on the order of an Å. Neutrons weakly interact with the nucleus
and thus have a greater penetration depth. The x-ray scattering cross-sections for materials
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are related to the number of electrons in the material, larger atoms scatter or absorb more.
There is no systematic pattern to the neutron cross-section of atoms. It is also possible to
focus X-rays to produce extremely small spots by using diffraction or reflection such as in
using X-ray mirrors, Fresnel zone plates, or multi-layer Laue lenses to sub-micron spot sizes.
Neutrons are notoriously difficult to focus and at best can be expected to yield a focal spot on
the order of millimeters. This offers major benefits in using neutron diffraction to examine
engineering materials. Neutrons are able to penetrate entirely though a large sample and are
averaged over the entire cross-section. If X-rays were used to examine structural materials,
such as steel I-beams, they would only probe a very narrow surface layer.
In addition to its X-ray diffraction facilities, the HTML at Oak Ridge operates a neu-
tron diffraction instrument to perform similar studies. Beamline HB-2B at the High Flux
Isotope Reactor (HFIR) is the second generation Neutron Residual Stress Mapping Facility
(NRSF2). The instrument is designed to measure engineering parts, such as I-beams, using
neutrons and can be equipped with a number of different components to perform different
measurements. At its base it has a diffractometer which includes a 2θ detector motion, a
sample θ rotation, and an x − y translation stack. These motions allow the detector angle
to be set, and the sample to be moved in and out of the gauge volume. The gauge volume is
the diffracting volume and is defined by the intersection of the incident and diffracted slits.
A typical gauge volume is 2mm × 2mm × 10mm.
X-ray sources, such as 3rd generation synchrotrons, achieve significantly higher flux and
brightness in comparison with both spallation and reactor neutron sources. As a consequence
of this lower flux it is important to collect as many neutrons as possible, leading to a detector
design such as the one at the NSRF2. The detector is compsed of an array of 7 linear
detectors arranged along a χ arc covering a solid angle of approximately 30 ◦. Each detector
is composed of 3mm wide He3+ neutron detecting tubes spanning a total of 7 ◦ per linear
detector oriented to span this angle in the 2θ direction. When in operation, each detector
acts separately and should be calibrated before each cycle. A software program analyzes the
calibration data in order to correct for individual tube/detector response and correct for the
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curvature of a Debye cone. When an experimental data set is taken, the calibration maybe
used to combine the detectors to produce a single plot of intensity vs 2θ. Because of the
structure of the detector it is not necessary to scan along the 2θ direction to collect a scan;
the detector is moved to the appropriate angle and held until the desired counting time is
reached.
The design of the instrument at the NSRF2 allows for the addition of different equip-
ment such as load frames, or heating stages to be added depending on the nature of the
experiment. In order to carry out the accuracy, precision and resolution measurement using
the instrument it was necessary to use a thermal stage. An initial experiment was performed
using a stage designed at ORNL for thermal experiments but results from the experiment
proved inconclusive. Several problems had to be overcome in order to be able to collect
data. Initially a Zirconium powder, that was used to insulate the sample tube, was causing
spurious diffraction lines. Once this powder was removed the sample tube had to be hung in
place in the middle of the furnace leading to poor thermal conductivity between the heating
elements and the sample. The resulting data was so scattered that it became evident that
a new stage would need to be custom designed for this experiment. The custom stage de-
sign was distilled down to its essentials: a thermal stage to measure the accuracy, precision
and resolution of a neutron instrument should have a stable thermal profile with a minimal
amount of heat lost which could create thermal gradients. The thermal stage should also
be equipped with temperature measurement points throughout the stage to understand its
temperature stability independent of the diffraction results. It must be built out of neutron
experiment friendly materials; this primarily means constructing it out of aluminum to min-
imize the radioactivity resulting from irradiation by the neutron beam. In contrast to the
stage used for the initial experiment an effort was also made to reduce the extra material
in the beam path in order to minimize attenuation of the neutron beam. The sample size
would also need to be maximized so that the gauge volume would be entirely inside the
sample and insuring that the measurement was of the interested material. The stage would
also need to be thermally isolated so that the heat was not transmitted into the goniometer.
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Figure 3.12: Thermal stage designed specifically to measure the accuracy, precision and
resolution of neutron diffraction stress instruments. It was initially tested using several
beamlines at Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s High Flux Isotope Reactor.
These design constraints and considerations produced an in-house design that was ex-
tremely simple (fig. 3.12) and offered vastly improved capabilities. The stage was machined
at Columbia University in the Physics Department machine shop almost entirely out of Al.
The stage consists of two Al heater blocks, one at the top and the bottom connected by
two Vanadium tubes of different diameters. This is done so that the sample is placed in
the inner tube while the outer tube provides an air gap between the sample containing tube
and the external atmosphere, reducing thermal loses. Vanadium is also used because it
is an incoherently scattering material, and will contribute nothing but background to the
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measurement. In each of the Al heater blocks there are holes for 2 cartridge heaters as well
as 3 monitoring points for thermocouples, for a total of 4 cartridge heater mounting holes
and 6 temperature measuring points. Two of the thermocouple monitoring points are set
parallel to the heater cartridges, one of which will be used by the temperature controller
to set the power to the heaters; the third thermocouple mount point is drilled through the
base so that is possible to mount the thermocouple extremely close to the sample as seen in
figure 3.12.
Figure 3.13: The specially designed neutron thermal stage for strain resolution
The beamline is on a reactor source that has a high flux rate, which is time independent.
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The beamline operates much as a beamline at a synchrotron does using a monochromator
to select the energy. A Si crystal is used as a monochromator and for this experiment was
set to use the 331 reflection resulting in a neutron wavelength of 1.73 Å. The sample was
again a Cu-Si powder mixture, however due to a mistake it was mixed with a much larger
percentage of Cu than Si, making the mixture close to 2:1 Cu:Si volume ratio. Cu has a much
larger neutron cross section than Si, and to compensate for this the Si should constitute a
much larger portion of the mixture. The ideal angular range for the diffractometer is to use
peaks between 80 ◦ and 110 ◦, and this energy yields 6 peaks from a Cu-Si powder mixture.
However, due to the mixture issues only some of the peaks were actually sufficiently above
background to be used, 2 from Si ((311), and (422)) and 2 from Cu ((220), and (311)). In
order to obtain useful statistics from the Cu peaks a 5 minute count time was used for each
peak, while for the Si a 30 minute count time was required. Each peak was recorded 10 times
in order to obtain the best possible statistical measure. Examples of the peak profiles can
be seen in figure 3.14. Even after 30 minutes of counting the Si peak profiles are extremely
weak. The Cu (311) peak is clearly evident in the Si (422) profile (fig. 3.14(d)).
Given these counting time constraints the number of temperatures to be studied was
limited to beam time availability, and resulted in each temperature being investigated for
12 hours. Data was taken at setpoints of 296 K, 373 K, 378 K, 383 K, 393 K, and 403 K.
Given the poor signal strength of the Si diffraction peaks an extra temperature, 404 K, was
measured, but only for the Cu diffraction peaks. These setpoints allowed for a large variety
of strain intervals to be measured. By comparing the data from different temperatures,
intervals of 1 K, 5 K, 10 K, 15 K, 20 K, 25 K, and 30 K are available. This provides a
very large availability of strain intervals; the values calculated from thermal expansion using
equation (3.5) are shown in table 3.7. The smallest interval that was actually measured
would be the 5 K for the Si, which would have an pts of ∼ 16µ. This interval would be
similar to the ones used in the previous section for the X-ray diffraction systems at ORNL;
in addition because of the number of temperatures used, there are incremental steps between
the ∼ 30 µ, and ∼ 90 µ intervals from the X-ray experiment.
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(a) Cu 220 (b) Cu 311
(c) Si 331 (d) Si 422
Figure 3.14: Example of peak profiles for the (a) Cu 220, (b) Cu 311, (c) Si 331 and (d)Si
422.
∆T Si Cu
Theorypts (∆T403 K − 404 K) 1 K 3.2 µ 17.5 µ
Theorypts (∆T373 K − 378 K) 5 K 15.4 µ 86.8 µ
Theorypts (∆T378 K − 383 K) 5 K 15.6 µ 86.6 µ
Theorypts (∆T373 K − 383 K) 10 K 31.0 µ 173.4 µ
Theorypts (∆T383 K − 393 K) 10 K 31.5 µ 174.1 µ
Theorypts (∆T393 K − 403 K) 10 K 32.0 µ 174.8 µ
Theorypts (∆T378 K − 393 K) 15 K 47.1 µ 260.9 µ
Theorypts (∆T373 K − 393 K) 20 K 62.5 µ 347.5 µ
Theorypts (∆T383 K − 403 K) 20 K 63.5 µ 349.0 µ
Theorypts (∆T378 K − 403 K) 25 K 78.1 µ 435.8 µ
Theorypts (∆T373 K − 403 K) 30 K 94.5 µ 522.4 µ
Table 3.7: Theoretical calculated values of pts for temperature intervals in Si and Cu at
HFIR experiment.
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One of the important differences in this measurement is that each peak is a separate
measurement; there should be no effect from sample displacement as the gauge volume is
defined by the size of the incident and receiving slits, and not by the sample position. It is
then possible to compare the effect of angular position in 2θ. For the wavelength used in the
experiment, λ = 1.73 Å, the Cu (220) peak should be near 85.1787 ◦, and the Cu (311) peak
should fall around 105.036 ◦. The experimental results (table 3.8) are not nearly as easy
to interpret as those from the X-ray diffraction study at the HTML. The Cu data shows
results closer to what would be expected for a strain experiment given its larger thermal
expansion coefficient. In comparing the results from the experiment with the theoretical
values for the Cu peaks, tables 3.7 and 3.8, it is evident that for strong peaks the precision
is at best ∼ 20 µ for the lower angle peak and around 15 µ for the higher angle peak. The
accuracy, however, is significantly worse than for the X-ray experiment; where the X-ray
data showed accuracy to within several µ, the neutron data shows accuracy in the tens of
µ with no clear difference for the two peaks. For the 1 K temperature shift the Cu data
shows poor accuracy, indicating that this strain increment is below the resolution limit for
the instrument. According to the method defined in section 3.3.1 for the resolution it is
possible to calculate the strain resolution of the neutron diffractometer as being ∼ 40µ
at 85 ◦ and ∼ 30µ and 105 ◦. The Si data, in contrast to the Cu data, shows very poor
behavior. The neutron precision achieved from the Si is almost an order of magnitude worse
than the X-ray precision, and worse by a factor of 5 than the Cu neutron data. The accuracy
of the Si data is also bad, only becoming accurate for the large temperature steps of 25 K
and 30 K.
In the preceding paragraphs the values for the strain have been shown. These values
obscure the true accuracy of the diffractometer in that they provide no information on the
determination of lattice constants, but only on the change in lattice constant associated with
each temperature change. Table 3.9 shows the values for the lattice constants calculated
from the 4 peaks that were measured. At room temperature the Si and Cu show small
deviations from the reference values used, but this is not unexpected. This same powder
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Si (331) Si (422) Cu (220) Cu (311)
Exppts (∆T403K−404K) 8.0± 19.9 µ 8.5± 14.2 µ
Exppts (∆T373K−378K) 32.3± 94.8 µ −5.3± 61.4 µ 105.6± 22.2 µ 96.5± 17.8 µ
Exppts (∆T378K−383K) 18.2± 95.7 µ 57.1± 72.9 µ 72.1± 22.2 µ 79.5± 16.4 µ
Exppts (∆T373K−383K) 50.5± 86.8 µ 51.8± 77.9 µ 177.7± 19.0 µ 176.1± 13.7 µ
Exppts (∆T383K−393K) 42.6± 79.9 µ −12.1± 94.0 µ 176.7± 16.9 µ 178.8± 16.2 µ
Exppts (∆T393K−403K) 8.2± 82.0 µ 59.4± 87.8 µ 161.9± 17.0 µ 174.7± 17.3 µ
Exppts (∆T378K−393K) 60.8± 88.5 µ 45.1± 79.9 µ 248.8± 20.5 µ 258.3± 19.8 µ
Exppts (∆T373K−393K) 93.0± 78.9 µ 39.7± 85.4 µ 354.4± 16.9 µ 354.9± 17.6 µ
Exppts (∆T383K−403K) 50.8± 89.7 µ 47.3± 81.5 µ 338.6± 19.0 µ 353.5± 13.3 µ
Exppts (∆T378K−403K) 69.0± 97.5 µ 104.5± 64.8 µ 410.7± 22.3 µ 433.1± 17.5 µ
Exppts (∆T373K−403K) 101.3± 88.8 µ 99.1± 71.4 µ 516.3± 19.0 µ 529.6± 15.0 µ
Table 3.8: Experimental values of pts for temperature intervals in Si and Cu at HFIR
experiment. Each temperature step was measured 5 times and the results were then averaged
prior to strain calculation.
was measured using an X-ray diffractometer at Columbia and yielded similar values for the
lattice constants. At 373 K the Cu lattice constant is close to the calculated value using
equation (1.14). If the expected value is calculated, taking into account the shift at room
temperature for the lattice constant, the expected values become 3.61915 Å and 3.61852 Å
for the Cu (220) and Cu (311) peaks, respectively; these values are within the error of the
precision of the lattice constant. The high accuracy and precision of the Cu measurement
is demonstrably different from the Si measurement behavior. Even taking into account
the room temperature shifts, the values for the lattice constant at higher temperature are
inaccurate. According to the data, the Si thermally contracts from room temperature to
373K.
Much like the X-ray data from section 3.3.1 it is important to see if there are any tem-
perature errors that could be contributing poor Si data quality. Plotting the Cu data as
a function of time, for either peak does not reveal a defined pattern, it appears relatively
random. The benefit of the stage used, however is that it was designed with an additional
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(a) aSi
aTheory Si (331) Si (422)
a296K 5.43106 Å 5.42849± 4.6× 10−4Å 5.43000± 2.4× 10−3Å
a373K 5.43226 Å 5.42801± 3.3× 10−4Å 5.42896± 2.6× 10−4Å
a378K 5.43234 Å 5.42819± 4.0× 10−4Å 5.42893± 2.1× 10−4Å
a383K 5.43243 Å 5.42829± 3.4× 10−4Å 5.42924± 3.4× 10−4Å
a393K 5.43260 Å 5.42852± 2.4× 10−4Å 5.42917± 3.8× 10−4Å
a403K 5.43277 Å 5.42856± 3.5× 10−4Å 5.42950± 2.8× 10−4Å
(b) aCu
aTheory Cu (220) Cu (311)
a296K 3.61498 Å 3.61442± 5.9× 10−5Å 3.61379± 3.8× 10−5Å
a373K 3.61971 Å 3.61909± 4.8× 10−5Å 3.61849± 3.9× 10−5Å
a378K 3.62003 Å 3.61947± 6.4× 10−5Å 3.61884± 5.1× 10−5Å
a383K 3.62034 Å 3.61973± 4.9× 10−5Å 3.61913± 3.0× 10−5Å
a393K 3.62097 Å 3.62037± 3.7× 10−5Å 3.61978± 5.0× 10−5Å
a403K 3.62160 Å 3.62096± 4.9× 10−5Å 3.62041± 3.7× 10−5Å
a404K 3.62167 Å 3.62099± 5.3× 10−5Å 3.62044± 3.5× 10−5Å
Table 3.9: Calculated and experimental values of (a) aSi and (b) aCu for temperatures
measured at HFIR experiment.
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4 thermocouple mounting points that could be monitored throughout the experiment. A
National Instruments USB-9211A portable thermocouple reader was used to record tem-
perature data from the addition 4 mounting points. Each was equipped with a type-K
thermocouple probe and the temperature was recorded every second continuously. As a
consequence of this, each temperature setpoint contained roughly 42000 data points from
each thermocouple.
The temperature data from the entire experiment can be seen in figure 3.15. At room
temperature there are obvious oscillations of the temperature, however, examining the mag-
nitude of these oscillation, it becomes apparent that they are extremely small, with a total
difference of less than a degree, but the trend seems to indicate that there is a decrease
in the ambient temperature over time. The measurement for room temperature was taken
starting at about 17:38, so a possibly explanation is that as there are fewer people and events
occurring during the evening. For the majority of the other temperatures there is a general
drift towards higher temperatures over the course of the experiment, with the exceptions
being 373 K and 383 K. All of the elevated temperature plots show a splitting between
the thermocouple mounting points not present at room temperature; at room temperature
there is a small splitting between the 4 thermocouple readings, which can be ascribed to
simply variations in the calibration in the electronic controller. At elevated temperature
the upper measurement points are consistently 1.5 K higher in temperature than the lower
measurement points. If it is assumed that the resulting gradient between the measurement
points is linear, than we can expect that our lattice constants should also have a gradient
throughout the gauge volume, resulting in a reduction of the precision of our measurement.
For a 1.5 K shift in Cu there would be a corresponding change of ∼ 26 µ seen in the lattice
constant. Looking at the data from table 3.8 this accounts for a large portion of the error
in the measured strain values.
Besides the long term drift it is possible to see the short term fluctuations from the
algorithm employed by the PID controller to maintain the temperature. If the fluctuations
are too slow then it might be possible to have a bias during a single peak measurement.
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(a) 296K (b) 373K
(c) 378K (d) 383K
(e) 393K (f) 403K
(g) 404K (h) 383K Close-up
Figure 3.15: The 4 additional thermocouple mount points on the neutron stage are each
monitored individually. Each color indicates a different thermocouple mounting point: black
is the mount point coming closest to the sample at the top; blue is up from the bottom; red
is the near the lower cartridge; green is near the upper cartridge. The data was averaged
over 10 seconds before plotting to reduce the number of data points required.
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A color coded version of figure 3.15(h) can be seen in figure 3.16. The red shaded region,
the 5 minute period in which a Cu peak would be measured, covers several cycles by the
controller; the green shaded region, covering a 30 minute time period, is equivalent to a Si
peak measurement when a much larger number of controller cycles occur. As a consequence,
it is possible to neglect any bias in the controller on a short term basis for a single peak
measurement.
Figure 3.16: A closer inspection of the temperature profile from 383K shows that the con-
troller algorithm causes temperature fluctuations that are faster than each individual peak
measurement. The red shaded area represents the time in which a Cu peak measurement is
occurring, while the green shaded area indicates the time in which an Si peak measurement
would occur.
In examining the profiles in figure 3.15 the temperature drifts all appear to be smaller
than half a degree in any thermocouple. Considering that there is a degree and a half
gradient in the system it would be inconsequential to correct for the temperature drift since
the vast majority of the error being incurred is caused by the gradient. These factors limit
the improvement that further statistical analysis of this data would yield in further refining
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Setpoint Average
373 K 373.3± 0.95 K
378 K 378.7± 0.94 K
383 K 383.7± 0.94 K
393 K 393.9± 0.95 K
403 K 404.6± 0.96 K
404 K 406.2± 0.95 K
Table 3.10: Temperature averages from the data recorded using the 4 thermocouple mount
points on the neutron heating stage.
the performance of the instrument. On this basis it can be said that the instrumental
accuracy is ∼ 30µ with a the precision is 20 µ.
Despite the poor accuracy in the lattice constant measurement and also from the Si data
in general, the 4 thermocouples provide sufficient redundant data to accurately measure
the temperature, and calculate the strain performance from the Cu data. The average
temperature measured at each setpoint is shown in table 3.10. Calculating from these
values the true pseudo-thermal strain for each interval it is now possible to determine the
accuracy, precision, and resolution of each peak individually. The strain intervals used to
calculate the performance were the two ∼ 5 K and three ∼ 10 K intervals. The performance
for both the Si peaks is extremely poor. They show a resolution on the order of ∼ 270 µ.
In addition to the resolution being very low, the accuracy is significantly worse than was
seen in the X-ray case. From the data in table 3.6 the X-ray accuracy of Si was ∼ 1 µ,
while the accuracy of the Si 331 is almost 15 µ!
The Cu data shows a strain resolution for the Cu 311 peak of 54.6 µ. This is worse than
the X-ray results by about a factor of 1.5, but still relatively good, especially when compared
with the Si data. The Cu 220 shows slightly lower performance than the Cu 311, but not
markedly so. The individual material results are shown in table 3.11, the material averages
show a performance between the Cu 220 and Cu 311 due to averaging together a better and
a worse peak for each material. The Cu results show acceptable strain performance, and
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Si (331) Si (422) Cu (220) Cu (311)
φ 14.5 µ 30.5 µ 11.1 µ 5.7 µ
σ 87.9 µ 79.0 µ 19.5 µ 16.3 µ
∆/ 278.0 µ 267.5 µ 69.5 µ 54.6 µ
Si Cu
φ 22.5 µ 8.4 µ
σ 83.4 µ 17.9 µ
∆/ 272.8 µ 62.0 µ
Table 3.11: Strain accuracy, precision, and resolution for the NSRF2 instrument at HFIR.
Each peak measure is tabulated individually, then tabulated for each material. The weak
Si peaks yield extremely poor results while the significantly stronger Cu peaks yield much
better results.
demonstrate that with easily resolvable peaks that are significantly above background the
neutron strain resolution can be good.
In an effort to improve on the poor Si data that was measured as well as to minimize
the thermal gradient a third set of experiments was performed using the thermal stage at
HFIR. Four different Cu-Si powder mixtures were produced with varying ratios of Cu to
Si. All of the mixtures were Si rich and were 6:1, 9:1, 12:1 and 15:1 by volume of Si to Cu.
They were prepared using the same powders as the earlier experiments but an electronic
balance was used to measure the weights out as precisely as possible in order to achieve the
desired volume ratios. The 6:1 and 12:1 mixtures were tested and it was determined that
12:1 produced results that offered sufficient counting statistics for each material. This ratio
still containing a sufficient fraction of Cu that it does not raise concerns about the grain
statistics, and allows for similar count times for the Cu and Si peaks. Figure 3.17 shows
the peak profiles during this experiment. The Si peaks are significantly more intense than
in the previous experiment with the Cu peak also visible in the Si 2θ range. In the peak
profiles where there is no peak in the lower 2θ region, there always appears to be a weak
diffuse peak, which is believed to be an artifact of the detector calibration and normalization
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process.
(a) Cu 220 (b) Cu 311
(c) Si 331 (d) Si 422
Figure 3.17: Peak profiles at room temperature, 295 K from third HFIR experiment utilizing
a 12:1 Si:Cu volume ratio powder mixture. The (a) Cu 220, (b) Cu 311, (c) Si 331 and (d)
Si 422. The count time for the Cu peaks was 10 minutes and 35 minutes for Si peaks.
The experiment was performed in exactly the same manner as previous, however the
temperatures measured were room temperature (nominally 295 K), 373 K, 393 K, and
413 K. The previous experiment demonstrated that the 5 K or 10 K temperature intervals
were too small in terms of the pseudo-thermal strain shift to be resolvable in the Si and
consequently the 20 K temperature steps were employed. The Si peaks were each measured
for 35 minutes, while the Cu peaks were measred for 10 minutes each, and each peak was
collected 10 times requiring 15 hours per temperature. At elevated temperatures it was
apparent that there was a temperature gradient of approximately 0.5 K, which was corrected
for before the measurements were performed. As a result 3 of the thermocouples recorded
temperatures within 0.1 K, while the 4th thermocouple was within 0.3 K. The average values
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Setpoint Average
295 K 295.6± 0.23 K
373 K 373.8± 0.19 K
393 K 394.0± 0.20 K
413 K 414.2± 0.20 K
Table 3.12: Temperature averages from the data recorded using the 4 thermocouple mount
points on the neutron heating stage during the repeat experiment.
for the temperatures measured by the thermocouples are shown in table 3.12. These small
offsets represent a significant improvement in the temperature uniformity from the previous
experiment, and should remove any possibility of a thermal gradient causing a reduction in
the strain performance of the instrument. The calculated values for the lattice constants
and pts are shown in table 3.13.
These results show no improvement for the Si peaks, however they show worse perfor-
mance for the Cu data. The poor accuracy from the Si data is simply appalling (table 3.14).
The Cu data, because of the lower intensity, also shows lower accuracy than in the previous
experiment. The precision of the strain results has also decreased compared with the earlier
experiment. Examining the peak profiles it is evident that the background is not constant
or linear, and that the presence of other peaks might be affecting the strain measurements.
After carefully correcting for the presence of these nonlinearities, however, there is no im-
provement in the strain performance, and the lattice constants are still somewhat off from
expected values.
While this last experiment using the neutron diffraction instrument was unable to ascer-
tain the instruments performance, it did illustrate a number of crucial points. During the
measurement at 413 K two extra data sets were collected for the Cu 311 peak. These two
additional data sets used a 5 minute count time, and kept a fixed detector position. In one of
the sets the sample rotation was disabled, and each peak was measured 9 times. Ordinarily
the sample is rotated by ±5 ◦ over the course of the scan to improve the grain statistics. By
not rotating the sample and keeping the detector position fixed the lattice constant preci-
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(a) HFIR Lattice Constants
373 K 393 K 413 K
aCu220 3.61772± 1.4× 10−4Å 3.61886± 1.1× 10−4Å 3.61998± 1.3× 10−4Å
aCu311 3.61754± 7.1× 10−5Å 3.61871± 1.0× 10−4Å 3.61993± 7.3× 10−5Å
aSi331 5.42588± 3.9× 10−4Å 5.42626± 2.5× 10−4Å 5.42687± 3.7× 10−4Å
aSi422 5.43039± 2.6× 10−4Å 5.43049± 3.0× 10−4Å 5.43081± 2.7× 10−4Å
(b) HFIR pts







aCu220 352.2 µ 311.8± 49.12 µ 353.9 µ 308.6± 46.52 µ
aCu311 352.2 µ 295.4± 47.75 µ 353.9 µ 296.0± 53.42 µ
aSi331 63.45 µ 44.13± 83.04 µ 65.20 µ 65.26± 95.34 µ
aSi422 63.45 µ 7.106± 67.80 µ 65.20 µ 33.88± 63.31 µ
Table 3.13: Experimental results of (a) lattice constant measurements and (b) calculated
pseudo-thermal strain values for temperatures measured at third HFIR experiment.
Si (331) Si (422) Cu (220) Cu (311)
φ 36.3 µ 34.1 µ 55.3 µ 30.6 µ
σ 88.2 µ 72.3 µ 50.7 µ 32.4 µ
∆/ 300.9 µ 250.9 µ 207.6 µ 127.7 µ
Si Cu
φ 35.2 µ 43.0 µ
σ 80.2 µ 41.6 µ
∆/ 275.9 µ 167.7 µ
Table 3.14: Strain perforamnce for the NSRF2 instrument at HFIR based on 12:1 Si:Cu
volume fraction mixture.
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sion increased by about a factor of 2, while suffering from a lower peak to background ratio.
The precision improvement from holding the sample fixed is simply related to an increase
in the system stability, as is an improvement achieved by holding the detector fixed. What
is most important though is to examine the peak to background intensity compared with
the measurement precision. When the Cu peaks were ∼ 1500 cts above background the
precision is a factor of 2 better than when the peak is only about 500 cts above background.
The highest precision of the instrument will only be obtained when the sample is moved as
minimally as possible and when the peak intensity is maximized.
Looking at multiple peaks in the neutron experiment does not afford the same advantage
that it does in the X-ray measurements. It is not possible to use the Cu results to correct the
Si results to obtain higher precision because there is no way to correct for any misalignment of
the sample by the collection of multiple peaks either. Many of the advantages in the method
of data collection for the X-ray experiment that result in higher precision are detrimental
to the neutron experiment. One of the main advantages of the neutron stage design is
the inclusion of two heating zones and numerous temperature measurement points that are
independent of the thermal setpoint. This allows for a much more accurate measurement of
the sample temperature, and given the much larger sample used also ensures a much greater
uniformity. The neutron experiment should, in future, take advantage of this improvement
by measuring only a single peak from either the Cu or the Si or a single window that captures
both of these peaks. Any movement of the sample causes a reduction in performance, so
the sample should remain stationary while the measurement is performed.
3.3.3 Comparison of Fitting Methods on the Accuracy and Precision of
Laboratory Diffractometer Systems
There is no standard method for fitting diffraction data. A common technique for powder
diffraction data analysis is Rietveld refinement. This technique fits an entire diffraction
spectrum at once. Several different Rietveld analysissuites are available to analyze data,
including Jade, High Score+, and GSAS. Jade and High Score+ are both sold commercially,
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while GSAS was originially developed by scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory [73]
and is freely available for download [74]. There is also no consensus on what peak shape
a diffraction peak should have. Gaussian, Lorentzian, Pseudo-Voigt, Pearson VII are all
similar and can be used to fit diffraction data. How does the fitting function used to fit the
data affect the accuracy and precision results obtained? How do the results for Rietveld
refinement compare with those obtained using the earlier analysis? The following sections
will seek to answer these questions.
Effect of Peak Fitting Function on Strain Resolution
The fitting function used to fit each spectra was also considered during the data analysis.
There are typically 3 types of peak shapes which are used in fitting X-ray data, Gaussian,
Lorentzian and Pseudo-Voigt; the Pseudo-Voigt used here is a linear combination of a Gaus-
sian and Lorentzian. To understand the effect of the peak shape function, the data was fit
to each of the three peak shapes. Also, the diffraction process imposes certain restrictions
which can make fitting simpler. Due to the nature of the X-ray generation method there is a
fixed ratio, 2:1, between the amplitude of the Kα1 and the Kα2 lines. They must also exhibit
the same width, and in the case of a Pseudo-Voigt (PSVoigt) the same amount of Gaussian
or Lorentzian character. Taking these 3 factors into account and the peak shape possibili-
ties 6 models were used to fit the data termed Gaussian, Lorentzian, PSVoigt, independent
Gaussian, independent Lorentzian, and independent PSVoigt, where the “independent” in
a name of a function indicates that all parameters were allowed to vary in fitting and the
above 3 conditions were not imposed. The peak positions were then used following the ear-
lier procedure to calculate the average and error for each method. The results are displayed
in table 3.15 for the room temperature data from the ORNL long stability experiment.
From these results it is clear that the fitting conditions and functions have little to no
effect on the precision of the measurement. All 6 results for both Cu and Si show that the
errors are about equal, less than 4 × 10−6 Å (table 3.15). The accuracy of the different
conditions does have a slight impact, however it is within the precision of the measurement.
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Si Cu
Gaussian 5.43079± 3.2× 10−5 Å 3.61513± 1.9× 10−5 Å
Lorentzian 5.43077± 3.1× 10−5 Å 3.61515± 2.0× 10−5 Å
Pseudo-Voigt 5.43076± 3.1× 10−5 Å 3.61516± 1.9× 10−5 Å
Independent Gaussian 5.43083± 3.4× 10−5 Å 3.61514± 1.9× 10−5 Å
Independent Lorentzian 5.43079± 3.1× 10−5 Å 3.61516± 1.9× 10−5 Å
Independent Psuedo-Voigt 5.43078± 3.1× 10−5 Å 3.61516± 1.9× 10−5 Å
Table 3.15: Lattice constants for Si and Cu at room temperature after fitting the data utiliz-
ing 6 different peak functions: Gaussian, Lorentzian, Pseudo-Voigt, Independent Gaussian,
Independent Lorentzian and Independent Pseudo-Voigt. The Pseudo-Voigt function is taken
to be a linear combination of Lorentzian and Gaussian multiplied by weighting factors µ and
1−µ, respectively. The functions that include independent in the title imply independently
fit Kα1 and Kα2 peaks. For the standard Gaussian, Lorentzian and Pseudo-Voigt where the
Kα1 and Kα2 peaks are linked they have a fixed intensity ratio of 2:1, identical peak widths,
and in the case of the Pseudo-Voigt identical weighting factors.
All results from data analysis will use the independent Lorentzian form unless otherwise
stated as this fitting condition and shape “look” the best and never produce nonsensical
results.
Performance Comparison of Fitting Methods: PANalytical High Score+, Math-
ematica, Single and Multi Peak Analysis
In order to make X-ray diffraction analysis more accessible, most companies who produce
diffractometers also bundle them with software. The X-ray system at ORNL, a PANalyt-
ical product, comes with their Rietveld analysis software, High Score+ (HSP). HSP has a
graphical user interface software which acts much like most Windows software allowing you
to see the effect of changing a parameter before the refinement of a fit. It also allows you to
step back if you make an error. This is a significant improvement over GSAS where there is
no way to go backwards unless the work has recently been saved. HSP is also designed to
allow for scripting of results and the integration of the Powder Diffraction File (PDF) to get
structural information and to match patterns. Working with a simple pattern like a Cu-Si
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powder mixture is much easier than many of the patterns that are generally fit using the
software, and since it is a known material with well defined properties it offers the oppor-
tunity to benchmark the software. For all of the fitting the Si and Cu diffraction patterns
were either imported from the PDF or generated from the space group information. Si is a
diamond cubic structure and is a member of the space group Fd3m (space group 227) and
has a unit cell of 5.43102 Å. Cu has a face centered cubic (FCC) structure with a unit cell
parameter of 3.6149 Å and is a Fm3m (group 225) member. This information will allow
HSP to construct the peak positions and basic shapes of the diffraction spectrum for a given
energy. Other parameters affecting the diffraction spectrum include sample displacement,
2θZS , peak shape, intensity ratio between the two components, thermal diffuse scattering,
and numerous other parameters not considered here. For the most part many of the param-
eters will simply allow us to better describe the peak shape, however, as was shown earlier
in sections 2.1 and 3.3.1 it is extremely important for the sample displacement and 2θZS to
be correct. The previous section illustrated that many of the peak shape parameters will
not affect the strain resolution but can cause small differences in the absolute accuracy of
the results.
The data discussed in this section will be the room temperature and elevated temperature
data used in section 3.3 where 240 scans were performed in each group. The method for
fitting using HSP was to first import a single scan into the software, defining it as an “anchor”
scan, which allowed for an initial set of parameters to be generated. These parameters serve
as a starting point for the refinement on each scan later on. As a result significant effort
was made to get the parameters as close as possible before the data was processed. In
Rietveld refinement, the 2θZS and sample displacement are strongly correlated so changing
one directly effects the other. The software prefers to modify the 2θZS rather than believing
that the sample is displaced. In reality, because the temperature is changing, this is the
exact opposite of what is happening. When the 2θZS error was discovered in the data, an
effort was made to correct it in HSP, however it was impossible to achieve correct values for
the sample displacement and lattice constants while moving the 2θZS to the correct value.
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As a result, it was deemed more prudent to achieve the correct lattice constant (since that
is the parameter that is being used for the analysis) than a correct sample displacement. It
is unclear why it is not possible to correctly calculate the 2θZS , sample displacement and
the lattice constants correctly in the software.
Scripting is possible in the software and allows for batch processing of each diffraction
scan to be fit. Fitting was tried with a variety of different parameters turned on or off (varied
or not) and it was found that allowing the peak shape parameters to change had no effect at
all on the lattice constant values. As a result, the only parameters which were varied were the
lattice constants of the two materials, the sample displacement and the background function.
A 4th order polynomial function is used to generate the background, however the 3rd and 4th
order terms were kept constant during the fitting. The output consisted of the 2θZS , sample
displacement, temperature read from the initial file (setpoint temperature), background
function constants, lattice constants for each material and peak shape parameters for each
function. Each variable also was outputted with the error associate with it.
Table 3.16 contains the values for the room temperature measurements of lattice constant
using Mathematica and High Score+. The results are almost identical, indicating equal
performance in both techniques.
Si Cu
aMathematica0 before 2θZS correction 5.42471± 2.7× 10−5 Å 3.61211± 1.7× 10−5 Å
aHSP0 before 2θZS correction 5.42618± 2.9× 10−5 Å 3.61226± 2.0× 10−5 Å
aMathematica0 after 2θZS correction 5.43077± 3.1× 10−5 Å 3.61515± 2.0× 10−5 Å
aHSP0 after 2θZS correction 5.43089± 2.9× 10−5 Å 3.61514± 2.0× 10−5 Å
aMathematica0 after 2θZS and Tdrift correction 5.43077± 3.0× 10−5 Å 3.61516± 1.5× 10−5 Å
aHSP0 after 2θZS and Tdrift correction 5.43089± 2.8× 10−5 Å 3.61516± 1.6× 10−5 Å
Table 3.16: Lattice constant of Cu and Si at room temperature calculated from Rietveld
refinement in High Score+ and Mathematica before and after 2θZS correction.
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3.4 Strain Performance of Diffraction Instruments at the IBM
Microelectronics Division
The diffraction system used for the experiments in section 2.2.1 was also employed for strain
resolution studies. Rather than simply duplicating the experiments performed at ORNL,
several variations were studied. The ORNL study was performed having gained enough
experience to estimate the counting times necessary, but it did not reveal the effect of
counting times on strain resolution. The previous studies were also performed by putting a
sample on a diffractometer and performing all the necessary measurements. What, if any,
error is incurred by removing the sample and replacing it? These questions are important
for practical experimental work and will be discussed in the following sections.
3.4.1 Effect of Counting Statistics on Strain Resolution
X-ray experiments are carried out in a way that allows the data to be collected in the shortest
amount of time. This ill defined statement of the necessary counting time never quantifies
the improvements that might be achieved for counting longer at each data point. It is an
easy experiment when a 1 second counting time is sufficient to give high count rates for a
peak and lower count rates for the background, but often this is not the case unless a study
is being performed on high quality single crystals or with extremely bright sources. Powder
samples, like the ones used for the studies in this chapter and the preceeding one, are less
than ideal and normally require much longer counting times. In section 3.3.1, 60 second
counting times were used in order to obtain well defined peaks; section 3.3.2 required 30
minute count times to obtain peaks which were still ill defined! While every measurement
is different, a small study was undertaken to quantify the advantage of longer counting
times. Based on earlier data taken, it was decided to use temperatures of 333 K, 338 K and
343 K, (referred to as T1, T2, and T3) as the temperature measurement points for the strain
resolution of the instrument. The measurements utilized 3 different counting times, 2, 8
and 16 seconds per data point, and were repeated 4 times for each time and temperature (5
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times for the 2 second per count time experiments), for a total of 39 scans collected. The
data was analyzed in the same manner as in section 3.3.
(a) Si
Si 2 second 8 second 16 second
a(T1) 5.42965± 5.1× 10−5Å 5.42961± 3.3× 10−5Å 5.42960± 3.5× 10−5Å
a(T2) 5.42972± 3.3× 10−5Å 5.42971± 2.5× 10−5Å 5.42968± 1.3× 10−5Å
a(T3) 5.42979± 2.0× 10−5Å 5.42978± 2.6× 10−5Å 5.42976± 3.1× 10−5Å
(b) Cu
Cu 2 second 8 second 16 second
a(T1) 3.61648± 4.3× 10−5Å 3.61651± 5.9× 10−5Å 3.61649± 4.3× 10−5Å
a(T2) 3.61648± 5.0× 10−5Å 3.61648± 2.1× 10−5Å 3.61648± 1.9× 10−5Å
a(T3) 3.61648± 3.2× 10−5Å 3.61648± 2.9× 10−5Å 3.61648± 3.1× 10−5Å
Table 3.17: Lattice constant measured at IBM East Fishkill using multiple counting times
at temperature setpoints T1, T2, and T3.
Table 3.17 shows the average values obtained for the lattice constants for each temper-
ature and counting time. The Cu data can be used as earlier to calculate the temperature
uncertainty in the data (table 3.18). From this calculation it is obvious that the magnitude
of the errors is slightly higher than that from the Oak Ridge data (table 3.6), ∼ 1.5 K error
per 5 K increment. Using equation 3.4 we can calculate the strain values for the different
intervals based on these temperature errors. The temperature errors are approximately the
same for all three counting times, and as a consequence the calculated strain results are
roughly equal for the counting times (table 3.19).
Applying equation 3.4 to the lattice constant data to calculate the strain we arrive at
values for the different counting times and each interval (table 3.19). The accuracy of the
results is better for the longer counting times in both the Si and Cu. Similarly the precision
is higher for the 16 s counting time than the 2 s counting time. From these results it is
possible to conclude that longer counting times can improve diffractometer accuracy and
measurement precision. When comparing the results from 8 s to 16 s scans there is no
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Si 2 second 8 second 16 second
∆TCalculatedT1 0± 72.6 K 0± 46.3 K 0± 49.1 K
∆TCalculatedT2 22.0± 33.4 K 30.9± 23.5 K 25.8± 21.7 K
∆TCalculatedT3 36.3± 24.9 K 41.4± 21.4 K 40.9± 23.0 K
Cu 2 second 8 second 16 second
∆T calcT1 0± 1.7 K 0± 2.3 K 0± 1.7 K
∆T calcT2 1.6± 1.8 K 1.8± 1.6 K 1.5± 1.2 K
∆T calcT3 2.0± 1.5 K 2.5± 1.7 K 2.4± 1.5 K
Table 3.18: Temperature errors calculated from lattice constant data using multiple counting
times.
discernible pattern indicating that counting longer improves the accuracy and precision,
however, there is a saturation point beyond which counting longer does not change improve
the results. The results show that this system has a slightly lower strain resolution than the
instrument at Oak Ridge which had a resolution around 3× 10−5, while this diffractometer
has a resolution closer to 4× 10−5.
3.4.2 Strain Resolution and the Effect of Sample Removal
In the previous sections there has been an examination of the various factors, counting time,
number of measurements, and thermal effects on the strain resolution of an instrument and
all of these test implicitly assumed that a sample was placed in a diffractometer for a mea-
surement and not touched until all of the measurements were finished. This raises the issue
of how much error is introduced by adjusting the sample or by conducting the experiment in
two parts where the sample is removed and remounted between each part. A simple study
using the diffractometer at IBM East Fishkill was used to test this question. The same
Cu-Si powder sample used in the previous sections was mounted in the diffractometer and
then the Si 422 and Cu 311 peaks were scanned repeatedly at room temperature. The peaks
were scanned 70 times, then the sample removed and replaced, scanned another 70 times,
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(a) Si
Si 2 second 8 second 16 second
Theorypts (∆TT1−T2) 19.0± 4.9 µ 19.5± 7.0 µ 18.7± 5.0 µ
Theorypts (∆TT2−T3) 15.7± 5.3 µ 16.6± 4.6 µ 17.1± 3.6 µ
Theorypts (∆TT1−T3) 34.8± 4.9 µ 36.1± 6.8 µ 35.9± 4.9 µ
Experimentalpts (∆TT1−T2) 11.8± 11.2 µ 17.7± 7.6 µ 14.2± 6.8 µ
Experimentalpts (∆TT2−T3) 14.1± 7.1 µ 12.7± 6.6 µ 15.7± 6.2 µ
Experimentalpts (∆TT1−T3) 25.9± 10.2 µ 30.4± 7.7 µ 29.9± 8.6 µ
(b) Cu
Cu 2 second 8 second 16 second
Theorypts (∆TT1−T2) 112.9± 29.1 µ 115.8± 41.7 µ 111.0± 30.3 µ
Theorypts (∆TT2−T3) 92.3± 31.7 µ 97.3± 26.9 µ 100.6± 21.3 µ
Theorypts (∆TT1−T3) 205.2± 29.3 µ 213.1± 41.0 µ 211.6± 29.5 µ
Experimentalpts (∆TT1−T2) 93.4± 18.3 µ 95.8± 17.4 µ 91.8± 13.1 µ
Experimentalpts (∆TT2−T3) 75.6± 16.5 µ 80.7± 9.9 µ 83.5± 10.1 µ
Experimentalpts (∆TT1−T3) 169.9± 15.0 µ 176.5± 18.2 µ 175.3± 14.8 µ
Table 3.19: Theoretical and calculated strains for data from IBM East Fishkill using multiple
counting times at temperature setpoints T1, T2, and T3.
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removed and replaced, and scanned another 70 times. The temperature was never adjusted
and the data shows a narrow distribution about the mean for each set of 70 measurement
indicating a stable long range temperature profile. Since the data only contains a single peak
it is impossible to correct for any sample displacement. The data cannot be temperature
corrected because the lattice constant data shows evidence of some other error. These values
should be relatively small in comparison to any affect from the sample removal and will be
neglected.
(a) aCu311 Histogram (b) aSi422 Histogram
Figure 3.18: Histograms for lattice constant data from aCu311 (a) and aSi422 (b) for all sections
of the replacement experiment.
Looking at the 3 data sets plotted together (fig. 3.18) it is obvious that they fall at
distinctly different locations. There is a large shift between the average for the Si lattice
constant between the first data set and the second data set; visualized as strains this shift
corresponds to a strain of 97± 10 µ. This error is huge in comparison with the resolution,
∼ 30 µ, and is the equivalent of a 30 K temperature shift. Clearly there is more danger in
sample alignment causing egregious errors than in slight temperature variations diminishing
the accuracy, precision and resolution of an instrument. In the case of certain diffraction
setups it is possible to very accurately align a system to reduce the presence of these er-
rors. This is often true of synchrotron and neutron diffractometers as well as custom built
laboratory setups, such as the one used at NIST for the creation of X-ray standards. Many
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standard diffractometers lack controls to adjust the alignment. If they do allow adjustments,
they often involve a tedious process to align the instrument resulting in a very infrequent
alignment.
3.5 The Strain Accuracy Precision and Resolution of Diffrac-
tion Systems
The measurement of a powder mixtures at elevated temperatures provides an easy and re-
peatable method for testing the strain accuracy, precision and resolution of a diffraction
system. There are several fundamental differences between the X-ray and neutron systems.
X-ray systems are very sensitive to alignment, and the high performance of these systems
is derived from the ability to correct any alignment errors . The instruments at ORNL’s
HTML facility showed extremely good performance with an accuracy of 1 µ, a precision
of 10 µ and a resolution of 31 µ. The diffractometer at IBM Microelectronics showed
slightly lower performance but within a factor of 2 from the instrument at ORNL. In test-
ing the diffraction systems at Columbia University, not presented here, also showed room
temperature performance worse by a factor of 2 compared with diffraction system at ORNL.
Neutron diffraction systems, in contrast, are not affected as much by alignment of the
sample. The choice of slits defines the gauge volume and consequently prevents sample
misalignment from playing a major role in the diffraction performance. The major factor
in diffractometer performance for neutron systems is the low count rates achievable. It is
clear from the repeat of the neutron experiment at HFIR that counting time is the single
largest limiting factor in the resolution of the neutron instrument. When a peak is obtained
that has 1500 counts above the background level the resulting strain accuracy, precision
and resolution are acceptable, with accuracy and precision in the range of ∼ 20 µ and
20 µ, respectively. When the peak is only 500 counts above background the accuracy and
precision fall by a factor of 2.5 to ∼ 50 µ each based on the results obtained from the Cu
data in table 3.13. The neutron data also suggests that there are some errors incurred by
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any movement of the sample. Taking all of these factors into account, the best strategy for
demonstrating the highest neutron strain resolution using the HFIR instrument would be to
position the detector at a fixed position that could measure both a Si and a Cu peak, and
without oscillating the sample measure until a large peak to background ratio was obtained.
This should be repeated at least 10 times. While this is obviously equivalent to simply
counting for 10 times as long, it is suggested in order to provide a more statistical result
in terms of the error measured, otherwise the fit error will be taken as the error in the
measurement, which will underestimate the true statistical error.
Chapter 4
X-Ray Induced Damage of Small
Irradiated Volumes
In order for semiconductor manufacturing to progress along Moore’s Law it has become
increasing important to improve device characteristics rather than simply achieving perfor-
mance gains from simply shrinking the device dimensions. Standard processing and materials
that have been used, such as poly-Si gates, Al interconnects, bulk Si wafers, and SiO2 as
the gate oxide, have reached or are nearing the end of their lives in processing. Previous im-
provements in device performance have primarily been achieved by shrinking the dimensions
of the components. Recently due to certain design challenges, there has been a renewed fo-
cus on materials systems and reducing on chip energy waste. Si has long been the dominant
material for general semiconductor fabrication, but Si possesses some properties that are
inferior to GaAs or Ge such as mobility. It has remained the predominant material used
because of its ability to form a stable oxide with a high quality interface between the dielec-
tric and semiconductor. Current semiconductor manufacturing is carried out on a 45 nm,
32 nm, or 22 nm process node. Traditional materials cannot be used at these process nodes
because of the breakdowns that can occur at the small sizes required. One solution has been
to reduce leakage current and consequently increase device performance. Metal gates have
replaced poly-Si ones in transistors; high-K dielectrics have replaced SiO2 as the gate oxide,
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while low-K dielectrics have replaced SiO2 as the passivation between interconnects, and Cu
has replaced Al as the interconnect material. High-K gates are required because an SiO2
oxide of equal thickness would be so thin as to allow quantum mechanical tunneling and
thus destroy a device. Two other relevant technologies that have become standard industry
practice are strained Si devices and Silicon-on-Insulator, or SOI, technology.
Strained silicon is created by using a stressor material, such as SiGe, to cause a local
elastic distortion in a small region, e.g. the channel, which results in a change in the
symmetry of the crystal and produces shifts in the band structure of the Si. By strain
engineering it is possible then to manipulate the mobility in the channel region. For a p-
type transistor where the primary carriers are holes, an in-plane compressive strain is used
causing increased hole mobility; for an n-type transistor an in plan tensile strain is employed
to increase electron mobility [75]. A number of different materials can be used to create the
strain, however, our studies focused on SiGe [18, 13] and Si3N4 [76]as stressor materials.
Si3N4 can be used as both a tensile or a compressive stressor material depending on the
processing steps used, while SiGe always causes a compressive stress due to its large lattice
constant. These materials will be discussed in detail in the following sections of this chapter.
SOI was implemented as a replacement for standard Si wafers in an effort to reduce
leakage current. In a standard Si wafer, the entire substrate can act as a capacitor, and store
excess charge that has leaked out from the devices. The primary side-effect of this stored
charge is excess heat in the chip. SOI wafers seek to minimize the amount of stored charge
possible in the underlying Si layer by making it very thin. In order to maintain mechanical
stability, a layer of oxide is used to separate the thin Si layer where the devices exist from
a thicker standard substrate (figure 4.1). This structure provides the same mechanical
stability of a bulk Si wafer, but also helps to reduce leakage current and improve thermal
characteristics. The SOI wafers in this study are manufactured by SOITec by a process
known as SMARTCUT [77]. The production process involves two standard Si wafers. On
one wafer a thermal oxide is grown. This oxide will become the buried oxide layer (BOX).
This wafer is then implanted with H+ ions where the energy of the ions is tailored to deposit
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Figure 4.1: Schematic structure of an SOI wafer. The thin Si layer where the devices are
made, the SOI layer has thicknesses ranging from 7 nm to 140 nm, and is electrically isolated
from the thick Si substrate by a buried oxide layer (BOX) of nominally 140nm thickness.
the ions at a desired depth. The two wafers are then thermally bonded together. During the
process the H+ implantation causes the wafer to crack thus thinning one of the wafers to
produce the SOI layer. The wafer structure is then chemical-mechanically polished (CMP)
to the desired SOI layer thickness producing a smooth perfect thin Si layer on top of the
BOX layer supported by a thick Si crystal (nominally ∼ 700µm thick). Typical thicknesses
for this thinned Si layer are from 150nm to as thin as 7nm. It is also possible to produce
strained Si structures on an SOI wafer. This type of processing is commonly referred to as
Strained Silicon-on-Insulator, or sSOI.
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4.1 Silicon-on-Insulator
4.1.1 SOI Diffraction
One of the most useful features of SOI films is the alignment of the SOI layer relative to the
Si substrate when produced by the wafer bonding process. Due to the manufacturing process
there is always some degree of miscut between the two crystals. This is advantageous when
looking at SOI wafers in diffraction because it is possible to separate information from the
substrate and the SOI layers. In the case of a bare SOI wafer, the two Si layers will diffract
at approximately the same value of 2θ, however they will have different normal orientations,
different values of θ. In order to most effectively use the limited amount of beam time that is
allocated for an experiment at the APS, samples are often precharacterized to find the exact
misalignment angle using a laboratory source or the X20 beamline at the NSLS. The sample
is checked to verify the miscut angle of both the substrate and the SOI. This information
will be used to align the samples when they are mounted on the holders for insertion into
the diffractometer at 2 ID-D. The precharacterization is also performed as a work around to
compensate for the lack of χ and φ rotations on the 2 ID-D beamline in the diffractometer
configuration typically used.
Using the NSLS it is possible to map the SOI diffraction condition in reciprocal space,
figure 4.2. Several orders of thickness fringes are visible from the primary SOI diffraction
spot, along with the analyzer streak from the Si substrate. A radial scan of the same SOI
sample was also performed resulting in high quality data showing more than 30 fringe periods
(figure 4.3).
As discussed in section 1.2.1, the configuration allowing a more traditional θ and 2θ
motions on the 2 ID-D beamline at the APS results in the loss of χ and φ motions. As
a result all of the SOI samples are orientated so that the misalignment angle for the SOI
peak from the substrate normal is in the diffraction plane and only requires an adjustment
of the tilt angle, θ, to optimize for the SOI. An example of a scan along θ for both the Si
substrate peak and SOI peak can be seen in figure 4.4. In order to be consistent with earlier
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Figure 4.2: Reciprocal space scan of a nominally 145nm thick SOI sample at 8.047 keV taken
at the NSLS using beamline X20A. Courtesy of A. Ying.
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Figure 4.3: Radial scan of the Si 004 peak from a 145nm thick SOI sample at 8.047 keV
taken at the NSLS using beamline X20A. Courtesy of A. Ying.
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experiments, and to utilize Ge fluorescence when samples have SiGe present, experiments
are typically performed using an energy of 11.2 keV, and the Si 008 diffraction condition is
measured.
(a) Si Substrate Scan (b) SOI Scan
Figure 4.4: Rocking curves for the (a) substrate and (b) SOI.
Once the system is aligned it is possible to take a radial scan, similar to the one in
figure 4.3. The radial scan performed using the microbeam looks similar (figure 4.5) to the
macrobeam scan performed on X20, however there are significantly fewer periods visible
which is partly due to the high divergence of the focused X-ray beam, as well as the signif-
icantly smaller region being examined: the beam size at 2 ID-D is on the order of several
hundred nanometers, while at X20A the beam size is on the order of a millimeter. Analysis
of the fringe period as well and the peak width yield values of thickness that are close to
the nominal thickness for the SOI layer.
4.1.2 Problems with SOI Diffraction
The industrial interest in strained SOI structures has led to wide availability of SOI strain
samples. From early microdiffraction experiments using SOI samples it became evident that
repeated measurements at the same location did not produce consistent results. There was
evidence of changing intensities when the scan was performed a second time immediately
following the first, especially when trying to maximize intensity by using no attenuation.
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Figure 4.5: Radial scan of the Si 008 peak from a 140nm thick SOI sample at 11.2 keV
performed at the APS using beamline 2 ID-D.
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This was the first evidence that radiation damage from the X-ray beam at 2 ID-D was an
issue. This had not manifested itself at any other instrument or with any other samples
measured at 2 ID-D. It was also detrimental to the research goals as it implied that results
could never be rechecked. As a consequence, experiments were then performed in a manner
which allowed for data to be gathered with minimal impact from these issues. A study
of strain from SiGe was conducted such that rather than tracing a straight line across a
thin channel in between 2 SiGe pads, a diagonal line was followed in order to minimize
the impact of beam induced damage during the measurement at each data point. Later
on, a topographic map of the pads and channel regions was performed revealing the exact
path of the X-ray beam during the earlier study (figure 4.6). The presence of a change
in the diffracted intensity was puzzling, and adding to the odd behavior was the Ge Kα
fluorescence intensity, figure 4.7; there is no change in the fluorescence intensity in the same
region, indicating that the Ge fraction is constant despite the change in diffracted intensity;
there is no possibility that the Ge has been removed from the region to cause a change in
the intensity. The image also seems to show Ge pads which are not rectangular, illustrating
the drift of the diffractometer during the scan; the pads are, in fact, rectangular.
4.2 Radiation Damage Studies
4.2.1 Incident Photon Intensity at the 2 ID-D Beamline
Before any relevant work can be done on understanding the radiation damage problem it is
essential to understand the incident beam flux at the 2 ID-D beamline. There are several
methods for measuring the incident flux, the most accurate being the application of well
calibrated detectors. Ideally this flux information would be tabulated at each beamline
over the accessible energy range, however, it is not always available, and the following
method should serve as a simple way of determining the incident flux without the necessity
to obtain special detectors for measurement. The basic method relies on attenuating the
beam by a known amount and measuring the intensity on a detector from a well known
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Figure 4.6: Topographical scan showing change in the SOI diffraction intensity along the
region which was measured during an earlier scan. The rough outline of the pads is visible,
but there is a strong contrast where the X-ray beam was used to measure across the channel
region.
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Figure 4.7: Ge Kα fluorescence intensity topograph of a region with two large SiGe pads
separated by a thin channel of bare SOI.
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diffraction peak. It is generally easiest to use a perfect single crystal Si sample which will be
dynamically diffracting. Radial scans are performed at several different attenuation levels,
and the integrated intensity for each radial scan is then calculated. The intensity of each
measurement is then plotted on a log scale vs attenuation length. By extrapolating the data
to the point where there is zero attention it is possible to calculate the integrated intensity for
zero attenuation. The integrated intensity from a perfect Si rocking curve is calculated, and
then the extrapolated intensity is divided by the theoretical integrated intensity to obtain
the photon flux. The data is then plotted as a function of the attenuator thickness, and fit
to a line. The resulting y-intercept is the Log10 of the unattenuated incident intensity. Data
in figure 4.8 shows these values measured for 8, 11.2, and 16 keV with table 4.1 showing the
numerical values calculated for I0 at each energy.
Figure 4.8: The incident intensity at 2 ID-D can be quickly measured by using the dynamic
diffraction intensity of a Si substrate, a series of attenuators and a standard bicron detec-
tor. The results for 8, 11.2 and 16 keV are displayed. The solid lines represent the linear
extrapolations to no attenuation while the data points display the measured attenuation
positions.
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8 keV 11.2 keV 16 keV
I0 1.48 × 109 photons/sec 1.34 × 109 photons/sec 1.16 × 109 photons/sec
Table 4.1: Flux at 8, 11.2 and 16 keV at the 2 ID-D beamline.
4.2.2 Radiation Damage Area Growth Rate
The early experiments on SOI clearly demonstrate that the issue of intensity change required
a more thorough study. Several new strained SOI samples, fortuitously, were ideal for
measuring damage. The samples, rather than using SiGe, used Si3N4 as a stressor material.
As stated earlier, depending on the processing conditions it is possible to produce both
tensile or compressive strains in the SOI from a Si3N4 film. Two identical samples were
made, differing soley in that one had been processed to have a tensile Si3N4 film, while the
other had a compressive Si3N4 film. The SOI was nominally 140 nm thick with a BOX layer
thickness of 140 nm as well; the Si3N4 layer thickness was approximately 100 nm for both
the tensile and compressive films [78].
The samples contained features of varying sizes, with the largest feature being a blanket
Si3N4 pad measuring 2048 µm by 2048 µm. The strain field from the Si3N4 causes a peak
shift near the edges of any feature. Depending on the position where the diffraction signal is
optimized, there with be a shift in the intensity of the SOI diffraction because of the feature
edges. As a result it is possible to navigate around the sample by the shifts that occur.
Diffraction contrast from the SOI was used to locate the corner of the feature. The large
Si3N4 pad is optically visible and the corner of the pad provides an excellent fiducial marker.
In an effort to minimize any effects that the strain field would have on the radiation damage
the sample was moved 10 µm in x and z to a point inside the Si3N4 pad. While the strain
field will still impact the diffraction condition it will be greatly reduced compared with a
measurement closer to the edge position. Additionally, an identical study was performed in
the bare SOI to ascertain the effect, if any, the nitride stressor film would have on the rate
or nature of damage. During the exposure the sample is not moved, resulting in the damage
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being concentrated at a single spot. Figure 4.9 shows a schematic of the sample and the
damage measurement positions on the sample.
Figure 4.9: Positions which were used during damage studies on a tensile Si3N4 film on top
of an SOI layer.
Testing of radiation damage was done by first by performing topographic and radial scans
using 232 µm of Al attenuating the beam to establish a background, assess the crystalline
quality of the material and quantify any intensity fluctuations in the area of interest with
minimal damage to the area. The Al attenuation was then removed, and the sample was
exposed to the unattenuated beam for a period of 10 minutes. The Al attenuation was then
reinserted, and the same topographic and radial scans were performed. The results were
then compared. This process of alternately measuring the area by topographic mapping and
exposing will be referred to as the dose mapping method. The dose mapping method was
applied at the same location until a total exposure time of 90 minutes was reached. Given
the results in section 4.2.1 the total dose at 11.2 keV was approximately 7 × 1012 photons
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for the 90 minutes of exposure.
(a) Pre-exposure (b) 30 minute exposure
(c) 60 minute exposure (d) 90 minute exposure
Figure 4.10: Topographic intensity maps after (a) no exposure, (b) 30 minutes, (c) 60
minutes and (d) 90 minutes of total exposure. Note that the intensity scale bars change for
each plot. The damage location was underneath the tensile Si3N4 pad.
Figure 4.10 shows the topographic images after 0, 30, 60 and 90 minutes of exposure.
There is clearly a huge loss in intensity where the sample has been exposed. The initial SOI
intensity varied from about 7000 cts/s to 11000 cts/s, while after 90 minutes of exposure
the minimum intensity is close to 1700 cts/s. The shape of the damaged region appears
to be something more complicated than a simple ellipse which would be expected based on
the beam foot-print, but the reason behind this is unclear from this data set. All of the
damage studies performed at 11.2 keV will display this characteristic shape. Looking at
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the radial scans, figure 4.11, the intensity of the 60 minute scan is the lowest, despite the
topographic scans (figures 4.10(c) and 4.10(d)) clearly showing the damage at 90 minutes is
more extensive and severe than at 60 minutes. It is probably that instrumental drift caused
the radial scan at 90 minutes to be performed slightly off the center of the damaged region,
and as a result the intensity appears to be higher than at 60 minutes.
Figure 4.11: Radial scans performed before the Si3N4 tensile sample was damaged, after
30, 60 and 90 minutes of exposure. The inset shows the radial scan before the sample was
exposed in log scale to illustrate the presence of thickness fringes and the crystallinity of the
sample before exposure.
Because of the instrument drift a second exposure was performed after shifting 10 µm in
x and z again. The test was done using the dose mapping technique with a single exposure of
90 minutes. This results in a dose equivalent to the total dose used previously; it was hoped
that this would minimize any sample drift due to movement of the diffractometer motors.
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The topographic map after the 90 minute exposure (figure 4.12(b)) does not look distinctly
different from that of the previous exposure (figure 4.10(d)); the shape of the damaged
region is the same indicating that the shape is an artifact of the beam and not the result
of moving the sample, or any precession that occurs during scanning. The damaged region
after a single 90 minute exposure is slightly smaller than the multiple exposure equivalent.
This is most likely due to slight shifts in the rest positions of the motors after scanning
during the multi-exposure dose mapping test.
(a) Pre-exposure (b) 90 minute exposure
Figure 4.12: Topographic intensity maps (a) before any exposure, (b) and after a single 90
minutes exposure. Note that the intensity scale bars change for each plot. The damage
location was underneath the tensile Si3N4 pad.
The same exposure tests were performed without the Si3N4 stressor film on top of the
SOI. The results from the tests performed without the Si3N4 stressor film are akin to those
performed in the presence of the film. This implies that the presence of a passivating film
does not have any effect on the radiation damage. A comparison of the size of the damaged
region for the 4 sets of exposures depicted in figure 4.9 is plotted in figure 4.13. The areas
of the single long exposures are both smaller than the multiple exposure equivalents. The
size of the damaged region appears to be growing at a steady rate for multi-exposure dose
maps indicating that it is possible the area has not reached saturation. A 5 hr exposure was
performed using the compressive nitride film. The damage position was analogous to the
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tensile sample 10 µm in x and z in from the corner underneath the nitride film. The area
after this exposure is slightly larger than the largest multi-exposure dose mapping test.
Figure 4.13: The extent of the damaged region at each exposure topograph. The Compres-
sive 5 hr exposure is plotted at 90 minutes in order to simplify all of the data being on a
single graph.
To summarize, the radiation damage increases with increasing dose, and should be sat-
urated after 5 hrs of exposure. The damage is clearly stable over short periods of time such
as 24 hours, but the long term stability of these areas has not previously been investigated.
Early experiments had damaged areas which were difficult to find and could not be retested.
Using an obvious fiducial such as the corner of the nitride pad afforded a guarantee of finding
the damaged region if it was in fact stable. The damaged region of the compressive sample
was scanned using topography 3 days and then 5 months after it was created, both times in
the exact position they were expected in with similar shape and intensity losses (figure 4.14)
to the initial scan. The scan from 5 months after, figure 4.14(c),shows slight differences in
shape. This is most likely due to a slight difference in the alignment of the diffractometer.
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It also portends that a portion of the lost intensity might not be due to radiation damage
but to the presence of multiple orientations in the damaged region.
(a) Initial Damage (b) 3 Day Stability
(c) 5 Month Stability
Figure 4.14: Topographic intensity maps (a) after the initial exposure for 5 hours, (b) 3
days after the initial exposure and (c) 5 months after the initial exposure. The dark line
that runs across the figure in (b) is due to beam line diffculties. Note that the intensity
scale bars change for each plot. This damage region was located underneath the Si3N4 pad
on the compressive sample.
4.2.3 Rate vs Dose vs Energy
The radiation damage problem was one not encountered in the use of any other facility.
Damage was not seen using the same samples when utilizing the nanoprobe in sector 26 at
the Advanced Photon Source, nor at the National Synchrotron Light Source using beamline
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X20A. The primary difference in the beam from 2 ID-D in comparison with the nanoprobe
is the flux density of the beam. In order to focus the beam to a smaller spot a significant
amount of flux is lost. While it is clear that the greater flux provided using the microbeam
at 2 ID-D is the cause of the radiation damage it does not clarify the mechanism for the
damage or the dominant factor effecting the damage process. If the damage were a dose
limited process, then it is possible the damage would occur at any beamline given a sufficient
exposure. In the case of the nanoprobe, which has a flux density 3 orders of magnitude lower,
it would require constant exposure for more than a week to receive the same total dose per
unit area as on 2 ID-D; for the X20A high resolution setup it would require several months.
It is impractical to try to dose the sample sufficiently at X20A for 3 months, however, it
is possible using different attenuations to dose the sample at 2 ID-D with different incident
flux rates; by using different incident flux densities and exposing the sample for a given
total dose it should be possible to determine if the damage process is dose dependent or rate
dependent.
At 11.2 keV the mass absorption coefficient of Al, µAlm , is 20.1353 cm2/g. Using 4 layers of
Al with a thickness of 29 µm each the incident flux will decrease by a factor of 2.4 resulting
in an incident flux of approximately 5.65 × 108 photons/sec. Every 4 more layers of Al
attenuation that are inserted in the beam will account for another factor of 2.4 in decreasing
the intensity. Varying the incident flux by the insertion and removal of attenuators allows
intensities over several orders of magnitude to be used in studying radiation damage to the
SOI layer.
In addition to the dose mapping technique described in section 4.2.2, there are several
other methods employed for observing the radiation damage to the sample. The second
technique, which allows direct information about the crystallinity of the sample to be mea-
sured, is the application of repeated radial scans. This technique topographically maps the
area to be damaged before and after the exposure; in order to perform the exposure radial
scans are . This has the advantage of observing any peak shifts that might occur during the
exposure. The disadvantage of this technique is that, depending on how well aligned the
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sample is, the dose may be spread out over an area different than the beam footprint. The
exact area that is dosed is difficult to quantify as it will largely depend on the alignment
error. This increase in the dose area is in addition to any drift that may occur over the
course of the measurement.
The third and final method for studying radiation damage is referred to as a dummy
motor scan. Like the previous methods topographic scans of the area to be damaged are
recorded before and after the exposure. To dose the sample, this method employs the use
of a motor that is not part of the diffraction setup to allow the computer to automatically
record the intensity at fixed intervals. In essence this method integrates the intensity over
a fixed time rather than relying on a person to manually record it at specific times. While
the interval between each intensity data point is significantly closer together, there is no
information gained about what might be happening to the diffraction signal other than
fluctuations in intensity.
All 3 techniques have their advantages and disadvantages and were employed in charac-
terizing the radiation damage as a function of rate and dose. The dose vs rate experiment
was conducted using unprocessed SOI wafers. Three SOI layer thicknesses were tested, 145
nm, 88 nm, and 55 nm. All wafer thicknesses for the same flux rate exhibited identical be-
havior, and consequently the thickness of each wafer will not be mentioned in the following
paragraphs. Using repeated radial scans and dummy motor scans the radiation damage at
11.2 keV was measured for 4, 8 and 12 layers of Al attenuation corresponding to Al thick-
nesses of 116 µm, 232 µm, and 348 µm. The intensity ratio was calculated for the repeated
radial scans by fitting the peak to a Gaussian to obtain the peak intensity, then dividing
the peak fit intensity for each scan by the initial peak intensity. In the case of the dummy
motor scans, the intensity at each point was simply divided by the intensity of the first
data point. All measurements at 11.2 keV were performed using the Si 008 peak which falls
at approximately 109.1 ◦. One measurement was also performed using the Si 004 peak to
check that the θ angle was not a factor. In order to correct for the flux density in the X-ray
beam for different inclination angles the flux is divided by the beam footprint resulting in
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a dose unit measured as photons per µm2. Despite all of the dose rates not being carried
out until the same total dose, the trend is clear: the mechanism at 11.2 keV is not dose rate
dependent, but total dose dependent (figure 4.15).
Figure 4.15: The rate of intensity decay from initial intensity as a function of normalized
total dose is displayed for 11.2 keV. Results from 145nm an 88nm samples and several
different attenuation levels show that the damage is dose dependent and not dose rate or
thickness.
If the process is energetically activated, does the incident photon energy have an effect on
the damage process? The selection of 11.2 keV is very specific to looking at Ge fluorescence
and not necessarily the most ideal for many samples. Energies lower, between 8 and 10
keV are more commonly used in microdiffraction. Two energies, one higher and one lower,
were selected to examine the rate vs dose dependence at alternative energies. The energies,
8 keV and 16 keV were chosen specifically such that the same angle of 2θ was usable at
each energy. At 8 keV the Si 004 peak would be available, while the same 2θ angle at 16
keV would correspond to the Si 008. Selecting energies that were different by a factor of 2
removed the need to compensate for the inclination angle of the sample when calculating the
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incident flux. At 16 keV the mass absorption coefficient of Al is very low, and a large amount
of Al was required to attenuate the beam sufficiently in order to prevent the detector from
being saturated. 1520 µm of Al were inserted upstream of the zone plate to attenuate the
beam sufficiently. Radiation damage was studied for this level of attenuation and also with
an additional 116 µm of Al attenuators in place using repeated radial scans. The results are
very different from those at 11.2 keV, figure 4.16. These results show that the decrease in
intensity ratio occurs faster for higher incident fluxes. Based on this data it appears that
the damage mechanism is flux rate dependent at higher energy, not dose dependent.
Figure 4.16: The rate of intensity decay from initial intensity as a function of normalized
total dose is displayed for 16 keV using a 145 nm SOI film. Results from several different
attenuation levels show that the damage is rate dependent and not dose dependent.
At 8 keV repeated radial scans produced very unusual results. The intensity of the
diffraction peak would often decrease at first, and then become stronger as the scan pro-
gressed (figure 4.17(a)). Examining the topographic scan after the damage study was finished
shows two separate lobes of lower intensity separated by a region of higher intensity (figure
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4.17(b)). It is unclear why at 8 keV this behavior is exhibited when nothing like this is seen
at the other energies. Rather than using the repeated radial scans, dummy motor scans were
performed to obtain the data, which produced decay curves similar to those of 11.2 keV and
16 keV. All of the intensity ratio curves can be seen in figure 4.18. The 8 keV intensity ratio
decreases with much lower flux than the 11.2 keV but higher than 16 keV. The 8 keV data
also shows that at lower incident fluxes there is some time require for before the intensity
ratio drops off. Once the intensity ratio begins to drop off it appears to occur at roughly
the same rate as that of the higher flux rate 8 keV exposure: the slope of the decay curves
is approximately the same for both flux rates.
(a) Diffracted Intensity of Repeated Radial Scans (b) Topographic Map after Repeated Radial Damage
Figure 4.17: The repeated radial scan damage studies at 8 keV show a perplexing behavior (a)
a decrease in intensity is followed by increase in intensity during damage (b) the topographic
scan shows a very unusual map with two extremely damaged regions separated by a region
which has experienced some damage but not to the extent of the others.
Examining the intensity decay as a function of dose is extremely unusual. There is no
clear order as a function of energy, and no clear trend as a function of dose rate. Accepting
that there could have been experimental difficulties, and focusing on the nature of decay it is
possible to hypothesize at least a coherent understanding of the mechanism. Assuming that
the damage is proceeding by some step which has an energy barrier at 8 keV, then for lower
dose rates it takes time to build up the excess energy to initiate damage. This is indicative
of the lower dose rate curve requiring a longer incubation time to achieve a falling intensity
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Figure 4.18: The rate of intensity decay from initial intensity as a function of normalized
total dose is displayed for 3 energies, 8 keV, 11.2 keV and 16 keV for several different dose
rates. The 16 keV shows the fasted drop of normalized intensity, while the 11.2 keV shows
the slowest.
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ratio. Once this process has reached saturation though, it proceeds at the same decay rate as
a higher dose rate process. At 11.2 keV the energy from the photons must be sufficient that
the process does not require any build up, and simply proceeds at the same rate regardless
of the dose. At high energy, the higher the dose rate, the faster the intensity decay, and
in this case, perhaps the photon energy is sufficient that each photon is causing multiple
events and consequently with higher dose rates it’s a larger cascade of damage events. Thus,
the higher the dose rate the faster the intensity decay. This hypothesis, however, is merely
speculation. The data is inconclusive, as is the mechanism. It is also possible that the
experiments, having been conducted over the course of several different beam times had
differences between each beam time that were unnoticed and caused spurious results.
As was stated earlier, the shape of the damage region at 11.2 keV was the same for
all types of damage scans, dose mapping, repeated radial, or dummy motor scans, the
characteristic bean or “8” like shape. At 16 keV we see a double lobed shape with a much
larger upper lobe than lower lobe (figure 4.19(a)). In contrast, however, the 8 keV damage
region looks completely different, figure 4.19(b), akin to a very flattened ellipse. In addition
to the different shapes at the other energies it is likely that the beam profile is different.
Measurements using a fluorescence knife edge at 11.2 keV and 16 keV revealed slightly
different beam sizes. It was not possible to check the beam size at 8 keV because the Ge
Kα fluorescence is not activated at 8 keV. Only elements with edges below 8 keV would
yield signal and the sample has none of these materials present. The only metals that would
be useful for a fluorescence knife edge at that low of an energy would be a Co or an Fe.
Another complication at 8 keV with an unknown effect is the presence of a third harmonic
from the monochromator. The upstream refocusing mirror on 2 ID-D utilizes 2 mirrors
which are selectable. One mirror has an Au coating, while the other has a Rh coating. The
Au coated mirror is ideally suited to energies below 12 keV (the Au L edges are between 12
and 14 keV) while the Rh mirror is usable up to approximately 25 keV. In order to reach
the 16 keV necessary for the experiment, the Rh mirror was selected and thus the mirror
passes all energies below the cutoff. The monochromator used is a Kohzu Si 111 double
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crystal monochromator. When set to allow the Si 111 reflection at 8 keV the crystals are
also correctly positioned to have a Si 333 reflection at 24 keV. The intensity of the 24 keV
reflection would be significantly lower than the primary beam at 8 keV, but it is unclear
what effect, if any, it would have on the measurement. The presence of this higher harmonic
could be contributing to the radiation damage and is a possible source of error. In looking
at the raw signal out of the Bicron detector on oscilliscope it is clear that at the Bragg
condition the detector is being exposed to diffracted high energy photons. By setting the
window correctly on the detector this should be excluded, but it bears mentioning as a
possible complication.
(a) 16 keV (b) 8 keV
Figure 4.19: Topographic intensity maps (a) showing the damage at 16 keV and (b) at 8
keV. The normalized total does from the 16 keV sample was significantly lower than for the
8 keV sample. Note that the intensity scale bars change for each plot.
4.3 The Nature of Radiation Damage
The radiation damage problem is a difficult problem to address from simply studying the
diffracted intensity. Numerous things could be causing changes in the diffracted intensity,
including ablation of material, thermal melting, reactions with the underlying oxide, or
reactions with the atmosphere. All these mechanisms could contribute to destroying the
perfection of the layer and causing a decrease in the diffracted intensity. It has been observed
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in section 4.2.2 that the damage still occurs when the SOI is covered by a Si3N4 passivating
thin film, and it is plausible then to rule out a reaction with atmosphere. It has also
been shown in 4.1.2 that the Ge fluorescence signal is constant with damage while the Ge
diffracted intensity changes. This implies that the material is not being ablated. This
doesn’t determine what is actually occurring but it does assist in bounding the problem.
4.3.1 SiGe on Bulk Si Control Experiments
Since the damage problem has been seen to occur with SiGe on SOI a simple control exper-
iment is to compare the results from a long exposure of SiGe on bulk Si sample with that of
SiGe on SOI. The damage to the SOI is extremely puzzling as this effect is not seem when
testing samples employing bulk Si wafers. A control experiment, using a 80 nm thick SiGe
film heteroepitaxially grown on bulk Si, where the sample was exposed to the direct beam
for 5 hours was performed. The feature exposed to the beam, a 1 µm SiGe dot, was dose
mapped like the SOI, utilizing the SiGe diffraction peak as the diffraction scan of interest.
The resulting effect of the radiation exposure shows no change in the SiGe intensity or peak
profile after 9+ hours of exposure (figure 4.20). Figure 4.20 does show changes in the fringes
but this is most likely due to small errors in the position and instrument stability rather
than damage to the material. The lack of damage in this case demonstrates that the damage
is not related to film thickness but most likely is related to the presence of the BOX layer
in the SOI structure.
4.3.2 Non X-ray Analysis of the Damaged Region
The damage has been shown to be stable over the long term when measured using a microd-
iffraction beamline, however, the X-ray studies do not completely reveal the nature of the
damage. Many other microscopy techniques are available that could reveal more information
on the damaged region. SEM and AFM are also non-destructive and would indicate whether
or not there was a reaction that was causing enough of a structural change to causing surface
buckling or other changes to the surface. The earliest damage studies were performed at the
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Figure 4.20: SiGe diffracted intensity from a 1 µm dot before and after exposure to the
incident X-ray beam for 9+ hours at 11.2 keV. There are no changes to the peak position
or the diffracted intensity.
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center of the large pad, and as was stated earlier, could not be reached reliably by SEM or
AFM, and could also not be located by diffraction. Having proved inconclusive the samples
with damage near the corners of the large pad underwent testing at Columbia University
using SEM, AFM and IR microscopy. All of these techniques revealed no surface effects in
the areas where the damage should have occurred compared with the surrounding regions.
The lack of evidence of the damage from surface sensitive techniques provided certain infor-
mation that was important to understanding the damage. The loss of diffracted intensity
must somehow be related to a reduction in the crystallinity of the sample, but it cannot
be causing such a large change that it causes the surface to be modified or there would be
evidence in the SEM or AFM results. Figure 4.21 indicates nothing out of the ordinary in
either SEM or AFM.
In collaboration with research scientists from Oak Ridge National Laboratory the sample
was taken to Tennessee to perform a Raman experiment. If the damage was caused by a
structural difference from the original SOI, then Raman spectroscopy should also be sensitive
to the damaged region. Raman spectroscopy, unlike SEM or AFM, is also not a surface
technique and would enable looking through the entire SOI layer thickness. Much like the
X-ray results, the Raman experiment confirmed the presence of the damaged area. The
damage had a curious Raman signal though. The presence of a strain would cause a peak
shift, and in a topographic measurement would display an anti-symmetric behavior in the
peak shift across a strain like an edge: a compressive region compensating for a tensile one.
This sort of feature is obvious from the edge of the nitride pad, with a compressive strain
on one side (shift to higher wave number) of the feature and a tensile strain on the other
side (shift towards lower wave number) which is visible in figure 4.23. The damage region
is not anti-symmetric, it simply shows a peak shift of approximately 1 wave number, which
if caused by strain would be about 1 GPa. If there were a strain field that was created
by the presence of the damage then a compensating region should surround the damaged
area, however no such region exists. It has been suggested that the loss of crystallinity was a
manifestation of changing the structure of the Si from perfect single crystal to an amorphous
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(a) AFM of Compressive Nitride Pad
(b) SEM of Compressive Nitride Pad
Figure 4.21: (a) AFM and (b) SEM images of the region that exhibited radiation damage
from the X-ray beam at 2 ID-D. The thick red circles indicate the rough position of where
the damaged region should be. There is no surface evidence of the damage visible in these
images.
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Si, but there is no amorphous peak present in the Raman spectrum (figure 4.22). The Raman
data does nothing other than to confirm the stability of the damage region. Also, curiously,
the size of the damage region is much smaller than the X-ray data from 2 ID-D shows.
Figure 4.22: Raman spectrum in the region around the Si peak. The damaged Raman
spectrum shows a clear shift towards higher wavelengths, however the peak profile is the
same as from an undamaged region.
4.3.3 Nanoprobe Studies of SOI Damage
It is possible that there is a polygonization of the SOI layer that is occurring though whereby
the perfect Si single crystals is “broken” into smaller regions which are slightly canted from
each other, accounting for a loss in the diffracted intensity. In this case, slight tilts between
each of the regions would require a slightly different orientation of the sample to measure
the intensity coming from that region. The total diffracted intensity should be the same,
however, because of the presence of detector slits and a finite detector size it would be
impossible to measure all the different intensities. One of the major limitations of the
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(a) 2D Raman Peak Center Topograph
(b) Raman X Cut (c) Raman Y Cut
Figure 4.23: (a) Raman topograph of the peak position for the compressive nitride sample.
Warmer colors indicate a shift towards higher wave number. The rectangle defined by the
blue/yellow square indicates the edge of the Si3N4 pad. The red and yellow spots inside this
area indicate the locations of the damaged region. The two black lines indicate cuts along
the (b) x direction through the damage spot and the (c) y direction.
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diffraction setup at 2 ID-D with the radiation damage problem is an inability to measure
across the entire reciprocal space region of the diffraction vector, a consequence of using
a point detector. As a result, the radiation damage measurements only average over an
area of reciprocal space covered by the slits and in a manner that has no regard to the
distribution of intensity that may be incident in the detector. For typical slit settings used,
a 400 µm gap corresponds to an angular resolution of about 0.04 ◦. The only way to obtain
the full diffracted profile information is to use a CCD (or another 2-dimensional) detector.
CCD detectors are notorious for having low dynamic range and lower sensitivity than point
detectors like a Bicron or an Avalanche Photodiode (APD), and as a result are usually not
favored for high resolution strain work.
In order to obtain the necessary data, a beamline would need to have a smaller spot
size with lower flux density. The lower flux density would prevent radiation damage from
occurring, and having a smaller spot size would increase the divergence of the beam, which
coupled with a CCD detector, would allow more of rocking curve to be illuminated at once.
The only facility with this capability is the recently commissioned Nanoprobe in sector 26 of
the APS which is part of the Center for Nanoscale Materials Science (CNM). The Hard X-ray
Nanoprobe (HXN) is equipped with several important features which enable the damaged
region to be studied. The optics used on the HXN are also a Fresnel zone plate, like in sector
2, however the focal spot size produced is on the order of 60nm with improvements leading
to 30nm. The significantly smaller spot size from the zone plate also causes a dramatically
lower flux level as well as a much higher divergence. Assuming a zone plate efficiency of
2% and using the tabulated values on the nanoprobe website the flux at should be on the
order of 105 photons/second, 4 orders of magnitude smaller than at 2 ID-D. This small
size would be wasted if the sample were not also positioned with equally high performance
stages. The stage design for the HXN utilizes a laser feedback system which monitors in
real-time the position of the optic and sample relative to one another and allows them to
be moved and adjusted to maintain position stability down to ∼ 5nm [79]. This will ensure
that the area of interest to be studied is really the area of the sample being studied. The
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instrument is equiped with a detector robot arm that has mounts for both a point detector
like a Bicron, and a CCD detector [80]. An image of the geometry of the HXN is shown
in figure 4.24indicating the xˆ, yˆ, zˆ, and θˆ. The beam propogates along zˆ. As a result of
the rotation of the angle θ movement in the plane of the sample surface corresponds to a
movement in either the yˆ or a combination of the xˆ and zˆ which will depend on the angle θ.
In early testing it was found that the bicron offers no improvement in performance, partly
because of the difficulty in aligning the sample rotation axis. A Princeton Insturements
PIXIS-XF CCD is the most prevalently used detector. It utilizes a 1024 x 1024 CCD chip
with a 13 µm nominal pixel size, positioned at approximately 700 mm; this configuration
results in each pixel subtending an angle of 18.6 µrad (3.83 arcsec) and a total angular range
of 19.05 mrad (1.09 ◦). A recent upgrade to the CCD detector improves the sensitivity of
the instrument dramatically reducing, even further, the time required to collect adequate
diffraction data.
Figure 4.24: The geometry of the Hard X-ray Nanoprobe. The x, y, and z axes are aligned at
θ = 0 such that x is normal to the sample surface and perpendicular to the beam direction,
y is along the sample surface and normal to the beam direction, and z is along the sample
surface and along the beam direction. The angle θ represents a rotation about the y-axis.
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By utilizing the divergence of the zone plate it is not necessary to rotate the sample in
the incident beam with a CCD detector, reducing data collection to topographic mapping
only. The complication with this is that the data analysis is significantly more complicated.
Each CCD image represents a planar cut across the Ewald sphere, however in contrast to the
white beam Laue technique, the curvature of reciprocal space can be neglected due to the
small angle subtended by the CCD. The difference in the true angular range subtended by a
pixel at the edge of the CCD vs a pixel at the center of the CCD is smaller than 1× 10−5 ◦.
Completely analyzing the data set, however, requires a fundamental understanding of the
incident beam which is beyond the scope of this thesis. For a full analysis of basic scattering
and modeling of the incident beam, the paper by Ying, et. al. [81] is recommended.
Without entirely modeling the diffraction process, there are several simple ways of an-
alyzing the data that still allow a great deal of information to be extracted. The easiest is
to simply imagine a portion of the CCD image as a 1D detector and sum over a given re-
gion. This turns the 2D detector into an advanced point detector. The CCD point detector
equivalent was generally background subtracted and corrected for central stop leakage to
give the most accurate results. A topographic scan of the compressive nitride damaged area
from the nanoprobe is shown in figure 4.25(a). This shows a damage area much smaller and
more symmetric than the damage region measured using 2 ID-D with a real point detector
(figure 4.14(a)). However, due to the slit settings at 2 ID-D the diffraction condition is very
sensitive to shifts in the 2θ direction but the data is integrated over a large angular range
along χ. The smaller divergence also means that areas that are farther out of the diffraction
condition of the background region are not illuminated in comparison with the nanoprobe.
These factors contribute to the shape of the damaged area from 2 ID-D.
It is also possible to measure the center of mass in both directions on the CCD resulting in
figures 4.25(b) and 4.25(c). Interpreting what these plots means though is significantly more
difficult. Both the x center of mass and y center of mass show antisymmetric like results
along one axis of the image, and symmetric results along the other. For the orientation
in which the sample is mounted a shift along the xˆ direction indicates a shift in the 2θ
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position. This would generally be interpreted as a change in the d-spacing of the material.
A shift along the yˆ direction of the CCD is representative of a shift in the χ direction and
would ideally represent a rotation of the lattice planes. However, the actual material state
is unknown and thus what shifts in 2θ and χ represent is not well defined in terms of lattice
rotations or dilations.
(a) Nanoprobe SOI Damage Topograph (b) Nanoprobe xˆ Center of Mass
(c) Nanoprobe yˆ Center of Mass
Figure 4.25: Two dimension scan results using the Nanoprobe in sector 26 at the APS. (a)
a corrected point detector equivalent intensity map from the CCD images, (b) the center
of mass along the x axis of the CCD corresponding to changes in the 2θ angle, and (c) the
center of mass along the y direction of the CCD representing changes in the χ angle. Figures
(b) and (c) have scales in pixel positions; both exhibit a mirror symmetry in one direction
and antisymmetric behavior in the other.
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4.3.4 Describing the Damaged Region
The lack of knowledge about the actual damage process means that interpreting images like
those in figure 4.25 may obscure some important results from the data. Looking at single
line scans from the mesh that produced figure 4.25 it becomes easier to gain a clearer picture
of the sample and the nature of the damage. Each CCD frame is summed along the columns
and along the rows to produce a linear detector equivalent in both the 2θ and χ directions.
These “linear” detector scans are then assembled into a 2-D image by plotting the lines as
a function of position. Figure 4.26(a) shows the line scan across the top portion of the
damaged region that was processed in this way. At the damaged region there is a shift in
2θ to a higher angle. The intensity is spread out over a range of angles though indicating
that there are multiple diffracting regions with slightly different orientations. There is some
fraction of the beam illuminating a region with the same orientation as the rest of the SOI
layer, but there is also another region which is tilted by a milliradian or more. In the χ
direction the intensity drops off but stays mainly at the same tilt angle. Looking at a scan
across the center of the damaged region a different picture emerges (figure 4.26(b)). There
is a noticeable loss of intensity in 2θ across the center of the damage region, while there is
a huge shift in the intensity in the χ direction. The behavior is also antisymmetric. The
scan across the bottom region of the damage area is the opposite of the scan across the top.
There is a large shift towards a higher Bragg angle, while there is very little change in the
χ direction (figure 4.26(c)).
From the three line scans a more coherent picture starts to emerge. Each line scan shows
that there is a shift in the diffraction condition away from some central region, as if there is
some sort of inclusion at the center that actually represents the damaged region. Imagine
a bubble buried at the BOX/SOI interface as in figure 4.27. This damage inclusion, which
is larger than the material that was consumed to produce it, causes a compressive strain in
the SOI layer around it. This would explain the large peak shift in the Raman spectrum. In
addition because of its symmetric shape it would cause changes in the diffraction condition in
the SOI surrounding it. However, the fact that the inclusion is not linear though means that
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(a) Top of Damage Region
(b) Middle of Damage Region
(c) Bottom of Damage Region
Figure 4.26: Extracted linear scans from the two dimension map across the (a) top, (b)
middle, and (c) bottom of the damaged region. The CCD data is collapsed to a linear
detector equivalent for each ccd image and then plotted showing the intensity variation
along 2θ and χ for each scan.
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shifts in the d-spacing of the surrounding material, and rotations of the lattice planes would
be convoluted together and not obviously discernible from one another without significant
analysis. Figure 4.26 also shows the angular shift in the diffraction peak in the damaged
region is several milliradians. In the context of solid mechanics this is an enormous shift and
represents a huge strain and rotation field, which also helps to explain why at the center of
what should be the inclusion the diffraction signal disappears.
Figure 4.27: The structure of the damage inclusion based on the diffraction data from the
nanoprobe results. The damage inclusion cause a rotation of the diffraction normal, at
different points, shown here as exaggerated arrows. The actual angular shift is only a few
milliradians.
The area of the damaged region measured from the Raman data shows a spot size is
convoluted with the Raman probe beam size but the damaged region is significantly smaller
than the size that is seen on 2 ID-D. It is on the order of 1.1 µm ×0.87 µm. The 2 ID-D data
shows the damaged region should be closer to 4 µm ×2 µm. The nanoprobe measurements
show a damaged area much closer in size and shape to that of the Raman measurements,
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around 1.2 µm ×1.2 µm. These results support the idea that the size and shape of the
damage region in the measurements performed at 2 ID-D are actually an artifact of the
instrument and not of the damaged region. This shows that the damage inclusion is not an
order of magnitude larger than the beamsize, but only larger by a factor of 4 or so.
None of these results explains what has gone on in the damaged area. It is clear that the
damage does not affect the surface, and that material isn’t being destroyed, but it appears
tilted and has suffered a reduction in the crystalline quality of the SOI layer. What is unclear
is why has it become this way. The only method available to conclusively determine the
nature of the damaged region is to section the sample and use TEM to analyze the section.
This will destroy the sample and was not performed previously in an effort to determine as
much about the damaged region while ensuring it could still be studied. The failure of all
other techniques to determine the nature of the damage required this to be carried out. The
focused ion beam milling (FIB) and TEM were performed at IBM Research in Yorktown
heights by C.E. Murray. The TEM results were not promising. They showed no difference
from the surrounding areas in what should have been the damaged region. It is possible
that in trying to remove such a small region, only 100 nm thick, using the X-ray results as
a navigation aid, caused a shift in the apparent position of the damaged region. Thus, the
section was in the wrong location resulting in a null result from the TEM and destroying
the region of interest. It is also possible that, based on the results from the nanoprobe, the
rotation of the diffraction condition of only several milliradians is far to small to be resolved
using TEM diffraction. The last possibility is that there is actually nothing to see in the
damaged region, a result that would make the X-ray and Raman results even more curious.
Chapter 5
Summary, Conclusions and Future
Work
5.1 Strain Resolution and Temperature in Diffraction Systems
In the field of strain determination, it is crucial that a uniform and correct vocabulary is
used to describe results. The unfortunate interchanging of accuracy, precision and resolution
occurs all too frequently. Clear definitions for strain accuracy, precision and resolutions were
laid out in section 3.1.
Chapter 3 discussed extensively the strain resolution of a number of instruments at
ORNL and IBM. This represents only a tiny fraction of the instruments in use for diffraction
strain analysis. There are countless X-ray diffraction lab instruments for the purpose. There
are also several notable synchrotron and neutron instruments for the purpose. Each of the
instruments should be tested in order to validate their results.
5.1.1 Strain Measurement Standard
Building on the methods and results developed in chapters 2 and 3 a standard for measuring
the strain performance of diffraction instruments needs to be created. The Cu-Si powder
mixture is an ideal sample to use for a standard, and is readily available in high purity
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form. The mixture selected for running in the X-ray instruments yielded approximately
equal intensity from the Si and the Cu peaks, and should be maintained about this pro-
portion for consistency. With the sample defined, the application of repeated temperature
measurements, at 2 or 3 temperature steps would be sufficient to measure an instruments
performance.
The measurements at HFIR provided valuable information on the methods necessary for
accurate determination of the performance of neutron strain instruments. The stage design
discussed in section 3.3.2 is ideal for neutron strain determination. This stage loaded with a
Cu-Si powder mixture in appropriate proportions to give reasonable diffraction signals from
each material should be used to measure the performance of the neutron stress instruments.
The two other major neutron stress facilities in the U.S. are SMARTS at Los Alamos
National Laboratory, and VULCAN at the Spallation Neutron Source at ORNL. Both of
these facilities utilize spallation sources, and the resulting measurement would be slightly
different from the measurement at HFIR. Since, the entire diffraction spectrum would be
collected at once, it is probably that the resolution achievable at these instruments would
be higher than at HFIR. Neither of these instruments would require any sample motion,
and by collecting multiple peaks simultaneously it would reduce the measurement time as
well as add in redundancy. The only drawback to using a spallation source is the much
more complicated peak function. The simple peak functions used throughout this thesis are
not suitable for spallation source data. These results could only be analyzed using Rietveld
software such as GSAS [73, 82]. Fortunately, as was demonstrated in section 3.3.3, we
can expect results from the Rietveld refinement to be identical to those from a multipeak
analysis, such as a displacement correction method.
To demonstrate the power of the sample and the stage as a standard for neutron in-
struments the same stage was also tested using the powder diffractometer at HFIR, HB2A.
The results showed lower strain measurement performance than at the NRSF2 instrument,
table 5.1; the instrument is designed as a general purpose powder diffraction instrument and
isn’t optimized for strain measurement, which accounts for its lackluster strain resolution of
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(∆T373 K − 383 K) (∆T383 K − 393 K)
Theorypts 173.4 µ 174.1 µ




Table 5.1: Results from the Cu powder using the HB2A powder diffractometer at HFIR
from a Cu-Si powder mixture. The mixture was too Cu rich making the Si data totally
unreliable. There is also data obtained from the Al furnace enclosure which shows better
performance than the Si powder, but worse performance than the Cu powder. The results
of the calculate values for pts are shown and the resultant resolution is calculated.
176.9 µ. The most important aspect of the measurement is that it was successfully carried
out on another neutron instrument demonstrating the power of the setup and method.
5.1.2 Measurements of Samples at Elevated Temperatures
Care must be taken in diffraction experiments that are performed at temperature. The
temperature of the sample is often different from what a thermocouple on a heating stage
reads. Many other authors have utilized other means such as a second material [60, 61, 62]
or a secondary measuring device [68, 67] to verify the sample temperature. The results in
chapters 2 and 3 also demonstrate the need for an alternative monitoring technique to ensure
the correct temperature during data analysis. The inclusion of a second material standard in
a sample provides an excellent way to accurately measure the sample temperature assuming
the potential for reactions are low as is the case during low temperature measurements. An
optical pyrometer can provide a good alternative, but this requires the temperatures being
utilized are high enough. Understanding the temperature when conducting a thermoelastic
experiment is essential to obtaining meaningful data. The models presented in 1.1.4 - 1.1.6
are useless without accurate measurement of temperature.
For a measurement to be believable it must be accurate, precise and repeatable. With-
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out those three components it is merely an increase in universal entropy. Data must be
verifiable if it is to be believed. Chapter 3 illustrates that repeated measurements are un-
likely to provide exactly the same result, and that fit errors are fundamentally different from
statistical ones. This forms the basis for carrying out a high precision strain measurement
of a sample an non-ambient temperatures measured using x-ray diffraction. Systems such as
microdiffraction instruments, residual stress instruments and the nanoprobe are extremely
complex and make it difficult to make absolute measurements using them. It is far easier to
perform reliable and believable relative measurements utilizing these types of instruments.
While the materials employed in chapters 2 and 3 are important to the microelectronics
industry, the forms in which they were employed were not. Having clearly defined the criteria
for strain resolution, and having used it to evaluate numerous instruments it is now possible
to make concrete verifiable claims of the results that are obtained using these instruments.
This is the most important legacy of this work: to be able to measure something and be
assured of the honesty of the answer. It is also important to apply these simple models to
more complicated cases.
5.1.3 Strain Resolution for White Beam Laue Diffraction and 2D Detec-
tor systems in High Energy Diffraction
All of the X-ray work in the previous chapters has been performed using what many would
consider to be hard X-ray energies (from 8 to 16 keV). At these energies X-rays have a
very short penetration depth in most materials. The consequence of this short penetration
depth is that most X-ray experiments are concentrating on the surface region of a material.
For systems such as semiconductors this is of importance as the majority of the interest is
within microns of the surface, however for structural materials the interest is in the bulk of
the material, not simply a small surface layer. Neutron scattering facilities afford a great
penetration depth of thermal neutrons which has allowed the measurement of thick samples
and examination of the interior of large cross-sections; neutron sources have always suffered
significantly lower fluxes than even 3rd generation synchrotrons. Even the peak output of
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the newest neutron source, the SNS, is 2.6 × 1015 neutrons/cm2/s [83] a modest order of
magnitude brighter than an NSLS bending magnet, a facility that began operations [46]
in 1982! 3rd generation synchrotrons, such as the APS, SPRing8, and the ESRF, which
are optimized for the hard X-ray region of the spectrum produce photon flux on the order
of 100 times brighter. In an effort to utilize the higher X-ray fluxes available and the
relative abundance of synchrotron beamlines, diffraction instruments utilizing much higher
energies have been built to measure mechanics of materials through the bulk of samples as
a replacement for neutron beamlines.
Energies at these beamlines can range from 40 to 100 keV, allowing much greater pen-
etration in structural material. This greater penetration depth comes at a cost, at these
high energies reciprocal space is compressed. For 40 keV a CCD detector with a diameter of
165mm placed approximately 30 cm away from the sample subtends an angle of ±16 ◦ in 2θ.
This is enough to capture the first 5 diffraction peaks for a Si powder. In order to capture
the first 5 diffraction peaks at 8.047 keV an angle of 77 ◦ would need to be subtended. To
subtend this angle at the same sample to detector distance would require a detector to be
260 cm across! The compression in reciprocal space also compresses any changes that might
occur as well. As an example consider the following: an experiment similar to those in
chapter 2 was performed at 40, 45, 55, and 65 keV using NIST SRM 640b lattice spacing
reference Si powder. The powder was sealed in a small glass capillary with wall thickness
∼ 20 µm and outer diameter 300 µm. The capillary was mounted in a heat lamp furnace
and the sample was measured using Laue diffraction (see figures 5.1 and 5.2).
The sample was measured at 10 ◦C intervals using at each of the 4 energies from room
temperature up to 443 K. Each exposure lasted for 10 minutes in order to achieve sufficient
peak to background levels. A small lead plate was used to stop the direct beam from
damaging the CCD and accounts for the large area of no intensity in the center of figure 5.1.
The data was analyzed using the fit2D from the ESRF and the Mathematica code described
in chapters 2 and 3. At 40 keV the first diffraction peak, the Si 111, falls at 5.67 ◦, and
the Si 331, the highest diffraction peak on the detector, is visible at 14.29 ◦. Plotting the
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Figure 5.1: Diffraction pattern recorded on a MAR165 CCD detector placed approximately
30 cm away from a NIST SRM 640b Si powder sample at 40 keV.
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Figure 5.2: Integration along the angular coordinate of the Laue diffraction image results in
a typical powder diffraction pattern. Reciprocal space is compressed due to the high energy
used.
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lattice constants as a function of temperature for these two peaks produces a predictable
result. There is much more variability in the Si 111 data than in the Si 311 data, figure
5.3. For a 10 K increment in the range used the Si 111 peak should shift by 0.00015 ◦, while
the Si 311 should see an shift of 0.00038 ◦. Given the positioning of the detector at this
energy, each pixel subtends a solid angle of approximately 0.015 ◦, two orders of magnitude
larger than the shift expected for a 10K increment in the Si 111 peak. To put it a different
way, to view the shift of a peak position, the histogram for the data must shift sufficient to
show a 1/100th of a pixel shift. Looking at the raw data from the experiment, figure 5.4,
it seems increasingly unlikely that it will be possible to see a shift this small as each peak
only consists of 11 points above the the FWHM.
(a) Si 111 Peak vs T at 40 keV (b) Si 331 Peak vs T at 40 keV
Figure 5.3: Lattice constant data for the (a) Si 111 peak and the (b) Si 331 peak vs tem-
perature from a series of 2D images at 40 keV utilizing a MAR165CCD.
(a) Si 111 Peak Profile at 40 keV (b) Si 331 Peak Profile at 40 keV
Figure 5.4: Peak profiles for the (a) Si 111 peak and the (b) Si 331 peak at 40 keV.
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8.047 keV 25 keV 40 keV 65 keV
9.0 ◦ × 10−4 2.8 ◦ × 10−4 1.8 ◦ × 10−4 1.1 ◦ × 10−4
Table 5.2: Calculated angular shifts for the Si 111 peak for a thermal shift of 10 K from
373 K to 383 K.
This minuscule shift becomes even smaller as the energy is increased and the lowest
peak is examined. For 65 keV the Si 111 peak shift for the same 10 K temperature change
is 1.1 ◦× 10−4. Table 5.2 contains values for several energies and the corresponding shifts in
peak position required to see a shift from 373 K to 383 K. In changing from 65 keV to Cu-Kα
there is a correspond order of magnitude increase in the angular change. If the peak under
consideration is located much higher above 136 ◦ the shift is another of order of magnitude
higher. A consequence of this is the significantly lower strain resolution when utilizing high
energy X-ray sources, at least with this type of detector. The increase in penetration depth
is achieved at the cost of strain resolution.
The setup described is similar to the “Configuration B” describe by Poulsen [84]. He
defines the angular resolution for a typical setup such as this, using 50 keV X-rays, a sample
to detector distance of 400mm and a pixel size of 300 µm, as having an angular resolution
on the order of 3× 10−4 rads. A one pixel shift in the center position of the detector would
correspond to a shift of 7.5×10−4 rads, meaning that the resolution Poulsen describes equates
to slightly less than half a pixel. Converting that resolution into a thermal shift in the Si
lattice constant, the temperature of the Si powder would have to shift from room temperature
to ∼ 1242 K, beyond the range the thermal expansion is valid in, for the Si 111 peak; For
the Si 331 peak it would require a thermal shift to ∼ 720 K. This configuration would result
in a strain resolution of approximately 1502 µ based on the Poulsen information. The
“Configuration C” Poulsen describes has an angular resolution on the order of 10−5 rads.
Even allowing for this high a resolution, to see the shift for an Si 111 peak would require a
temperature shift from room temperature to ∼ 339 K, a ∆T of 46 ◦. The “Configuration C”,
according to Poulsen has a strain resolution of around 126 µ. These results confirm and
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agree with the earlier conclusions: achieving a high penetration depth is done at the cost of
resolution.
5.2 Radiation Damage in Silicon-on-Insulator Samples
X-ray photon induced damage to SOI based structures presents a clear problem toward the
progress of nondestructive device characterization. Few techniques are available that could
conceivably examine a device in an unmodified state in-situ like X-ray diffraction, however
the photon damage negates this advantage. Understanding the mechanism for this photon
induced damage is crucial as progression in source brilliance and performance increases.
The damage to SOI structures is both intriguing and perplexing. The results presented
in chapter 4 demonstrated a basic understand of the problem. The damage is subsurface
and does not cause any visible changes to the sample surface; the damage is stable over long
periods, implying the change that occurs is stable at room temperature. The data does not,
at present, support any conclusions on the effect of rate vs dose at different energies, the
location of the damage relative to the interfaces in the system, or the exact mechanism for
damaging the SOI layer.
The results from the dose vs. rate vs. energy experiment require clarification. The
current data does not depict clearly the effects of rate, dose and energy on the damage
process. These factors seem relatively clear with the higher energy experiments at 11.2 keV
and 16 keV. The murky results from 8 keV raised several concerns: is the process being
impacted from the high energy photons that are being passed through the system? Is the
sample in focus at the lower energy and what is the spot size of the X-ray beam? If there
is contamination of the beam by the higher order harmonics then it should also be possible
to see diffraction from this beam. The SOI reflection being used at 8 keV is the (0 0 4).
This is the lowest order peak present with a Si 001 oriented wafer. The 3rd harmonic from
the undulator would diffract at the same angle of 2θ for a (0 0 12). For the 3rd harmonic,
however, there are lower order diffraction peaks where there should be no 8 keV diffraction
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spots. If it is possible to measure a diffraction signal for the 3rd harmonic (0 0 4) or (0 0 8),
then there would clearly be contamination from the higher harmonic that is affecting the
measurement. The same technique to measure the incident intensity that was applied in
section 4.2.1 could be used to measure the 3rd harmonic intensity in an effort to quantify
the effect on the sample.
The problem of focus and focal spot size on the sample at the lower energy is much
more complicated. The most reliable way of measuring a spot size is to use a fluorescent
fiducial marker on the sample. The only materials that fluoresce at a usable wavelength
are Cr, Co, Fe and Ni. A sample with a Co or Ni silicide, assuming the feature edges were
sharp, would be the most ideal type of sample to solve the focal spot size problem. At 8
keV a Ni-silicide would not fluoresce, however if the energy was increased beyond 8.333 keV
it would be sufficient for fluorescence to be detected. It is possible, though not ideal, to use
any sort of sharply defined feature to assist in positioning the sample in focus. This process
is difficult and time consuming to perform using diffraction and should be used more as a
last resort.
In order to understand the location of the damage relative to interfaces, a damaged SOI
sample will need to be sectioned and examined. Recently a sample was damaged using the
2 ID-D beamline such that a line defect was created. The damaged region should be a
line ∼ 5 µm in length underneath a Si3N4 pad. The same sample has also been studied
using the hard X-ray nanoprobe in Sector 26 of the APS. This damaged structure should
provide an ideal TEM specimen as it is long in one dimension. The experiments utilizing
the nanoprobe will supplement the existing X-ray data and the upcoming TEM results.
Initial analysis of the damage region utilizing the nanoprobe shows significantly improved
instrument performance due largely to better optics and greater positional stability (figure
5.5).
The microscopy results indicate that the damage is propagating from the BOX/SOI
interface. The defect propagation from the SiO2 has been corroborated by the work of
several other authors [85, 86, 87]. It is possible that the damage inclusion is actually caused
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(a) Integrated Intensity (b) xˆ Center of Mass
(c) yˆ Center of Mass
Figure 5.5: Results from diffraction topography using the Nanoprobe beamline in sector
26 of the APS. (a) Background subtracted integrated intensity over the central region of
interest on the CCD detector. The image shows the same “bean” like shape to that obtained
using 2-ID-D. This is, no doubt, due to the higher resolution when compared with the earlier
results. (b) Center of mass along xˆ of the CCD; changes in intensity represent shifts in pixel
position. (c) Center of mass along yˆ of the CCD; changes in intensity represent shifts in
pixel position.
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by these oxygen defects percolating up from the BOX/SOI interface into the SOI layer
resulting in damage to the crystallinity of the SOI layer, which leads to changes in the
diffraction condition. Several possibilities for testing this hypothesis exist. If the damage
is related to the presence of SiO2, then if a different type of passivating layer were used,
such as Si3N4, the damage would not be expected to occur. Testing this would necessitate
a Si substrate, Si3N4 passivating layer and then another layer of thin Si to approach the
similar structure. Another possible method to determine the point of origin would be to use a
double layered SOI structure. Since each SOI layer would have a slightly different diffraction
condition (figure 5.6) each could be measured independently. Ideally, the damage inclusion
would be positioned at a slightly different place for the two layers relating to the depth the
X-ray beam penetrated at an angle in order to reach the SOI layer.
The beam damage is also confined to the SOI layer and does not affect the substrate.
The substrate may suffer minor damage, but the vast volume of material as compared with
the SOI layer may act to mask the effect of any damage that has occurred. It is also
possible that the damage is related to the combination of the presence of oxygen defects
created in the BOX as well as the spatial confinement due to the layer thickness. In order
to test this hypothesis it would be necessary to obtain a single crystal Si layer that was of
comparable thickness to the SOI without the presence of the BOX. Noyan [88] suggested
that by a combination of chemical and mechanical etching it should be possible to remove
the substrate and BOX layer leaving only the SOI. This would facilitate investigation into
the effect of the BOX layer. The removal of the substrate and the BOX layer may not be
possible due to the lack of precise control in the etching process. It is definitely possible to
remove a substantial portion of the substrate via the etching process. This would produce
a structure of thin Si layers separated by the BOX layer. While this would not quite yield
the ideal structure it would create a useful sample to test. If damage occurs to both thin
layers of Si in this structure it would confirm that the damage is related to the presence of
the BOX as well as the thickness of the layer as the damage is not seen in bulk Si.
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Figure 5.6: If an SOI wafer with 2 SOI layers was utilized it might be possible to see a shift in
the position of the damage due to the slight offset of the interaction region of the beam and
the BOX/SOI interface. The darker blue regions represent the locations of the inclusions,
while the black arrows illustrate the offsets of the layer normals. These are exaggerated for
emphasis.
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